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(ABSTRACT) 

One method of estimating returns to agricultural research as an 

alternative to the commonly used aggregate output production function 

approach is to calculate returns based on estimates from a value-added 

production fu.~ction. Value added is the value of consumed inputs in the 

production process subtracted from the value of total production. The 

value-added function alleviates several problems found in the aggregate 

production function, allowing for more reliable estimates. One 

objective of this study is to compare the rates of return to research 

based on estimates from the value added and gross production functions. 

The estimation of the research coefficients are conducted through 

the use of the Ordinary Least Squares and Ridge Regression of a Cobb-

Douglas production function. Four commodity groups are examined; cash 

grains, livestock, poultry, and dairy using cross-sectional 1978 data 

for the United States. 

The results of the analysis show that in most cases the research 

variable was more significant and therefore explained the dependent 

variable better in the value-added functions than in the gross 



production functions. A larger internal rate of return to research in 

the value-added function for models excluding a spillover of research 

variable suggests an underinvestment in research dollars oriented 

towards improving value added. Therefore, future research should 

concentrate on improving the efficiency of fixed and non-consumed inputs 

used in the production of most commodity groups in general. Also, 

results from both the value added and production functions show an 

underinvestment of research in the cash grain commodity group relative 

to the other three commodity groups in this study. More research should 

be conducted in the area of improving the efficiency of all inputs used 

in the cash grain production process. 
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CHAPTER Oi.~E 

Introduction 

1.1 Problem 

Questions are increasingly being asked about the payoff to publicly 

supported agricultural research. Public officials desire information on 

research payoffs because research competes with alternative uses for 

public funds. Agricultural administrators need information to justify 

budget requests and to assist them in allocation decisions. Additional 

evidence is needed on the efficiency with which money is being allocated 

among different commodities. 

A major goal among researchers is to allocate the level of research 

funding among agricultural commodities to increase the return to 

research expenditures. A reallocation of funds should take place if 

differences exist in rates of return to research funding for particular 

commodities. For these expenditures to be allocated efficiently, more 

information must be gathered on the effects of research expenditures in 

their alternative uses. 

Several studies have estimated returns to agricultural research in 

the aggregate or for commodity groups. These studies indicate that 

expenditures on research and development affect the level of 

agricultural output significantly and are important as a source of 

growth in aggregate output. Many of the studies have estimated 

-1-
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production functions with the value of agricultural output as the 

dependent variable and land, labor, capital, purchased inputs, and 

research as independent variables. One of the first of these studies 

was conducted by Griliches (1964). A subsequent study by Evenson (1967) 

estimated the average length and shape of the research lag. Bredahl and 

Peterson (1976) conducted a study in which they estimated the 

coefficient on research for each of four commodity groups on a state-by-

state basis using aggregate agricultural production fu.~ctions. From 

this coefficient, the marginal product and the internal rate of return 

(IRR) to research for each commodity group was calculated. Implications 

were then drawn as to the efficiency of allocation of research funds 

among the different commodity groups (Bredahl and Peterson, 1976). 

With the exception of a study by Davis (1980), previous studies 

have not considered the issue of whether intermediate inputs may cause 

estimation problems in aggregate production function studies. These 

studies have overlooked several problems, including some double counting 

of purchased inputs, differences among states in the source of purchased 

inputs, simultaneity between the level of output and levels of inputs, 

and the restrictive aggregation condition that the ratio of the price of 

material inputs to the price of out put holds constant. 

One alternative method of estimation to alleviate these problems 

which has received little attention in the past in the area of 

agricultural production is the value-added production function (Arrow~ 

1974; Sato, 1975; Denny and Hay, 1978; Bruno, 1978; Diewert, 1978; 

Griliches and Ringstad, 1971). This concept, commonly used in non-
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agricultural industries, may add insight to the allocation of research 

funding problem in the agricultural industry. The value-added 

production function is a function using the value of consumed inputs 

subtracted from the value of production as the dependent variable. This 

difference is the value created in the production process within a farm 

enterprise and thus is a wealth factor. Wealth created in farming 

accrues in commodities created by specific production activities. 

Therefore, value-added is the creation of wealth due to the use of fixed 

and non-consumed inputs. This wealth accrues to a farm enterprise as 

returns to labor-management, the stock of durable capital, and t~e land 

base. In this thesis, the wealth just described, will be referred to as 

value added. The consumed inputs are inputs which are used completely 

in the production process such as fertilizer, energy, or feed. The non-

consumed variables are variables not used up in each production cycle 

such as land, operator labor, and capital. 

1.2 Objectives and Hypothesis 

A specific objective of this study is to estimate rates of return 

to research for four major categories of agricultural research conducted 

by U.S. Agricultural Experiment Stations: cash grains, poultry, dairy, 

and livestock. A second specific objective is to compare the rates of 

return obtained by two production functions, one which includes value-

added as the dependent variable and another which includes gross value 

of output as the dependent variable. 
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A more general objective will be to increase the current knowledge 

available in the area of determining the rates of return to research to 

the four commodity groups by testing the coefficients on the 

agricultural research variables, using the two different production 

functions and determining whether differences exist. One last general 

objective will be to gain insight into the applicability and problems of 

the value-added production function used in agricultural industries 

rather than non-agricultural industries. 

The hypothesis to be tested in this study is: whether estimated 

internal rates of return to research expenditures in the U.S. in 1978 

for specific agricultural commodity groups would differ if evaluated in 

terms of contribution to value-added as opposed to total value of 

production. Data required for this cross sectional study will have to 

be obtained for each state in the United States for the following 

commodities : 

1. Cash Grains - corn, soybeans, sorghum, wheat, barley, and oats. 

2. Dairy - mi 1 k. 

3. Poultry - eggs, broilers, turkeys. 

4. Other livestock - beef, swine, sheep. 

One assumption on which the hypothesis is based is that differences 

in the research coefficients stem partly from double counting of 
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purchased inputs. Also, differences in the primary source, purchased or 

produced, of consumed inputs used on each farm within a state will cause 

the coefficient on research to differ. Lastly, problems of simultaneity 

between inputs and outputs also may cause the coefficients to differ. 

1.3 Organization of Study 

This study is organized in the fol lowing manner. In Chapter Two 

the conceptual framework and theoretical model is presented. It reviews 

previous agricultural research production function studies. Also, a 

thorough review of the value-added function, the implications of its 

use, and a discussion of the assumptions necessary in its estimation is 

conducted. Two tests of the validity of the use of the value-added 

function are also developed. Chapter Three outlines the empirical model 

including the specification of the equations, a detailed description of 

the variables, and an analysis of the data. Chapter Four reports the 

results of the estimated models and the implications of these estimates. 

Chapter Five presents a sunmary and conclusions. 



CHAPTER TWO 

Review of Literature and Theoretical Model 

2.1 Introduction 

A review of the literature relevant to agricultural research 

evaluation reveals several studies dealing with the efficient allocation 

of public research funds (Griliches, 1964; Evenson, 1967; Bredahl and 

Peterson, 1976; Davis, 1980; Norton, 1981). In most of these studies, 

an estimated production function l~ing cross section, time series, or a 

combination of these data is used to study the effects of research on 

aggregate agricultural output or commodity group production levels. The 

studies have generally estimated a Cobb-Douglas production function to 

study allocative efficiency, spillovers of research effects across time, 

and the marginal return to research on several commodity groups. 

Considerable variability exists in the estimated research and 

extension production coefficients. This variability may be due to 

differences in model specification, differences in the data used, 

differences in estimation procedures, or differences in the time periods 

selected. Most of these studies have overlooked the issue of whether 

intermediate inputs may be causing estimation problems in the aggregate 

production function. The present sr:udy focuses primarily on the 

problems associated with intermediate inputs, netting out their effect 

by comparing a value-added func.tion to a produci::ion function. A major 

-6-
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emphasis will be placed on the value added's effect on the research 

variable. 

In this chapter, the Cobb-Douglas functional form of production is 

discussed and its strengths and weaknesses for evaluating effects of 

inputs on agricultural output are compared with thos'e of value-added 

functions. Several other functional forms common in the production 

literature are discussed in Appendix A. Finally, two tests of the 

validity of the value added function will be conducted. The first, 

developed by Griliches a..1d Ringstad (1971), will test a required 

assumption in estimating a value-added function that the level of use of 

consl.!!Iled inputs is fixed to the level of output in the production 

process. The second, developed by Davidson and MacKinnon (1981), will 

test the empirical validity of the value added funtion against the 

aggregate production function. 

2.2 The Production Ftmction 

An ex-post method will be used to evaluate public agricultural 

research in this study. Ex-post production evaluation techniques 

evaluate the productivity of past research by developing and fitting 

economic models to historical data. Th~re are two major types of 

techniques within the ex-post category: (1) The canst.mer and producer 

surplus approach which estimates an average rate of return to research, 

and (2) a production function approach which allows for an estimation oE 

the marginal rates of return to research (Peterson and Hayami, 1977). 
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The production function approach is the technique used in this 

thesis. Aoaricultural output is affected by conventional inputs such as 

land, labor, and capital as well as non-conventional inputs such as 

research, extension and education. The effect of nonconventional inputs 

on agricultural production can be estimated by fitting a production 

function for a commodity with these inputs included as separate 

variables. Results from the production function will be used to derive 

marginal rates of return to research, one of the primary objectives of 

this study. Using the estimated rates of return, the efficiency of 

research fund allocation among selected commodity groups or lines of 

research can be considered. 

2.2.1 Basis for Selection of a Functional Form 

The selection of an algebraic fonn which characterizes agricultural 

production and is consistent with the phenomena under investigation is a 

problem in every production function study (Heady and Dillon, 1961). 

The selection of any equation to express production relationships will 

impose certain constraints and assumptions with respect to input-output 

relationships and the optimum factor quantities that are specified. 

The ideal functional form is determined by the economic, 

biological, or physical behavior underlying the production procesa. The 

model must not only be logically sound 1 but computationally feasible, 

resulting in a compromise often being made frcm the theoretically ideal 

model. Ccmpromises may occur when the number of variables is limited by 
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data availability or when a functional representation is needed that is 

statistically manageable in terms of estimation and testing. Sane 

equations are known to explain certain physical phenomena very well but 

it is difficult to estimate or derive their parameters and coefficients. 

Sane of these must be estimated in an iterative process because they 

have terms which are difficult to transform into a linear regression 

equation. Other functions may not describe the physical phenomena as 

realistically as desired; however, they are easily estimated and 

specified and have other properties which may be of interest and value. 

2.2.2 The Cobb-Douglas Function 

Several algebraic forms of production functions are discussed in 

the literature (Heady and Dillon, 1961; Fuss, McFadden, and Mundlak, 

1978). The Cobb-Douglas function has been the most common functional 

form used in research evaluation studies. The Cobb-Douglas is a 

constant elasticity of substitution function, and is of the form: 

(2.1) 

where Q is output, x1 and x2 are variable inputs, 'A' is a constant, and 

"a" and "b" define the transformation ratio when X1and x2 are at 

different magnitudes. The exponents, or coefficients, are the 

elasticities of production of the indi,1idual resources. This function 

allows constant, increasing, or decreasing marginal productivity, but 

only allows one of these with respect to each input. The sum of the 
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coefficients indicate the returns to size or scale. When the sum equals 

unity, a given percentage change in both inputs will result in an equal 

percentage change in output. With elasticity sums being more or less 

than unity, output will change by greater or smaller percentages, 

respectively, than inputs. 

The elasticity of substitution is a parameter for describing the 

shape of an isoquant. It is defined as the proportionate rate of change 

of the input ratio divided by the proportionate rate of change of the 

marginal rate of substitution. Mathematically the elasticity of 

substitution for the Cobb-Douglas is: 

(2. 2) 

Thus, the Cobb-Douglas has a constant elasticity of substitution of 

unity. This means that a one percent change in the factor's marginal 

rate of substitution will bring about a one percent change in factor 

proportions. This holds independently of the value of the marginal rate 

of substitution of the variable inputs, (dK/dL). Therefore, the Cobb-

Douglas function is within the class of constant elasticity of 

substitution functions. 

A Cobb-Douglas function with constant elasticities and isoclines is 

most useful when interest revolves only around knowledge of resource 

productivities at the geometric mean of inputs. If the goal is to 

predict an entire production surface, other algebraic forms would be 
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more appropriate. Functions estimated from farm samples are often of 

the Cobb-Douglas form because of the small number of degrees of freedom 

involved in estimating the parameters. 

The Cobb-Douglas function allows only an increasing total product 

which may underestimate the slope of the production surf ace over input 

space and the magnitudes of the marginal products of inputs. It also 

generally overestimates equilibrium input quantities under the criterion 

of profit maximization for the firm. Consequently, Cobb-Douglas 

ft.mctions have been used mainly to estimate marginal value 

productivities (MVP) for mean input levels of resources. If there are 

reasons for believing that co~~tant elasticity of production does not 

prevail, or if the elasticity of substitution among inputs is determined 

to.be important in the study, this function should not be used. 

Within the objectives of the present research, that is, to estimate 

and compare the marginal product of research using a production. function 

and a value-added function, the constant elasticity of subs ti tut ion 

among inputs should not impose a serious constraint on the selection of 

an algebraic form of estimation. Also, under the assumption that at a 

state level of aggregation of variables, most agricultural processes 

will be producing within a stage two production level. This too will 

not impose a serious constraint on the algebraic form selection. 

Alternative functional forms are discussed in Appendix A. 
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2.2.3 General Cobb-Douglas Fonnat Including Research 

The basic model used for the Cobb-Douglas production function 

approach within the allocation of research literature has been 

Q = A rr xiai ~~~-t eu 
i=l 

(2. 3) 

where Q is the value of agricultural output, A is a shift factor, X. is 
l. 

the ith conventional production input, ~-t is expenditures on research 

and extension in the k-tth year, a. is the production coefficient of the 
l. 

ith conventional input, bk-t is the partial production coefficient of 

research and extension in the k-tth year, and u is a random error term 

(Norton and Davis, 1981). 

As shown above, this approach involves estimating a single research 

production coefficient (or set of coefficients) by incorporating 

research and sometimes extension expenditures as an argument in a 

production function. In the Cobb-Douglas form, the marginal product of 

one dollar of research or extension is given by 

where: 

" Q MPR:::: b -
R 

" 

( 2. 4) 

b = the production coefficient (production elasticity) on the 
research variable. 

Q = the value of agricultural out put per commodity group. 

R = the research e:;.."Penditure per commodity group. 
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From. this marginal product of research, the marginal internal rate of 

return (MIRR) is found by making some specific assumptions about the 

distribution of these benefits over time and then finding the discount 

rate which equates the present value of this flow with unity, the 

marginal dollar of research expenditure (Davis, 1980). 

2.2.4 Problems Associated with the Cobb-Douglas Function 

Although the Cobb-Douglas functional form has been used extensively 

in agricultural research evaluation studies, several problems arise with 

its use. Some of the problems arise directly frcm the nature of the 

functional form itself, while others arise from the nature of the study 

under consideration and would have persisted with other functional forms 

as well. 

The first problem concerns the assumption of unitary el as tici ty of 

substitution between inputs implicit in the Cobb-Douglas. Griliches 

(1964) tested to see if this assumption is valid by using several log-

linear relationships and found that the elasticity of subs ti tut ion 

between labor and other inputs used in agricultural production was not 

significantly different from unity. Some of the problems he considered 

were: (1) differences in the quality of labor in different states, (2) 

the possibility that the farm labor market is not in equilibrium., and 

(3) that simultaneous equations bias may exist since the farm wage rate 

may in turn be affected by the same forces that determine the level of 

output per man. Each of these problems could bias the elasticity of 
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substitution between labor and all other capital inputs away from unity. 

However, Griliches found that neither bias was significant and thus 

concluded there was no evidence against using the Cobb-Douglas 

function al form • 

Others al so examined the assumption of unitary el as tici ty of 

substitution between inputs. Shatava (1973) reported an estimated 

elasticity of substitution of 1.126 from the regression of the log of 

the value added per unit of labor and the log of the wage for hired farm 

labor. This estimate was al so not significantly different from i.mi ty. 

However, Bredahl and Peterson (1976) state that agricultural production 

functions are probably not homothetic, much less homogenous, but used 

the Cobb-Douglas form because non-homothetic production functions are 

difficult to estimate in practice. 

A problem not inherently a result of the Cobb-Douglas functional 

form, is the use by previous authors of varying formulas for computing 

the internal rate of return (IRR) to research (Davis, 1980). All have 

used the general procedure of finding the discount rate that satisfies: 

discounted (MPR) - 1 = O. Because the coefficient on research varies 

according to the date of research input, a time lag reflecting the 

impact of res ear ch expenditures on out put must be considered. Gril iches 

(1964) used a single year's lagged expenditure and a simple average of 

the two previous years. Evenson (1968), Fishel son (1968), and Cline and 

Lu 0976) used an inverted 'V 1 shaped distribution with a mean lag of 

six to seven years. This V-shaped lag is used because as time moves 

forward frcm the initial research expenditure, one would expect first an 
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increase and then a decrease in the utilization of research results. 

The initial increase occurs because of the lag in time after initial 

investment needed to complete a particular research project, the lag 

needed for a research innovation to be produced, and the lag in 

adaptation of research results by farm producers (Otto, 1981, pp. 44). 

The decrease will result as current research becomes less related to 

future technology and also because of the depreciation of knowledge 

(Bredahl and Peterson, 1976, pp. 684). An equation will be presented in 

Chapter Three that calculates the MIRR tmder the V-shaped distribution 

assi.mptions. 

Another problem applicable to any ftmction using inputs which 

describe a measure of output is the availability of data. Data are 

available at an aggregate level on a yearly basis in either dollar value 

or index form. However, when the level of aggregation is broken down 

into commodity specific levels or commodity group levels, data 

availability becomes more of a problem. Canmodity group production data 

by state are available only every four to five years when the Census of 

Agriculture is taken, 1978 being the latest year. Commodity group 

value-added data by state are only available for the year 1979 (Kt.mz and 

Purcell). Therefore, a comparison of the two ftm.ctions must be made 

with data collected in two different but reasonably close years. 

As discussed in Huffman (1978), when assessing the returns to 

research, one potential source of bias arises when research is included 

in a fi.mction as an independent variable. When the marginal product of 

res ear ch is cal cul at ed, the returns f rem its effect on fact or choice are 
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anitted because these factors are included in the function as 

independent variables. The returns to research will therefore be biased 

downward. 

Also, it has been found that the omission of private research and 

extension expenditures will overestimate the cal cul at ion of the marginal 

product and internal rate of return to research. Bredahl and Peterson 

0976) and Norton (1981) have attempted to accotmt for this problem by 

dividing the MPR by three in order to obtain more reasonable estimates 

of returns to research based on public research expenditures. This 

division is based on the assumption that value of public research, 

private research, and extension are approximately equal. This division 

may bias the estimated rates of return to research downward because in 

the absence of extension, research results would still contribute to 

increased efficiencies in production and because the prices of purchased 

inputs already contain the cost of private research. 

One last problem associated with the study of research evaluation 

when a commodity group production function is used is the issue of 

interregional spillover of research productivity. Benefits resulting 

from research accrue both to the state in which the research has been 

conducted, and to other areas outside the state. Conversely, research 

by other states is available to a state which has not participated in 

the research. This problem has been discussed and attempts have been 

made to measure the effect of externalities in several papers at several 

levels of aggregation a.--id for several geographical subdivisions (Otto, 

1981; Norton 1981; White and Havlicek, 1979; Evenson, 1978). 
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Conclusions have been drawn about the significant impacts of out-of-

state research on education, extension, and basic research outside a 

region. Also, the transfer of research results lowers within-state 

returns for within-state research and extension investments (White and 

Havlicek, 1979). 

Evenson used a model of research spillovers among states based on 

geo-climatic considerations. He hypothesized that agricultural research 

results are most likely to generate spillovers among states w-ithin the 

same geo-climatic region. His geo-climatic regions, which cross state 

boundaries are based on the soil and climatic regions and subregions 

defined in the 1957 copy of the Yearbook of Agriculture. 

Otto (1981) recognized that the results show the importance of 

considering spillovers in research evaluation studies at a regional or 

state level, but pointed out that a detailed conceptual basis for the 

spillover variable is needed when dealing with individual commodities or 

groups of commodities. He based his outside research variable on the 

expenditures of research dollars for individual commodities a..1d 

identified borrowable outside research according to maturity zones 

affected by the length of the growing season, soil, moisture, and 

temperature conditions. Each state's research budget for a particular 

commodity was allocated to these regions according to the percentage of 

production of each crop in that region. 

The procedure used by Norton (1981) to account for research 

spillovers uses the 16 geo-climatic regions found in Evenson (1978). 

Unli1'..e Otto, he pro-rated research expenditures among the geo-climatic 
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regions within each state usi~g the distribution of a commodity group 

rather than a specific commodity. The commodity group is an aggregate 

of several commodities, each with a different spillover of research in 

terms of amounts and direction. Also, dairy, poultry, and livestock are 

not as dependent on climate and soils as cash grains and therefore 

research may spill over into larger areas for the former groups. These 

factors make it difficult to capture the spillovers. 

Because the present paper is studying commodity groups rather than 

specific commodities, the approach used in this study will be similar to 

that used in Norton. An equation which will take these spillovers into 

account will be presented in Chapter Three. As was mentioned earlier in 

this chapter, a comparison of the research variable in a production 

function and research variable in a value-added function is the main 

thrust of this thesis. The following discussion will present several 

points relevant to the value-added ,function. 

2.3 Value-Added Function 

There are several reasons for comparing the value-added function 

with the conventional gross production function in this study. The 

value-added function, used extensively in the manufacturing industry, 

has many attributes which were briefly mentioned in Chapter One. First, 

it facilitates the comparison of regression results for different 

commodities or commodity groups with different input use intensities. 

It also improves the comparability of data for individual commodities 
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even when the degree of vertical integration among the commodities is 

substantially different. 

Second, it facilitates the aggregation of output measures within 

commodity groups or across these groups through the reduction of double 

cotmting of inputs. When outP'Jt is measured by value-added only, the 

materials that are embedded in a particular product are not cot.mted each 

time the product enters into the production of a second product on its 

way toward a. final product sold in the market place. 

The degree of vertical integration within the industry or commodity 

group has a significant effect on the degree of double counting of an 

input since one operation's output is another's input. For example, if 

the data used in an aggregate production function include all aspects of 

raising feeder pigs and then the use of these feeder pigs in the process 

of producing pork, there will be a double counting on both the output 

and input sides of the production function. Double counting occurs 

because the value of the feeder pigs is included twice, and ideally we 

want only to include the inputs used to produce feeder pigs. 

Third, the use of consuned inputs is very closely associated with 

the level of gross output and hence their inclusion as an "independent" 

variable in a regression analysis would obscure the relationship of 

interest. For example, the output of consumable chicken meat in the 

poultry industry could be explained very well if broilers are used as an 

input, since there is almost a one to one relationship between the two. 

This leaves no role for other variables such as capital, labor, and 

research. 
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Fourth, short run changes in demand for agricultural commodities 

may not change the level of use of land, machinery, or operator and 

family labor, however, it may induce similar changes in the use of raw 

materials, energy inputs, or hired labor. In this sense, the latter 

class of inputs, denoted as material inputs, are more endogenous than 

land or machinery and their use as an independent variable is more 

likely to lead to simultaneous equations bias if standard least squares 

procedures are used to estimate a production ftmction. 

The problem of simultaneous equations bias arises when the value of 

one of the independent variables is itself a function of the dependent 

variable. Therefore, the covariance between the independent variable, 

consuned inputs, and the disturbance term can no longer be assumed zero. 

One of the basic assumptions of the regression model is invalid 

resulting in biased and inconsistent estimators of the parameters. 

Another potential problem arises i.f it is not possible to 

distinguish between inputs purchased from outside of state and inputs 

gro-.rn or produced within the state in which they were used. The value-

added function will subtract this variable from both sides of the 

equation which would eliminate this problem. 

As discussed earlier, when using the Cobb-Douglas functional form, 

the production coefficient estimates are the output factor shares, or 

the production elasticities. If there is a lot of variability in the 

source of origin of consuned inputs between states, the assunption of 

factor shares being equal across observations for an independent 

variable may be difficult to accept. If one state grows most of its own 
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feed while another purchases its feed from other states, then the factor 

share for feed would be different across observations. In the value 

added function, where the consumed inputs are omitted, the equal factor 

shares assumption can be better accepted. 

2.3.1 Problems Associated With the Value Added-Function 

The value-added function is not without its problems. Several 

conditions must hold for the value-added function to be valid. The 

first condition is that the consumed input price, r, - output price, PQ, 

ratio must remain constant in order for the consumed inputs to be used 

in fixed proportions to output. The consumed inputs, M, must be used in 

fi~d proportions to outputs in order for them to be subtracted off of 

gross output. The value-added function is constructed by subtracting 

cor~umed inputs from both sides of the aggregate production ftmction 

such that: 

where, 

V = Q - M = ALBr< b 

V = value added 
Q = aggregate output 
M = consuned inputs 

and aggregate production is then, 

Q = AL8!zb + M 

( 2. 5) 

( 2. 6) 

If the r/PQ ratio remains constant, the amount of consumed inputs 
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used will vary proportionally to gross out put. This condition can be 

seen by first defining a profit function as: 

1T = PQ. f(L,K,M,R) - wL - xK - rM - sR ( 2. 7) 

where L = labor, K =capital, M ==consumed inputs, and R = research. 

The prices of the variable inputs are w, x, r, ands, respectively. 

Taking the first derivative of the function with respect to consi.med 

inputs, 

( 2. 8) 

where fM is the marginal product of consmted inputs (MPM), or, 

(2. 9) 

This is the well known derivation of the value marginal product for 

an input and when equated to the cost of the input determines the 

optimal amount of input to use to maximize profits under conditions of 

perfectly competetive markets. 

If the ratio of price of consumed inputs to the price of output 

remains constant across observations, the level of material inputs used 

in the production process will vary proportionally to output across 

observations. The use of the value-added function is justifiable should 

this condition hold. Diewert (1978) describes the constant input/output 

price ratio condition by defining nominal value-added as: 

( 2. 10) 
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such that Q .::_ f(K, L, M). ( 2. 11) 

PQ is the price on one tmit of gross output Q, and r is the price of one 

unit of rS!il material M. K is a capital input and L is a labor input. 

If P Q and r vary in strict proportion, and 

(2.12) 

is a price index in the prices PQ and r with fixed weights G and H 

chosen so the P is positive for the base period, then it turns out that 

the deflated value-added function: 

V(K,L) = V(K, L, PQ, r)/P ( 2.13) 

does not depend on prices P Q and r and the function V satisfies the 

usual neoclassical production properties in K and L. Thus, if producers 

behave in a profit-maximizing manner, and if prices of outputs and 

intermediate inputs vary in proportion, then the replacement of gross 

output Q by deflated (nominal) value-added, can be justified. Diewert 

emphasizes that in order to construct the price index, P, Hicks 1 

Aggregation Theorem must hold, that is, that all price changes in 

microcommodi ties within an aggregate commodity group are proportional. 

A second condition must hold should the data not !Ileet the aggregate 

condition that the price of materials inputs I price of output ratio 

remain cor..stant, (Denny and May, 1978). The condition of weak 

separability on the technology must be met in order to measure net 

out put. 

To define separability, inputs K a.."'ld L are separable fran input M 
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if the marginal rate of substitution (MRS) of L for K is tmaffected by 

changes in quantities of M where L and K are not the same as M. 

Mathematically, 

aMRsK,L = 
a M M °i K and L ( 2. 14) 

Weak separability occurs when the MRS of K and L in the production of an 

output is independent of the quantity of rtN materials, M. L and K are 

both elements of the same subset of inputs which does not include M. 

Why a ftmction should be weakly separable merits explanation. If a 

production ftmction is shown as Q = Q(K,L,M) where M, materials, are the 

inputs which are double counted, it is necessary to be able to express 

the value-added ftmction as V = f(K,L) in order to net out the value of 

these inputs. Sato (1975) shows what the netting out of intermediate 

inputs means in a production function. The first order conditions of 

the production fi.mction are: 

aQ/ aL = w and aQ/ aM = r (2.15) 

where w is the wage rate and r is the material price. Real value-added 

is defined as 

V = P Q - r"M (2.16) 

since under conditions of market equilibrium, the contribution of the 

material inputs is taken to be the volume used in the production process 
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weighted by the input's marginal productivity (David, 1966). 

Now, if V is expressible as a function of K and L alone, V = f(K,L) 

is a correct specification of production relationship and a VI a L must 

equal w. This expression is true only if a Q/ a M, viewed as a function 

of w and r, is independent of r. However, aQ/aM is equal to r in 

equilibriun. Hence, value-added cannot be expressed as a function of K 

and L. This means that, when r changes, the ratio of changes in V and L 

is also changed, i.e., the marginal product of labor cannot remain 

unchanged. The price, r, then appears as a shift variable in the value-

added production function. 

If r is held fixed, the value-added production function is 

legitimate. If the function can be expressed as 

V = f(K,L) n(r) , n'(r) < 0 ( 2. 17) 

where f is linearly homogeneous, changes in r shift the value-added 

function vertically. This will exist if the gross production function 

is separable in the form 

(2.18) 

where f and Q are both linearly homogeneous. Over a period of time, 

n(r) would appear as Hicks-neutral technical change. This means that a 

fall in materials prices would make capital and labor equally more 

productive in the production of value added. 

In su:nmary, Arrow (1974) emphasizes that value-added has no meaning 

in a production function framework unless the relationship described by 
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Q = Q(K, L, M) (2.19) 

can be assuned to take the nested form 

(2. 20) 

This is equivalent to requiring that the marginal rate of substitution 

between K and L in the production of Q be independent of changes in 

quantities of M. Therefore, capital and labor combine to produce an 

intermediate good, value-added, V = G(K,L), and value-added combines 

with materials to form a final product, Q = f (V, M). 

A."lother problem with the value-added function which Sato (1975) 

introduces is that the separability asslmlption may not necessarily hold 

in aggregate functional forms. He is saying that shifts in the price of 

rarN materials, r, in the aggregate may not hold the production ftmction 

to Hick's neutral change as in the micro production function. Letting 

the micro production functions be 

the value-added production functions associated with them are 

v. 
l. 

'b.L. 
= n( r )f(a K b·L·) = ( r) K G( ~1~1) - i i' l. n - ai i k Yi· l. y. a. . 1. J. 1. 

( 2. 21) 

( 2. 22) 

where the argument of n i.s now r/y.. The efficiency parameters are 
l. 

n(r/y.)a· n(r/Y·)b· (2.23) 
l. l.' 1. 1. 

When r l.S changed, the two parameters are altered in the sane proportion 
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in each farm, but the proportionality factor differs frcm farm to farm. 

The general conditions for invariance in the present model is that the 

capacity distribution in terms of y should be independent of b, 

(2. 24) 

which is a very strong condition. 

One last condition which Ethier (1971) brings up is the requirement 

that the coefficients on consuned inputs should be constant both between 

observations and over time. If they are not constant, biased 

coefficients on the non-consuned inputs results. This condition is 

based on the same condition of the consuned input-output price ratio 

remaining constant brought up· earlier. If the consuned input 

coefficients renain constant, consuned inputs are being used in fixed 

proportions to output. 

The value-added ftmction, as specified in this study, subtracts 

consuned inputs frcm the dependent: variable such that: 

V = Q -M = AL8Kb (2. 25) 

or, 

(2. 26) 

this, in effect causes the coefficient on constmed inputs to be a 

constant value of llllity, which satisfies Ethier's suggested condition. 

Bruno (197 8) concludes that a vai ue-added production fllllction will 

have partial derivatives which correctly measure the marginal 
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productivities of the non-consumed factors if each intermediate input 

satisfies one of three condi~ions: 

(1) intermediate inputs are used in fixed proportions to gross 
output, or 

(2) relative prices of consUDed inputs renain constant relative to 
prices of gross output, or 

(3) the original gross out put production function is ftmctionally 
separable into the consuned and non-consuned inputs. 

An example may help clarify the conditions just presented. If 

fertilizer is assumed to be the only consuned input in the cash grain 

production process, these conditions require that the ratio of the price 

of fertilizer to the price of cash grains remain constant. Should this 

condition not hold, fertilizer use must be separable fran the non-

consuned inputs such as labor and capital. If these conditions hold, 

removing ferilizer fran the production relationship should not alter the 

marginal rate of substitution between labor and capital. In other 

words, the ratio of the use of labor and capital is not effected by the 

consuned input fertilizer, and the value-added specification is 

legitemate. 

2.3.2 Validity of the Value-Added Function 

Frcm the previous discussion, it is evident that several problems 

exist in the es ti mat ion of the value-added function. However, as Bruno 

concluded, these problems may not be serious if one of the three 

conditions just presented are met. A model developed by Griliches and 
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Ringstad (1971) can be used to test if materials are separable from the 

primary inputs of labor and capital. This model can empirically test the 

validity of the value-added function by seeing if the elasticity of 

substitution (cr) between materials (M) and value-added (V), is either 

infinity (oo) or zero (0). If cr.MV=O, materials are used in fixed 

proportion to output as described in section 2.3.1 and the value-added 

function is appropriate to use as discussed by Bruno. 

If crM.V is infinite, Q = G F(K,L), M could be rewritten as: 

V = F(K,L,M) (2.27) 

meaning that material inputs are not weakly separable from the other 

inputs and the value-added function is not appropriate to estimate. If 

°Mv is zero, the model could be rewritten as: 

Q = F(K ,L) ( 2. 28) 

meaning material inputs are weakly separable from the other inputs and 

the value-added function is appropriate to estimate. These two 

equations can be combined with the use of a free parameter u. The 

function specialized to the Cobb-Douglas form yields: 

ln Q = cons ta.11t + a 1 n L + b l n K + u 1 n (Q/V) + e (2. 29) 

If cr~.m = 0 then the (Q/V) term would not be significantly different 
n~ 

from zero in this regression. On the other hand, if a,.m = oo then the 
i:;y 

estimated 'u' should be close to one. Griliches a..'ld Ringstad conducted 

this test fc1r total ma..'luiacturing and for 27 industries. They concluded 
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that on the average value-added is an appropriate output measure. This 

test will be used in this thesis. 

A second test, developed by Davidson and MacKinnon (1981), tests 

the specification of an econometric model in the presence of another 

model which explains the same phenomena. This test combines these two 

single-equation regression models: 

( 2. 30) 

which will be defined as the aggregate production function, and: 

Q. = q· (z· 
l. 1. 1.' ( 2. 31) 

which will be defined as the value-added function. 

vectors of observations on the exogenous variables. b and g are vectors 

of parameters to be estimated and e is the error term. Canbining, we 

get: 

A 

Qi = (l-a.)f i + agi + ei ( 2. 32) 

A 

where fi and gi are functions of the exogenous variables xi and zi, 

res pe ct i ve 1 y • 

An estimate and level of significance for "a" can be obtained by 

performing a regression on equation 2.32. If a is not significantly 

different £rem zero, then aggregate production is a better measure of 

the production process. A more detailed development and the results of 

this test are left for Chapter Four. 



CHAPTER THREE 

Model and Variable Specification 

3.1 Introduction 

The specifications of the aggregate production function and the 

value-added function are similar although each contains different 

variables. For the four commodity groups the different variables 

results in a total of eight models which are discussed in this chapter. 

A detailed description of the variables used in each model is presented 

beginning with a discussion of the variables common to all the models. 

This is followed by a review of several options available in calculating 

the marginal internal rate of return. The final section discusses the 

variables particular to each commodity group. 

3. 2 The Models 

The production function used in this study is of the form: 

( 3. 1) 

·where: 

Qi = the value of output per farm for commodity group i. 
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=a shift factor for commodity group i. 

= the jtb conventional production input per farm for 
commodity group 1. 

Ri,k-t = expend~t1;1I'es on research per state for commodity 
group l. in year k-t, where k is total years of 
research and t is each year of research. 

a .. 
1J 

b. 1,k-t 

u 

= the production coefficient gf the jth conventional 
production input for the it commodity group. 

= the research coefficient for the ith commodity group 
in year k-t, where k is total years of research and t 
is each year of research. 

= a random error term. 

As with the production function, the value-added function is also 

of the Cobb-Douglas format. However, it determines the effects of 

research and conventional inputs other than consumed inputs on value 

added. The relationship is of the form: 

where: 

1 ai·J· b. k = R i, -t u A. II X.. 1• ,k-t-_ e 
(3. 2) 

v. 
1 

A. 
l. 

x .. 
1J 

1 • 1 l.J J= 

= the value added in the production process per farm 
for commodity group i. It is the value of output per 
farm for commodity group i less the value of the 
inputs consumed in the production process. 

= a shift factor for commodity group i. 

= the jth non-consumed conventional production 
input per farm fer commodity group i. 

= e~-penditures on research per state for commodity 
group i in year k-t, where k is total amount of 
research years and t is each year of research. 
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= the production coefficient of the jth non-consumed 
conventional production input per farm for commodity 
group i. 

=the research coefficient for the ith commodity group 
in year k-t, where k is total amount of research 
years and t is each year of research. 

= a random error term. 

3.3 Research Lag Structure 

Several different lag structures have been used in the literature 

when estimating the effects of research on agricultural output. 

Griliches (1964) used an average of the previous year's research and 

extension expenditures with research and extension expenditures six 

years prior to the production year. Evenson (1968) used an inverted "V" 

lag structure of the 14 previous year's research and extension 

expenditures. Bredhal and Peterson (1976) used current rather than 

lagged research expenditures as the research variable. Davis (1980) 

conducted a comparison of several research lag specifications. After 

comparing research expenditures in year k, expenditures in year k-6, 

Griliches' average measure of Rk-l + Rk_6 / 2 , and a 14 year 

constrained quadratic polynomial lag, he found little difference in the 

estimates of the research production coefficients for each 

specification. A simple average, or the current year's research 

expenditures did not give significantly different estimates than the use 

of elaborate lag models. 

Despite Davis' findings, a weighting scheme known as the Almon 

polynomial lag distribution (Almon, 1965), will be employed in this 
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study and estimated coefficients used to determine internal rate of 

returns to research for the different commodity group under alternate 

mean lag assumptions. A detailed specification of this lag is presented 

later in the chapter. 

3.4 Specification of the Dependent and Independent Variables 

All dependent and independent variables are measured as value per 

farm except research which is measured as value per state. The non-

research variables are measured on a per farm basis because production 

decisions are made at the farm level. Research, on the other hand, is 

measured at a per state level because it is, for the most part, a public 

good. Research used by one farm within a state does not reduce the 

research available to another farm within a state. Bredahl and Peterson 

show in an empirical test that research per state is a better 

specification than research per farm for the data set used in their 

study. 

3.4.1 Aggregate Output 

Aggregate output variables are specified for four models describing 

the four commodity groups. Each commodity group corresponds to a farm 

type in the Standard Industrial Classification in the 

Census of Agriculture. These four commodity groups account for over 80 

percent of all farms and roles of agricultural products. 
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As in the Bredahl and Peterson and the Norton studies, the 

dependent variable in each model includes only the output within each 

farm type measured by that model. The conventional inputs were measured 

to reflect as closely as possible the output included in the dependent 

variables. For example, any cash grain grown on a poultry operation is 

not included as output for the poultry production ftmctions. Also, the 

commercial feed independent variable for poultry includes only that 

commercial feed used by poultry operations. For many inputs, such as 

labor it was not possible to apportion their use exactly to the output 

because Census data does not break down labor hours allocated to 

different tasks within an operation. Bredahl and Peterson conclude the 

resulting errors in variables problem is probably minor. 

An attempt was made to measure most variables at constant prices 

since the measure should only reflect variation in physical quantities 

among the states. The constant price indexing removes the effect of 

interstate price differences and total sales or cost differences. 

3. 4. 2 Value Added 

As was described in Chapter One, wealth created in farming accrues 

in commodities created by specific production activities. All 

production activities require labor, a land base, and durable capital 

goods such as buildings and machinery. Also, most production activities 

consume or modify other products. These latter products are used in the 

production process, are replaced each production cycle, and are defined 
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as consumed inputs. Estimates of value created or value added in this 

paper are the values created by the on-farm production processes as 

opposed to values created beyond the farm in the marketing processes. 

Estimates of crop acreage, crop yields, production, farm prices, 

value of production, cash receipts by commodity, and other data are 

published on a continuing basis by the Statistical Reporting Service of 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture. The Economic Research Service of 

the U.S. Department of Agriculture and most state Agricultural 

Experiment Stations and Extension Services develop production budgets. 

These budgets contain information on the quantity and price of inputs 

consumed in production activities. Under the auspices of the 

Interregional Project IR-6 Canmi ttee, Purcell and Kunz (1980) developed 

a value added factor by subtracting the value of consumed inputs from 

the value of the commodity produced. 

V = VP - VCI ( 3. 3) 

F( V) = 1-VCI /VP ( 3. 4) 

where V is value added, F(V) is the factor for value add-:d, VCI is the 

value of consumed inputs, and VP is the value of the product from the 

specified budget. 

The actual value added used in the vaiue-added function for the 

commodity groups \'.;as calculated by taking the state aggregate value for 

the specific commodity and adjusting by the factor for value added to 

obtain the estimate of value added or created by the production 

activity. Because the commodity groups are made up of several 
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commodities, it was necessary to sum the value added amounts for each 

commodity and divide by the sum of the value of production for each 

commodity to obtain a weighted value added factor for each commodity 

group. 

( 3. 5) 

where: 

Fw = weighted value added factor for the commodity group. 

Vi= value added amount in dollars of each commodity, i. 

VPi =value of production in dollars of each commodity, i. 

Finally, to obtain the value added to the production process in the 

1978 Census year, the weighted value added factor was multiplied by the 

value of output sold per farm in 1978. 

(F ) (Q· )=V· w l. l. 
( 3. 6) 

The last step is justified under the assumption that the proportion of 

physical inputs to physical output remains nearly constant from year-to-

year in the short run. Estimates of value-added may be calculated by 

the value-added factor index as long as the inputs remain approximately 

constant. The indexing would include changes in yield and changes in 

price of inputs and final products. However, the physical inputs 

consuned in the production process should be updated at least every five 

years as new technologies emerge and inputs change. Therefore, it is 

not recommended that the calculated weighted factors be used to develop 
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value added figures for data several years prior to or after 1979. 

3.4.3 Labor 

The labor variable used in this paper is based on the labor 

variable used by both Bredahl (1975) and Norton (1981) and originally 

specified by Griliches (1964). A slight change was made in the 

calculation of unpaid family labor portion of the variable because of a 

difference in presentation of the data in the USDA publication 

Farm Labor. Instead of using data on hours worked per worker for farm 

operators, other unpaid family members, and all family workers, data on 

the number of family workers and hired workers were used. Otherwise; 

essentially the same construction was used. On-farm labor is composed 

of three types: operator labor, unpaid family labor, and hired or 

contract labor. The number of farm operators is assumed to equal the 

number of farms. 

The labor variable may be entered in two ways. The first is in the 

form of man-days, which assumes that agricultural labor is basically 

homogeneous across regions. The second is in the form of ma.~-days 

adjusted by the state wage rate, which assumes labor mobility and the 

wage serves an equilibrating role in the labor market. This study does 

not adopt the point of view that a higher wage is necessarily indicative 

of a higher quality of labor and thus mai;i-days of labor reported in the 

census are not adjusted by the ratio of the state wage and the national 

average wage. 
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A) Operator Labor = L0 

( 3. 7) 

Loi =man days of operator, on-farm labor in farm type i. 

Nl =number of operation less than 65 years of age. 

N2 =number of operators greater than 65 years of age. 

L1 =man days of off farm labor. 

B) Hired Labor = LH 

Value of hired and contract labor per farm (3. 8) x = -.-~~..,--,-~~~~~~~~-,--...,.~-:---=--.,..,,.-...,-,,---,--:-~ Avg. state wage rate over 4 wks for all hired farm 
workers 

LH = X/8 = man days per year. 

X = number of hours of labor. 

C) Unpaid family labor = L 
u 

Avg. family workers 
Avg. hired workers 

Thus, the labor variable is the sum of A), B), and C) to get: 

Li = PoLoi + PuLu + PhLh 

where:· 

(3. 9) 

(3.10) 

Li = total man-days of labor used in the production of the 

i th commodity type. 

P0 ,Pu,Ph =proportion of total operator, unpaid and 

hired labor used in production of commodity i. 

L 
0 = total man-days of operator on farm labor. 

L = total man-days of unpaid on-farm labor. u 

~ = total man-days of hired and contract 1 abor. 
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3.4.4 Land and Buildings 

For the cash grains production function the land variable is 

specified as the acres of harvested cropland per farm. Because of the 

many problems associated with the measurement of land value, it is 

impossible to determine the bias in the estimated coefficients if land 

and building values are used in place of acres for the for cash grains 

land variable. Problems arise because land values reflect urban 

pressures and the capitalized value of government programs. 

Alternatively, the use of acreage as a land variable is criticized 

because it neglects the regional variation in land quality. However, 

bias resulting from the use of acreage is readily determined. If the 

use of an input is positively correlated with the quality of land, the 

coefficient of those inputs will be biased upward. Conversely, the 

coefficient of a variable that is negatively correlated with land 

quality will be biased downward. Other measurements of the land 

variable also exist, each with its own measurement problems. 

The land and buildings variable in the dairy, livestock, and 

poultry production function is measured differently than in the grain 

production function. For poultry, land serves only as a site for the 

production process. For livestock and dairy, pasture as well as 

buildings are important inputs into the production process. Because the 

value of buildings makes up an important part of these production 

functions, the land and buildings variable should be adjusted to reflect 
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variation across states in building value. This adjustment is made by a 

ratio of the national average price of land and the state average price 

of land. 

Land and Buildings = Value • (L I Lit) (3.11) 

where: 

Value = market value of land and buildings in kth state. 

L = national average value of land. 

~ = state average value of land. 

This procedure is an exact adjustment if the ratio of land to 

buildings is constant and building costs do not vary. It will 

underestimate the value of capital for farms where the value of 

buildings is less than average. Also, it will overestimate the value of 

capital for states where the value of buildings is more than average. 

Because a state average price of land per acre could not be obtained it 

was necessary to omit the use of a price index. 

3.4. 5 Research 

The research variable is defined as the sum of total expenditures 

per state on research for each commodity in each commodity group. For 

example, the livestock research variable is the sum of total research on 
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beef cattle, swine, and sheep and wool. 

Several different approaches have been used in the 1 iterature to 

specify the research variable. Griliches (1964) used research and 

extension expenditures to explain the growth of agricultural 

productivity. Griliches argued that agricultural extension can enhance 

technical and allocative efficiency of agricultural production by 

supplying information to farmers on crop, livestock, and farm management 

practices. 

As outlined in Evenson (1967), there are several sources of quality 

change for each agricultural input in the production process. These 

are: 

1. An increase in traditional resources used to produce the input. 

2. Formal education through its role in the developnent of 
improved labor skills and managerial ability in combining other 
inputs. 

3. Research by private firms selling inputs to farmers. 

4. Extension-type efforts by private firms. 

5. Research by public institutions. 

6. Extension by state and federal agencies, and 

7. A general increase in knowledge and understanding. 

In his discussion of these effects on agricultural production, Evenson 

concluded that the variables with the greatest effect are public 

research and extension, and he uses both of these in his study. Bredahl 

and Peterson (1976) and Norton (1981) used only research in their 

models. Davis (1980) used research and extension in his study; however, 
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he separated them into two variables. He argued that if expenditures on 

research and extension are added together, one of the following 

assumptions apply: 

1. Research and extension are perfect substitutes; that is, it is 
irrelevant in what proportions they are combined. 

2. Research and extension are complementary inputs, but must be 
combined in fixed proportions. 

Davis found that it is more reasonable to separate research and 

extension in his model in a manner as to account for any interaction 

effect between the two. The specification used in his model was: 

Q =A (3.12) 

where: 

R = research expenditure 
E = production oriented extension expenditure. 

In the present study, only research e:i..-penditures will be used in 

the model because of a lack of sufficient state level extension data 

over time. The data were collected over a twelve year period starting 

in 1968 and deflated over time by an index developed by Sonka and 

Padberg (1979) to remove the influence of inflation, giving a real 

dollar value for the research input. 
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3.4.6 Research Lag Specification 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, a twelve year second order 

Almon polynomial lag distribution is used in this study to weight the 

effects of past years of research on the current years production. The 

main justification for using this particular lagged distribution of 

research is that when moving forward from the initial year, the effect 

of research on production in year k-12 is at first minimal due to 

depreciation of knowledge, obsolesence, and its lesser relevance to 

future technology. Its importance to production rises steadily, peaks, 

and then begins to decline again as there is a lag in the utilization 

and implementation of technologies from research at the production 

level. 

The second order Almon lag assumes a quadratic 'U' shape 

distribution of the partial research coefficients, bt, represented by 

( 3.13) 

where, 

c = polynomial lagged weights. 

t = 0 through k and k = 11 represents a 12 year lag. 

t = 0 is the heggining year. 

Substituting this weig...~ted lag of the research coefficients into the 

original production function, equation 3.13 becomes: 

ln Qi 
m k ~ = Ai II a. . 1 n X. . + ~ ( c + c 1t + c 2t "") 1 n R, t + u 

j =l l.J 1 J i=O 0 1<-
(3.14) 
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Two end point constraints will be used such that b 1 = o and b12 = O 

giving the following two linear relationships between the e's: 

and 

These simplify to: 

cO = -cz (K+l) and 

Substituting (3, 16) into (3.13) and substituting into the original 

production function and then reducing: 

where: 

n 
Q' = E a. ·X'. · + c 2z + u 

i=l l.J l.J 

z = (kt - t2) R' k-t 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

( 3. 17) 

(3.18) 

Q', X' and R' are in logs. c~ is then estimated from (3.17) and is 
"'" 

substituted into (3.16) to get c0 and c 1 which are then substituted into 

(3.13) to get the partial production coefficients (bt). The partial 

production coefficients over the twelve years are then summed to get the 

coefficient on research (B ) rsr • 

3.4. 7 Research Spillover Variable 

As discussed 1n Chapter Two, serveral approaches have been used in 
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the past to account for the effects of research conducted outside a 

production region on output within the region. This is a valid 

consideration, since research results entering from outside the region 

could have an effect of altering the optimum allocation of research 

funds among the commodity groups within the state. 

The production relationship would then be a function of 
/ 

conventional inputs, research conducted inside the state, and research 

conducted outside the state. The approach used in this paper will be to 

estimate the separate effects of investments in agricultural research 

within the state and agricultural research from the rest of the 

continental states. The spillover variable was calculated by summing 

the research expenditures for a commodity group across all states and 

then subtracting research expenditures in state i to get research 

expenditures outside of state i. 

where: 

n 
S. = E R· - Ri.· 

1. i=l 1. 
(3.19) 

Si = spillin effect for state i (research conducted out of 

state i). 

R. = Research in state l.. l. 

Many studies have attempted to meaningfully specify the spillover 

variable. Some have used only those stat es adjacent to the state under 

consideration. Others have used geo-climatic regions similar to that of 
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the state under consideration. Because of the pervasive nature of 

research, especially in the poultry, dairy, and livestock commodity 

groups; it can be argued that most basic or applied research conducted 

in one state can be readily transferred to any other state in the U.S. 

Modern information-gathering systems a.."1.d the large number of extension 

publications and agricultural magazines now available have also aided in 

the transfer of improved production techniques from one state to 

another. 

Research coming from out of state c~uld be expected to take longer 

to effect production within a state than research conducted within a 

state. The dissemination of new information, or the need of further 

research to adapt out of state research to home conditions would delay 

the use of out of state research. Therefore, the weighted lag used in 

the spillover variable differs from that used in the research variable 

by having the largest weight in 1972 instead of 1973 and by assuning out 

of state research in years 1976 and 1977 had no effect on in state 

production in year 1978. 

3. 5 Cash Grains 

3. 5.1 Output The cash grains production ftmction estimates the 

aggregate relationship between inputs and the output of cash grains 

based on 48 observations. The output of cash grains is a combination of 

the outputs of corn, soybe.ans, wheat, oats, barley, rice, and sorghum. 

The value of cash grains out put was cal cul at ed by di vi ding "value 
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of grain sold" in the Census of Agriculture by the number of farms in 

the cash grain category. The value of output was not deflated by state 

because the value of grain sold category is not broken down to the 

bushels sold of each grain commodity. Determining the bushels of each 

grain crop sold and multiplying that by the national average price to 

omit variation in total sales or cost variation and changes in farm 

inventories would be a better measure of grain output. 

3.5.2 Value Added The inputs subtracted from the value of 

production of cash grains include the following: fertilizers, soil 

conditioners, agricultural chemicals, seed, plants, materials, 

pollination charge, energy, irrigation, application costs, and custom 

services. For these last two inputs, the entire costs were counted 

since it was not possible to break out labor. A more detailed 

description of the consumed inputs and how they were calculated will be 

presented in Appendix B. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, a weighted, commodity group 

value added factor had to be calculated from the commodities within the 

group. For the cash grains, a sun of the value added to production for 

corn, soybeans, oats, wheat, barley, rice, and grain sorghum was divided 

by the value of production for each commodity to get the COI!llllodity group 

factor, Fw, for each state. This factor was then multiplied by the 

level of aggregate output for the group to get a dollar figure for the 

value added variable. 

3.5.3 Fertilizer As explained in Bredahl (1975) 1 the ideal measure 

of the fertilizer variable must reflect the amount of fertilizer applied 
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and the nutrient content of the fertilizer. The nutrient content 

reflects the proportion of applied fertilizer made up of elemental 

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potash. Bredahl derived his fertilizer 

measure from the census data of the pounds of elemental fertilizer 

applied per fertilized acre, total tons of fertilizer applied, and 

fertilized acres for each of the cash grains. The data were used to 

derive an index reflecting the variation in nutrient content of applied 

fertilizer which was multiplied by the tons of fertilizer applied, 

yielding a fertilizer variable reflecting the quantity and quality of 

applied fertilizer. 

Unfortunately, the 1978 Census of Agriculture does not break down 

fertilizer use into pounds of elemental fertilizer applied per acre, 

total tons of fertilizer applied, and fertilized acres for each of the 

cash grains as it did in 1974 and 1969. Therefore the specification of 

the variable used in this study was the non-deflated Census' value of 

commercial fertilizer per farm. 

3.5.4 Agricultural Chemicals An examination of the price data by 

Bredahl (1975) revealed considerable regional variation in the prices 

paid by farmers for pesticides containing equivalent amounts of active 

ingredients. Therefore, the chemical variable should be designed to 

reflect variation in the amount of active ingredient applied with the 

use of a.."1. index. The value of the chemicals (herbicides, insecticides, 

and fungicides) should b·= deflated by the ratio of the national to the 

state price of the chemicals. 

Again, however, in 1978 the Census of Agriculture did not break 
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down the agricultural chemicals variable into its three main components. 

The variable used in this study is the less accurate "other Agricultural 

chemicals including lime" per farm found in the 1978 

Census of Agriculture. This variable includes all agricultural 

chemicals other than commercial fertilizer a.11d was not adjusted to 

reflect price variation among the states. 

3.5.5 Seed The seed variable used is the Census' ''Value of seeds, 

bulbs, plants, and trees" per farm. This variable was not adjusted to 

reflect price differences because any price 'Tariation probably reflects 

differences in seed quality. 

3. 5. 6 Machinery The machinery input can be broken down into thr.ee 

parts; a service flow of machinery and equipment, expenditures on 

energy, and hired machinery and custom work. The market value of 

machinery and equiµnent is divided by the number of farms and multiplied 

by .15 to obtain the service flow. A service flow of the capital asset 

of machinery is a more desireable measure than the gross value of 

machinery because what is measured in a production function is how 

various inputs affect production within a single time period, one year 

in this case. Therefore, it is necessary to estimate the value of 

machinery that contributes to production within a single year and not 

the value of machinery contributing to production over the life of the 

capital asset. Also, included in the service flow variable is the 

o pport unity cost of using ma chi ner y in alternative us es • This value is 

proxied by an interest rate describing the rate of return expected frcm 

using the machinery in its best use (Yotopolis, 1967). In the present 
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analysis, a ten year life and five percent interest rate are used to 

adjust the value of machinery to an annual service flow thereby arriving 

at the .15 factor. 

Expenditures on energy are made up of expenditures on leaded 

regular bulk gasoline, diesel fuel, oil, grease, liquid propane gas, 

butane, and kerosene found in the Census. Each category is deflated by 

the ratio of the national average price to the state average price to 

account for variations in the price of the fuels due to geographical 

location. The final part of the machinery variable is machine hire, 

custom work, and machine rental, found in the Census. 

The three categories are added together as follows: 

(3. 20) 

where: 

MV~ = Market value of machinery in kth state. 

P. = National average price of jth energy source. 
J 

pjk = j th energy source price in kth state. 

E ., = total expenditures for j th energy source ·in kth state. 
JK 

In the value-added cash grain production function, custom. work and 

energy are not added to the machinery input since they are considered 

consuned inputs in the production process. 

3.5.7 Land The calculation of the land variable has already been 

discussed earlier in the chapter. 
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3. 5. 8 Weather Several different variables have been used in past 

studies to account for the effects of weather on production. One such 

variable used by Cline (1975) and Evenson (1968) was a weather index 

constructed by Stallings (1958) which uses the residuals of crop yields 

regressed on time. Experimental plots were used in an attempt to keep 

other factors constant. Another approach used by Davis (1980) was to 

use the subjective index of weather conditions published by the USDA in 

Crop Production. This is an index reflecting the subjective judgement 

of crop reporting off ice rs as to the effect of weather on pastures. 

The weather variable used in this study and also in Norton (1981) 

was the deviations from normal rainfall in each state. It is difficult 

to construct an appropriate weather variable because of the number of 

different crops in the cash grain commodity groups requiring different 

rainfall and temperature conditions. Davis (1980) refers to this 

problem as he points out that for individual crops, each with its 

individual growing season, data on rainfall and temperature are needed 

for specific weeks or months. To accurately aggregate this data, 

weighted combinations developed from production levels would need to be 

used. 

Instead, the deviations from normal rainfall data were chosen for 

the month of July. Since July falls during critical periods of crop 

growth for several of the crops used in this commodity group, it was 

felt to be the most appropriate month. 
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3.5.9 Summary 

The cash grains production ftmction can be summarized as: 

Q = f(labor, fertilizer, land, seed, machinery, chemicals, weather, 

where: 

research) 

Q = grain sold per farm. 

Labor= man-days of operator, unpaid family, and hired labor 
per farm. 

Fertilizer= value of commercial fertilizer per farm. 

La."ld =harvested cropland per farm. 

Seed= value of seeds, bulbs, plants, and trees per farm. 

Machinery = the service flow of machinery plus deflated 
expenditures for energy sources pl us hi red 
machinery and custom work per fa..'i!l. 

Chemicals = chemicals including lime per farm. 

Weather = deviations from normal July precipitation. 

Research =total expenditures on research per state 

The cash grain value-added function can be summarized as: 

V = f(labor, land, machinery, weather, research) 

V = the value added to the cash grains production process over 
consumed inputs. 

Labor = man-days of operator and unpaid family labor per fa..rm. 
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Land = Harvested er opl and per £ arI!l. 

Machinery = The service flow of machinery per farm. 

Weather = Deviations from normal July precipitation. 

Research = Total expenditures on research per state. 

3. 6 Dairy 

3. 6.1 Output Because output on dairy farms is assumed to be 

homogeneous across geographic areas, the proper output measure is the 

physical quantity of output multiplied by national average prices. 

However, the physical quantity of output is not reported so the total 

sale of dairy products may be adjusted to reflect physical output by 

multiplying by the ratio of the national average price to the state 

aver age price • 

Previous studies used the sale of fluid milk to plants, direct milk 

sales, and cream sales multiplied by an index of prices for each as part 

of the output variable. These data were not available in the 1978 

Census so the "value of dairy products sold" was used. Added to this 

value was the value of cattle and calves sold less the value of 

livestock purchased. Forty-eight observations where used in calculating 

the variable as follows: 

Dairy Output = (VDS/Farm) +(LS-LP/Farm) (3.21) 

where: 

VDS = value of dairy products sold 
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LS = cattle and calves sold 

LP = cattle and calves purchased 

3.6.2 Value Added The inputs subtracted from the value of 

production of dairy are cropland used as pastureland and feed. Since 

value of milk production was the only commodity in the dairy category of 

the IR-6 value-added report, it was not necessary to construct a 

weighted, commodity group value-added factor. The factor used was the 

milk factor already calculated in the IR-6 report. This factor was then 

multiplied by the level of aggregate output for dairy to get a dollar 

figure for the value-added variable. 

3.6.3 Pasture Acres of cropland used as pastureland is the 

variable used in this case. This specification does not include 

woodland pastured, rangeland, and pastureland other than cropland. 

3.6.4 Feed Again, a move to a less detailed presentation of the 

data in the 1978 Census of Agriculture compared to previous years forced 

a less accurate specification of a variable. 

In previous studies, the value of feed expenditures per farm was 

determined by data on dollar value, number of farms, and m.mber of tons 

of each of four feed categories. These four feed categories are formula 

feeds, feed ingredients, wholegrains, and hay, green chop, and silage. 

These categories were adjusted by the national to state prices of 16 

percent dairy feed, soybean meal, corn, and hay respectively. This 

derivation provided an accurate specification of all the components 
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entering the feed variable. The feed variable in this paper, however, 

is made up of three components. 

A) Feed for livestock and poultry per farm under the dairy farm 
classification. This is found directly in the Census of 
Agriculture. 

B) Whole grains fed. This 11ariable was estimated by subtracting 
value of grain crops sold per farm from the value of grain 
crops grown per farm. 

n 
Whole Grains Fed =.E ~ "k • P·]- (Sit) 

J=l J J 
(3. 22) 

where: 

=Bushels grown per farm of the j th grain in the kth state 
where grains grown include soybeans, corn, wheat, oats, 
barley, and sorght.m. 

P · = The national average price per bushel of the j th grain. J 

~ = The value of grain sold per farm in the kth state. 

C) Hay, green chop, and silage fed. This variable was estimated 
by subtracting the value of forage and silage feeds sold per 
farm from the value of forage and silage feeds grown per farm. 

where: 

Forage and silage fed = (Hk • p) - (Sit) (3. 23) 

Hk = Tons of hay crop harvested per farm in state k. 

P = U.S. average value of all hay per ton. 

\ = Value of field seeds, hay, forage, and silage sold per 
farm in state k. 

The three components of the feed variable are then added to get the 

total amount fed per farm. This is a rougher approximation of actual 

amounts fed than in prev-ious studies because in a given year, if 
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inventories of grains or for ages are accumulating, the amount fed will 

be overstated and vice versa. 

3.6.S Dairy Cows The nunber of milk cows per farm is adjusted by 

the ratio of the national average price of milk cows to the state 

average price of milk cows to account for the widely varying quality of 

dairy cattle from state to state. 

The research, labor, and land and buildings variables are similar 

to those already discussed. 

3. 6. 6 Summary The dairy production function may be summarized as: 

Q= £(pasture, feed, cows, labor, land and buildings, 

research) 

where: 

Q = value of dairy products sold plus value of cattle and calves 
sold less value of cattle and calves purchased. 

Pasture =acres of cropland used as pastureland per farm 

Feed= feed for livestock and poultry plus whole grains fed plus 
for age and silage fed per farm adjusted by a price rat es • 

Cows = milk cows per farm adjusted by a price ratio. 

Labor= man-days of operator, unpaid family, and hired labor per 
farm. 

Land and buildings = Market value of land and buildings in the kth 
state. 

Research = total expenditures in research Ln the dairy category per 
state. 

The dairy value-added function can be summarized as: 

V =£(labor, land and buildings, cows, research) 
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V = the value of milk production less the value of consuned 
inputs in the milk production process. 

Labor = man-days of operator and t.mpaid farm labor per farm. 

Land and buildings = market value of land and buildings per 
farm in the kth state. 

COW's =milk cows per farm adjusted by a price ratio. 

Research = total expenditure in research in the dairy cattle 
category per state. 

3.7 Poultry 

3. 7.1 Output Norton (1981) and Bredahl and Peterson (1976) used 

the sale of broilers, turkeys, and eggs multiplied by an index of prices 

of each as the output variable for poultry. Because the 1978 Census did 

not report the sales of each of these commodity groups, the variable in 

this study is defined as the value of poultry and poultry products sold 

per farm for the forty-three stat es that had a positive value added to 

the production process. 

3. 7. 2 Value Added The input subtracted from the value of 

production of poultry is feed. This is the only major input consumed in 

the production process of a poultry operation. The weighted, commodity 

group value-added factor constructed from the IR-6 report included eggs, 

broilers, and turkeys as variables. As with the cash grains group and 

the dairy group, this factor when multiplied by poultry output gives a 

dollar figure for the value-added dependent variable. Five states had a 
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negative value added to the production process which indicates that the 

·17alue of consuned inputs was larger than the value of production, so 

they were omitted from the analysis. 

Davis concludes that a double counting problem exists within feed 

purchases since the main source of USDA data on feed purchased comes 

from feed manufacturers and elevator operators with some supplemental 

fann surveys. No attempt is made to exclude intrastate sales from these 

data. 

3.7.3 Poultry Purchased One of the major inputs into the poultry 

production process consists of the number of broilers purchased. In the 

Census of Agriculture, broilers purchased are measured as the value of 

poultry purchased. 

The land and buildings, feed, and labor variables were calculated 

similarly to those calculated in the dairy production function. 

3. 7.4 Summary The poultry production function can be sunmarized as 

follows: 

where: 

Q = £(poultry purchased, land and buildings, feed, labor, 

research) 

Q =value of poultry and poultry products sold per farm. 

Poultry Purchased =value of poultry purchased per farm. 

Land and Buildings = market value of land and buildings per 
farm in state k. 

Feed= feed for livestock and poultry plus whole grains fed 
plus forage and silage fed per fa..-m. adjusted by a price 
ratio. 
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Labor= man-days of operator, unpaid family, and hired labor 
per farm. 

Research = total expenditures on research for the poultry 
category. 

The poultry value-added function can be summarized as: 

V = £(labor, land and buildings, poultry purchased, research) 

where: 

V = the value of poultry production less the value of consuned 
inputs in the poultry production process for 43 stat es. 

Labor = man-days of operator and unpaid fanily labor per farm. 

Land and Buildings = market value of land and buildings per 
farm. 

Poultry Purchased =value of poultry purchased per farm. 

Research = total expenditures on research for the poultry 
category. 

3.8 Livestock Other than Dairy, Poultry and Specialty 

3. 8.1 Output As discussed in Bredahl (1975) the total sales of 

livestock found in the Census of Agriculture cannot be used as a measure 

of livestock output because of the double counting in the form of 

interfarm and interstate sales of feeder livestock. Sales on farms 

which purchase animals for fattening will include the value of the 

animals when purchased as well as the weight produced in the fattening 

process. In an attempt to account for this problem, it is not correct 

to subtract the value of animals purchased from total livestock sales 
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because purchased livestock also includes purchases of breeding stock as 

well as animals purchased for fattening. 

A more accurate measure is to take the value of production from the 

USDA publication Meat Animals and divide that by the number of animals 

marketed. This value per head is then multiplied by the nunber of 

animals sold as given in the Census of Agriculture for the three animal 

groups within the livestock commodity group. This value of output 

measure takes out the double coooting due to sales of feeder animals 

within the state. The three types of livestock in this group include 

cattle and calves, hogs and pigs, and sheep and lambs. 

Because the three types of 1 ives tock are not homogeneous, and 

within each type, production is not homogeneous across states, the 

physical output is evaluated at' state average prices and not national 

average prices. The output measure can be written as: 

where: 

No. soldik 

( 3. 24) 

= the number of the i th animal category sold in the 
kth state from the census data where the animal 
categories are cattle and calves, hogs a..'ld pigs, 
and sheep and lambs • 

= the value of production of the i th animal category in 
the ktn state (from the USDA publication Meat Animals). 

= thli sum of the i th animal category marketed in the 
kt state from the meat animals publication. 

3. 8. 2 Value Added The input subtracted fran the value of 

production in livestock is feed. As with poultry, this is the only 
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major input consumed in the production process. The weighted, commodity 

group value-added factor constructed from the IR-6 report includes 

cattle and calves, hogs and pigs, and sheep and lambs. This factor is 

multiplied by the level of aggregate output to get a dollar figure for 

value added to the livestock production process. 

A pasture variable was not included in the livestock production 

function because of findings by Bredahl and Norton that a very large 

percentage of land used as pasture in livestock operations in certain 

stat es was public 1 and. The inclusion of a variable for pasture per 

fann would not account for a major portion of land pastured. 

3.8.3 Breeding Stock The major components of this variable are the 

nunber of breeding stock and livestock purchased. The first of these 

components is aggregated by using the state average on-farm value of 

each livestock type as the weight. The use of state average on-farm 

value assumes that the quality of breeding stock varies between states. 

The stock measure is converted to a flow by multiplying by .15 and added 

to the value of livestock purchased. As described earlier in the 

machinery variable, the service flow for breeding stock assumes the 

annual contribution of breeding stock to production is ten percent of 

the aggregate value plus a five percent interest rate resulting in the 

.15 factor. The livestock measure may be represented as: 

where: 

Livestock= (.15) (No •. 1 ) (V·k) +Pk 
l. K l. 

(3. 25) 

No •. k = Nunber of ~""limal s of the i th 1 i ves tock type 1. n the kt h 
L 
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state. Where the 1 ives tock types are cows and heifers 
that have calved, hogs and pigs used for breeding, and 
ewes 1 year old or older. 

= T~ value per head of the i th lives tock type in the 
ktu state. 

= The dollar value of animals purchased in the kth 
state. 

The land and buildings, labor, feed, and research variables are 

derived in the same way as in the other production functions. 

3.8.4 Summary - The livestock production ftmction can be summarized 

as: 

where: 

Q = f(land and buildings, labor, feed, breeding stock, and 

research) 

Q =the value of cattle and calves, hog and pigs, and sheep 
and lambs marketed adjusted for double cotmting and 
interstate quality differences. 

Land and Buildings = Market value of land and buildings per 
farm in state k. 

Labor = Man-days of operator, unpaid family, and hired labor 
per farm. 

Feed = Feed for 1 ives tock and poultry pl us whole grain fed 
plus forage and silage fed per farm adjusted by a price 
ratio. 

Breeding Stock = Number of breeding stock for beef cows, 
swine, and sheep times their value per head 
times .15 plus livestock purchased. 

Research = Total expenditures on research for the beef cattle, 
swine, and sheep and wool categories. 
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The 1 ives tock value-added function can be sunmarized as fallows: 

V =£(land and buildings, labor, breeding stock, research) 

where: 

V = the value of poultry production less the value of consuned 
inputs in the poultry production process for 48 states. 

Labor = man-days of operator and unpaid family labor per farm. 

All ot.her variables in t;he livestock value added function are the 

same as those in the 1 ives tock production function. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

Empirical Results and Analysis 

4.1 Introduction 

The production function and value-added function developed in the 

previous chapters were estimated for the four different commodity groups 

using Ordinary Least Squares estimation procedures. Because of 

suspected multicollinearity problems, the ridge regression estimation 

procedure was also used. This chapter presents the estimated 

coefficients and a discussion of the empirical results in the models. 

Also, an evaluation of the marginal products and the internal rates of 

return to research are included. The statistical results are arranged 

into tables according to commodity group, each table consisting of both 

the production and value-added function. First, a discussion of the 

ordinary least squares (OLS) results is presented followed by a 

discussion of the ridge regression (RR) results. The last section of 

this chapter will present two tests of the appropriatness of the value-

added function. 

4. 2 Gener al Results 

The estimated coefficients of all four commodity models are 

presented in Tables 4.1 through 4.4. The R2 statistics for the 

-65-
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Table 4.1 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of the Cash Grain Production 
Function and Value-Added Function With a Research Spillover 
Variable Using 1978 Data for the United States 

Production Function Value-Added 

Fertilizer .042 ( .113) 

Seed .184 (.126) 

Chemicals - .130 ( .134) 

Labor .328 (.160)a 

Operator Labor .070 (.132) 

Cropland .479 (.125)a .572 (.125)a 

Machinery .046 (.242) 

Machinery Svc. Flow .283 (.132)a 

Weather .036 (.033) .064 (.036)a 

Research • 088 (. 07 5) .182 (.044)a 

Research Spi11over -2.52 (4.51) -1.55 (4. 56) 

R2 .94 .93 

F 68.2 113.5 

DF 38 41 

aSignificant at the 5 percent level. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 
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Table 4.2 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of the Poultry Production 
Function and Value-Added Function With a Research Spillover 
Variable Using 1978 Data for the united States 

Production Function Value-Added 

Feed 1.096 (.095)a 

Poultry Purchased - .0678 (.056) .382 (.125)a 

Labor .0417 (. 03 7) .317 (.134)a 

Land and Buildings - .163 (.064)a - .178 (.282) 

Research .031 (.082) 1.016 (.370)a 

Research Spillover -2.20 (4.31) 52.5 (19.66)a 

R2 .96 .49 

F 150.6 7.4 

DF 36 37 

aSignificant at the 5 percent level. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 
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Table 4.3 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of the Livestock Production 
Function and Value-Added Function With a Research Spillover 
Variable Using 1978 Data for the United States 

Production Function Value-Added 

Feed .072 (.033)a 

Breeding Stock .483 (.090)a .647 (.097)a 

Labor .167 (. 08l)a .287 (.102)a 

Land and Buildings .441 ( .113) a .252 (.127)a 

Research .035 (.066) .161 (. 049)a 

Research Spillover - .520 (4. 728) 4.579 (6.024) 

R2 .933 .901 

F 95.5 77 .o 
DF 41 42 

aSignif icant at the 5 percent level. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 
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Table 4.4 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of the Dairy Production 
Function and Value-Added Function With a Research Spillover 
Variable Using 1978 Data for the United States 

Feed 

Cows 

Labor 

Land and Buildings 

Pasture 

Research 

Research Spillover 

R2 

F 

DF 

aSignif icant at the 5 

Numbers in parenthese 

Production Function 

.640 (. 086)a 

.315 (.102)a 

.067 (.039)a 

.095 (.052) 

- .070 (. 030) 

- .026 (.031) 

-2.26 (2.35) 

.98 

336.0 

40 

percent level. 

are standard errors. 

Value-Added 

.706 (.116) 

.155 (. 097) 

.364 (.124) 

- .073 (.078) 

-6.50 (5.91) 

.86 

52.4 

42 
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production function models range from .93 for the livestock model to .98 

for the dairy model. The R2 statistic for the value-added models range 

from .40 for the poultry model to .93 for the grain model. The 

coefficient of determination adjusted for degrees of freedom, R2, for 

the production function models range from .980 for the dairy model to 

.920 for the livestock model. The R2 for the value-added function 

ranged between .32 for poultry to .92 for the cash grain model. More 

variation in the dependent variable is explained by the independent 

variables in the production function than by the independent variables 

in the value-added functions. 

The F-statistic for the production function for the four models 

range between 68.2 for the cash grain model to 336.0 for the dairy 

model. The F statistic for the value-added function for the four models 

range between 7.4 for the poultry model to 113.5 for the cash grain 

model, indicating that the independent variables explain a significant 

amount of variation in the dependent variables for all models at the .01 

level of significance. 

The sum of the coefficients in the Cobb-Douglas production function 

is an indication of the returns to scale. Table 4.5 shows the sum of 

the coefficients for each model under the OLS estimation procedure, 

excluding the research variable coefficients. At-test was used to 

determine if the sum of the coefficients are significantly different 

from unity in each model. The test used is: 

t(a/2, n-k) 
o:: b.) - 1 

1 ( 4.1) 

/ 2:Var (ln X.) + 2 [2:Cov (ln X. ln X.)] 
1 1 J 
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Table 4.5 Sum of the Coefficients Excluding the Research Variable of 
the Estimated Production and Value-Added Functions for 
Grains, Dairy, Poultry, and Livestock 

Grains Dairy Poultry Livestock 

Production Function With .985 1.047 .907 1.163 
Spillover 

Value-Added With Spillover .989 l.225a .521 1.186 

Production Function Without .989 1.035 .909 1.163 
Spillover 

Value-Added Without Spillover .999 1. 214a .464 1.190 

aSignif icantly different from 1 at the a = .05 level. 
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b. 
l. 
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= The sum of the input coefficients 

= The sum of the variances of the natural log of 
the Xi th variable from the X'X inverse matrix. 

cov(lnX· lnX ·) = The sum of the covariances between the the 
l. J th Xi .andX~th variables from the X'X inverse 

matrix, where x. and X· are two different 
conventional in~ependertt variables within the 
same commodity group. 

Most of the models show constant returns to scale. The exception is the 

dairy value-added model. In this case, slightly increasing returns to 

scale exist in the models with and without a spillover research 

variable, meaning that a one percent increase in inputs not consumed in 

the production process results in a greater than a one percent increase 

in value added. Although the sum of the coefficients in the poultry 

value-added models appears to be considerably below one, they are not 

statistically different from one at the a=.05 level. 

Several of the regression coefficients have reasonably large t-

values, indicating that most of the variables effect the dependent 

variables at the margin. However, several variables in each model are 

not significantly different from zero at the a=.05 or .10 levels and 

thus, surprisingly, do not affect the dependent variable. In further 

discussions, when a coefficient is said to be insignificant, it is meant 

that the estimate is not statistically significant from zero at the a = 

• 05 level. 

In the cash grain model, fertilizer, seed, chemicals, machinery, 

weather, research, and the research spillover are not found to 
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significantly affect gross production with information contained in the 

data used. Multicollinearity problems may exist as well as improper 

measurements of the variables. Sane possible variable specification 

problems follow. 

As discussed in Chapter Three, the ideal measure of the fertilizer 

variable reflects the amount of fertilizer applied and the nutrient 

content of the fertilizer. The fertilizer variable used, however, does 

not account for nutrient content. The fertilizer coefficient is 

insignificant in the cash grains model and may be caused by the less 

than ideal structure of the variable. 

The weather variable, deviations from normal rainfall in July, may 

not be significant because of the number of different grains included in 

the cash grain model. These results are a cause for concern since each 

of these variables would be expected to contribute to production levels. 

Only cropland and labor significantly affected production in the cash 

grain model. 

In the dairy model, the use of milk sales plus the difference of 

livestock purchased and livestock sold was used as a dependent variable. 

If, across states, there was a major trend towards decreasing the number 

of dairy cows per farm the effect of research on dairy production will 

be dampened. This may be one reason for the insignificant research 

coefficients in the dairy models. 

In the poultry production function, poultry purchased, labor, 

research, and the research spillover were not significant. The land and 

buildings variable was significant but negative. In the livestock model 
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and in the dairy model, all the variables except research and research 

spillover were significant. However, the pasture land variable in the 

dairy model was negative. 

Several alternative model specifications were estimated in an 

attempt to discover the true relationship between inputs used in 

production of outputs. A variable that was changed was land and 

buildings in all models. At first, as discussed in Chapter Three, a 

ratio of the national average price of land to the state average price 

of land was used to adjust the value of land and buildings. This 

adjustment allowed for a measure of how the value of buildings varied 

between states by assuming any variation in the value of land between 

states is due to quality properties of the land in each state. This 

variable was insignificant in nearly all models. The land and buildings 

variable used was changed by removing the price adjustment of the ratio 

of national to state average price of land under the assumption that 

quality differences in buildings among states as well as quality 

differences in land among states vary. The land and buildings variable 

specified this way was significant in nearly all models. 

4. 3 Res ear ch Results 

4.3.1 Production F•.mctions. In this study, research is the primary 

variable of interest. In none of the production function models (dairy, 
I 

cash grain, poultry, or livestock) where a research spillover variable 

was included in the model, was research found to be significant. This 
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result is surprising, because it is expected that the amount of research 

conducted in each state would have a significant effect on agricultural 

production. All other things being equal, such as the value of inputs 

used per farm, a farm in a state with a relatively larger amount of 

research compared with other states should have larger production than a 

farm in a state with relatively less research. Other studies (Evenson, 

1967; Bredahl and Peterson, 1976; Norton, 1981; Davis, 1980; White and 

Havlicek, 1979) all have found research to have a significant effect -on 

gross production. 

Several factors may be involved in the research variable not being 

significant in a production function. First, the dairy output variable 

used in this study was the value of dairy output sold per farm. 

Ideally, this value should be multiplied by an index that equals the 

ratio of sales of fluid milk, direct milk, and cream to total dairy 

sales. These data were not available in the 1978 Census of Agriculture. 

A possible cause for the research variable not being significant in the 

dairy model may be the mispecification of the dairy output variable. 

Second, a particular commodity may be produced similarly across 

states such that geo-climatic differences are not important in its 

production. Consequently, research results spill over readily across 

state lines. Poultry production is such an example. A large spillover 

of research exists between states. If state A's research is readily 

used in state B, state B's research effect on its own production would 

be dampened. Even though a research spillover variable was included in 

this function, it is not significant. The spillover variable as 
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constructed may not be affecting output, yet research spillover may 

still be dampening the effect of the research variable. As Norton 

(1981) discusses, it is the lag in borrowing research from other states 

or the incomplete borrowing that allows one to measure a return to 

research in cross sectional studies. 

Third, if the rate of progress in the commodity's technology has 

slowed, states with lower amounts of research may be able to catch up to 

states with higher levels of research funding. The difference between 

states in research levels allows for estimation of the research 

coefficient. If the level of research in all states was approximately 

equal, the research coefficient would be difficult to estimate. 

Fouth, as constructed in this study, there is a negative 

correlation between the research and spillover of research variables. 

In states with large research expenditures, the spillover variable is 

small. The correlation coefficient for these two variables ranged from 

a negative .61 in the cash grain model to a negative .91 in the poultry 

model. These high correlations may be causing multicollinearity 

problems and therefore contributing to the insignificance of the 

research variable. The affects of multicollinearity on the other 

variables in a model are discussed in detail in section 4.9. 

The spillover of research variable is also insignificant and 

negative in all four production function models. An explanation for an 

insignificant research spillover variable is in its crude specification 

rather than in the importance of the effect outside research has within 

a region. This variable is specified t.mder the assumption that a 
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certain amount of research done in a region is applicable over all 

regions in which the particular commodity is produced. This research 

from all states is considered part of a stock of outside borrowable 

research for each state. The actual effect of outside research on 

production within a state may be more complex, however. Several studies 

have used various specifications of the research variable with varying 

degrees of success. (Norton, 1981; Otto, 1981; White and Havlicek, 

1979; Evenson, 1978). 

4.3.2 Value-Added Functions. In contrast to the production 

fi.mctions, within the value-added functions only in the dairy model is 

the research variable not significant. In the cash grain, livestock, 

and poultry models increased expenditures in research within a state 

contributed significantly to increasing the difference between the value 

of output and the value of consumed inputs. Research can be fot.md to 

improve the efficiency in the use of non-purchased inputs such as land, 

operator labor, and machinery. 

Within the value-added function, only in the poultry model is the 

research spillover variable significant. The spillover of poultry 

research across state boundaries is very important and states with a low 

amount of research have borrowed heavily from other states since poultry 

research is particularly transferable over long distances. Increases in 

research in other states, therefore, are contributing to an increase in 

the difference between the value of gross output and the value of inputs 

consumed in the production process. 

The value-added research coefficient for livestock is .161, for 
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grain it is .181, and for poultry it is 1.016. The dairy coefficient is 

negative and insignificant. The value created in the poultry production 

process is very small compared with the 1 ives tock or cash grain 

production process, averaging 25 percent of production versus 50 and 65 

percent, respectively. Because of the nature of the poultry industry as 

discussed earlier, i.e., the rate of progress in poultry technology 

having slowed, it would seem reasonable that changes in the levels of 

research between states would not affect value added over non-consumed 

inputs, but the poultry research coefficient is large and significant. 

This large research coefficient indicates that most of the variation in 

poultry value added between states is explained by research. This 

result indicates that although the rate of poultry technology oriented 

towards production has diminished, major gains are being realized in 

technology intended to increase wealth in farming activities. Research 

designed to develop technologies to make such activities more efficient 

as manifested in the difference in the value of products consumed by the 

activities and the value of the product produced, has a strong effect in 

the poultry model. Greater efficiencies are being realized in the 

improvement of capital and labor versus improvement in feed 

efficiencies. 

The research spillover variable in the poultry value-added model is 

also significant and extremely large. This model was the only one of 

the four commodity models with a significant spillover of research 

coefficient. The pervasiveness of poultry research may be responsible 

for this estimated coefficient; however, a coefficient of 52.5 seems 
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unreasonably large. The research variables for the livestock and cash 

grain value added functions, .16 and .18 indicate that for a one percent 

increase in research expenditures across stat es, a 16 or 18 percent 

increase in the wealth created by the production process per farm 

enterprise can be expected. 

Unfortunately, in none of the ordinary least squares estimates of 

either model were the research coefficients in the value-added function 

and production function both significantly different from zero. 

Therefore, a direct comparison of the research variables within a model 

is not possible. 

4.4 Exclusion of the Spillover Variable 

Because the research spillover variable was insignificant in all 

four of the commodity production functions and three of the value-added 

functions, these models were run again without a spillover variable. 

Tables 4. 6 through 4. 9 show the results of these estimations. 

The estimated coefficients of the research variable in the 

production functions were a -.001 for dairy, .037 for livestock, .068 

for poultry, and .115 for cash grains. Only the poultry and cash grains 

coefficients are significant from zero at the a= .05 level. This is an 

improvement over the specification that included the research spillover 

variable where none of the research coefficients were significant from 

zero at the a = .OS level. When outside research is not accounted for 

in the model, in-state research has an effect on production for the 
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Table 4.6 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of the Cash Grain Production 
Function and Value-Added Function Without a Research Spill-
over Variable Using 1978 Data for the United States 

Production Function Value-Added 

Fertilizer .048 (.111) 

Seed .151 (.110) 

Chemicals - .114 (.129) 

Labor .319 (.158)a 

Operator Labor .083 (.124) 

Cropland .465 (.122)a .566 (.123)a 

Machinery .080 (.242) 

Machinery Svc. Flow .284 (.13l)a 

Weather .040 (.033) .066 (.035)a 

Research .115 (.056) .190 (. 036)a 

R2 .94 .93 

F 78.0 112.2 

DF 39 42 

aSignif icant at the 5 percent level. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 
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Table 4.7 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of the Poultry Production 
Function and Value-Added Function Without a Research 
Spillover Variable Using 1978 Data for the United States 

Production Function Value-Added 

Feed 1.105 (.093)a 

Poultry Purchased - .075 (.053) .459 (.132)a 

Labor .039 (.036) .315 (.144)a 

Land and Buildings - .160 (.063) - .310 (.298)a 

Research .068 (.036)a .135 (.182) 

R2 .96 .40 

F 184.6 6.4 

DF 37 38 

aSignificant at the 5 percent level. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 
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Table 4.8 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of the Livestock Production 
Function and Value-Added Function Without a Spillover of 
Research Variable Using 1978 Data for the United States 

Production Function Value-Added 

Feed .073 (.032)a 

Breeding Stock .483 (.089)a .637 (.095)a 

Labor .167 (.08l)a .289 (.lOl)a 

Land and Buildings .440 (.112)a .264 (.125)a 

Research .037 (.064) .138 (.039)a 

R2 • 93 .90 

F 117.3 97.0 

DF 42 43 

8 Significant at the 5 percent level. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 
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Table 4.9 Ordinary Least Squares Estimates of the Dairy Production 
Function and Value-Added Function Without a Spillover of 
Research Variable Using 1978 Data for the United States 

Production Function 

Feed .651 (.086)a 

Cows .304 (.lOl)a 

Labor .067 (.039)a 

Land and Buildings .092 (.051)a 

Pasture - .079 (.032)a 

Research - .001 (.0167) 

R2 .98 

F 392.7 

DF 41 

aSignificant at the 5 percent level. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 

Value-Added 

.690 (.116)a 

.158 (. 097) 

.366 (.124)a 

- .003 (.044) 

.86 

64.8 

43 
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poultry and cash grain commodity groups. Again, however, 1 ives tock and 

dairy showed insignificant research coefficients at the a = • 05 level. 

The estimated coefficients of the research variable in the value-

added functions were a -.0031 for dairy, .134 for poultry, .138 for 

livestock, and .190 for cash grains. Only the livestock and cash grain 

research coefficients are significant from zero at the a = • OS level. 

The poultry model, which is the only model of the four to have both a 

significant research and research spillover of research variable before, 

now does not have a research variable significantly different from zero 

at the a = .OS level when the spillover variable is omitted from the 

model. 

In the livestock and cash grain models, the research coefficient 

becomes more significant as measured by the larger t-values, in the 

models without a spillover variable. This may be due to 

multi collinearity pro bl ems, as discussed in detail 1 at er in this 

chapter. Briefly, when a variable is deleted from a model, in this case 

research spillover, possible multicollinearity problems are reduced and 

the variances associated with the variables are diminished, raising the 

t-values. 

The es ti mated co efficient is smal 1 er in the 1 i ves tock mode 1 , 

dropping from .161 to .138 and was larger in the cash grain model, 

rising from .181 to .190. For the livestock model, this may mean that 

when outside research is excluded, in-state research contributes less to 

value added. In-state and out-of-state research may compliment each 

other. For the cash grain model, when outside research is excluded, in-
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state research contributes more to value added. In state and out-of-

state research may substitute for each other in general and when 

combined, take away from the effects of in-state research. However, the 

biases discussed later in this chapter associated with the spillover of 

research variable may be involved in decreasing this cash grain research 

coefficient when the spillover variable is included. 

4.5 Canparison of Research Between Functions 

In the cash grain model without a research spillover, the research 

variable in both the value-added and production function is significant, 

allowing for a direct comparison between the two. This is the only case 

of all the OLS models estimated in all the commodity groups that allows 

for this comparison. A t-test is used to determine if the coefficient 

in the production function, .115, and the coefficient in the value-added 

function, .190, are significantly different frcm each other. This test 

enables more to be said about how research affects aggregate production 

versus value added. 

The test used is: 

t obs = t (a=. 05,n-k-l) (4. 2) 

where: 

= the two coefficients to be tested. 

Sbi and Sb 0 = standard errors of bi and b0• 
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The test to see if the production function research coefficient, b. is 
l. ' 

statistically different £rem the value-added research coefficient, b 0 , 

shows that they are not statistically different from each other at the 

a=.05 level. From the results of this test, therefore, research cannot 

be said to affect value added more than aggregate production. 

4. 6 Variable Biases 

Several biases may result from the problems involved in the 

specification of the variables discussed earlier. These biases affect 

not only the conventional inputs, but the research variable also. The 

specification error analysis given in Johnston (1972, pp. 168-169) is 

the method used to look at potential biases. The sign of the auxiliary 

regression coefficient, found by regressing the mismeasured variable on 

another variable i, is observed to determine the direction of any bias 

on variable i. 

The effect of not adjusting the feed variable and land and 

buildings variable by the ratio of the state and national prices will 

bias the research estimate upwards since the quality of these 

conventional inputs across states is not accounted for. Research, 

therefore, picks up sane of the variation of the dependent variable not 

measured by a quality factor. For similar reasons the land and 

buildings variable and feed variable estimates are biased downwards. 

The weather variable may also bias the research estimate. If good 

weather prevails in states with high research eh.7enditures and poor 

weather prevails in states with low research, the research estimate will 
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be biased upwards. When agricultural production is broken down into 

commodity groups as it is in this study, it is reasonable to assume that 

in general, more research is conducted on a commodity where weather is 

favorable for that commodity's production. For example, as expected, 

the states with the most cash grain research are Kansas, Iowa, Illinois, 

and Indiana. 

Ethier (1971) states that the coefficient on canst.med inputs should 

be constant both between observations and over time. If they are not 

constant, biased coefficients on the non-consu:ned inputs result. As 

Davis (1980) explains, double counting effects only a small proportion 

of total inputs, but consu:ned inputs are a large proportion of total 

inputs. Davis concludes that the research coefficient will be biased 

upwards should the consumed input coefficients not be constant across 

observations. Within the models where both the value-added and 

aggregate production research coefficients were significantly different 

from zero, in every case the research coefficient was higher in the 

value-added model, meaning that indeed, the coefficients may not be 

constant. 

Another potential source of bias on the research variable is the 

possible mismeasurenent of the research spillover variable. The 

spillover of research variable, as constructed in this study assumes 

production in one state is affected by research in all other states. 

Therefore, the spillover variable for each state is the value of all 

research outside of that state. In states with low research 

expenditures the spillover variable will be large and vice versa. If 
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this is not how research outside of a state actually affects production 

within a state, a mispecification bias may occur on the research 

coefficient. It is difficult to determine the actual relationship 

between production and outside research and therefore difficult to 

determine the direction of bias on the in-state research coefficient. 

Keeping in mind the sources of potential bias on the research 

coefficients, within the production functions the research estimate 

declined in magnitude in the 1 ives tock, poultry, and grain models when a 

research spillover was included. The dairy model coefficients cannot be 

compared because they are both insignificant. From these results, it 

may be that the potential bias from the spillover variable is biasing 

the research coefficient downward. If so, it is a greater bias than the 

upward bias caused by the misspecification of the feed and 1 and and 

buildings variable. 

Within the value-added function, the research coefficient increased 

in magnitude in the poultry and livestock models and declined in the 

grain model when a spillover variable was added. The bias from the 

possible misspecification of the land and buildings variable may be the 

cause of this increase in the research coefficient in the poultry and 

1 ives tock models. 

4.7 Lag Structure Sensitivity 

An attempt was made to determine the sensitivity of the research 

coefficient to using different lag structures. Davis tested the 
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coefficient sensitivity and found that the choice of the lag structure 

does not affect the coefficient very much. The forms of the lag 

structure tested in this paper were current year's expenditures, an 

average of the second and sixth previous year's expenditures, and a 

twelve year cons trained second order polynomial lag model. The 

polynomial lag model was altered to weight earlier years of research 

expenditures and then later years heavier. In this study also, it was 

fo'lllld that the choice of research lag had a minimal effect on the 

research coefficient. 

4. 8 Marginal Product and Internal Rate of Return to Research 

4. 8.1 Calculation Procedure. Fran the estimated research 

coefficients, a marginal product of research (MPR) can be calculated. 

The MPR is measured using per state research and per farm output, and 

therefore needs to be multiplied by the number of farms to get per state 

MP. The national average marginal product of research for each commodity 

group is: 

MPR = b n (Y/R) (4. 3) 

where n is the aritl:metic average number of farms for each commodity 

group, b is the corresponding research coefficient, and Y and R are the 

geometric mean levels of per farm output and per state research for each 

group, respectively. This estimated marginal product of research 

approximates the long-ri.m marginal product of res ear ch. It gives the 
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total expected returns from one dollar invested in 1978. In the value-

added function, MPR can be interpreted as being the total expected 

returns to a dollar of research oriented towards the improvement of 

production activities such as plowing and harvesting and towards the 

improvement in the efficiencies of buildings and machinery. A partial 

MPR is found from the partial production coefficient, bt, estimated from 

the polynomial lag developed in Chapter Two. The partial MPR measures 

the change in value of output for an increase in research expenditures 

of one dollar in year t. The total MPR is the stm of the partial MPR' s 

for all years after the initial res ear ch expenditure. 

The lag between the expenditure of funds and the realization of 

returns calls for research benefits to be distributed over some period 

of time. Davis (1979) summarizes several procedures used to distribute 

the research benefits. Research expenditures in this study were 

distributed according to the 12 year Almon polynomial lag. The general 

procedure of finding the discount rate which satisfies discounted 

(MP R)-1 = 0 or , 

(MPR/(l+r)n) - 1 = 0 (4.4) 

is used to calculate the rate of return to the research inves tinent. The 

internal rate of return to research is then the rate of discount which 

makes the present value of output in 1978 exactly equal to the present 

value of a stream of research expenditures beginning in 1967 (benefits 

are distributed over twelve years). The basic procedure used to 

calculate the IRR in this study is: 
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n MPR 
(E t )-1=0 
i=l(l+r) n 

(4. 5) 

where: 

MPRt = the weight for period t. 

n = the total number of years over which past research has 
an impact on output. 

The weights, MPRt, in this formula are the partial marginal products of 

research for each year, t, and calculated as: 

where bt is the partial research coefficient for each year, t as 

discussed in Chapter Three. 

As discussed in section 2. 2.4, following Bredahl and Peterson 

( 4. 6) 

(1976) and Norton (1981), the marginal products of research for each 

year (MPRt) is divided by three to obtain conservative estimates of the 

IRR' s. This division is done to accotmt for public extension and 

private res ear ch since the magnitude of public res ear ch, public 

extension, and private res ear ch are about equal. 

The mean lag of research used in the IRR calculations is six years 

for all four commodity groups. The marginal product of research and 

internal rates of return are presented in Tables 4.10 through 4.13. The 

marginal product of research and internal rates of return to research 

were not computed for models with a negative research coefficient. 
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4. 8. 2 Marginal Product Results 

Production Functions The only MPR' s that were calculable of the 

eight models with and without a spillover variable for the production 

function are the cash grain and poultry models without a spillover of 

research variable. The cash grainMPRwas much larger, $95.80, than the 

poultry, $24.10. As discussed earlier, in a Cobb-Douglas production 

function the MPR is made up of the coefficient on the research variable 

(the production elasticity) and the average product of research (dollars 

of output per dollars of research). The production elasticity for the 

cash grain model is .115 versus .068 for the poultry model, indicating 

more efficient or productive work by researchers in the cash grains 

commodity group. Also contributing to the lf}rger cash grain MPR is its 

larger average product of research. 

Value-Added Functions Three marginal products of research can be 

calculated of the four models including a spillover of research 

variable. The three are $19.20 for livestock, $74.00 for poultry, and 

$99.10 for cash grain. The marginal product in the value added function 

is made up of the coefficient on the research variable (the elasticity 

of value added) and the dollars of value added per dollars of research. 

The coefficients on the research variables are .161 for lives tock, .181 

for grain, and 1. 02 for poultry. The average dollars of value added per 

dollar of research are $72.80 for poultry, $119.40 for livestock, and 

$546. 20 for cash grains. Even though poultry has the lowest level of 

value added per value of research conducted, it has the highest 
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Table 4.10 The Marginal Product of Research for Cash Grains, Dairy 
Livestock, and Poultry Production Functions Using OLS 
Estimates With and Without a Spillover of Research 
Variables. 

Cash Grain 

Livestock 

Poultry 

Dairy 

MPR With 
Spillover of Research 

$ 

a 103.20 

8.30b 

11. oob 

MPR Without 
Spillover of Research 

$ 

95.80 

8.70b 

24.10 

8MPR using Ridge Regression estimation. 
b Calculated from non-significant research coefficients. 
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Table 4.11 The Marginal Product of Research for Cash Grains, Dairy, 
Livestock, and Poultry Value-Added Function Using OLS 
Estimates With and Without a Spillover of Research 
Variables 

Cash Grain 

Livestock 

Poultry 

Dairy 

MPR With 
Spillover of Research 

$ 

99.10 

19.20 

74.00 

MPR Without 
Spillover of Research 

$ 

103.70 

16.50 

9.80a 

a Calculated from non-significant research coefficient. 
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coefficient of research. 

Two marginal products of research can be calculated for the four 

models in the value added functions excluding a spillover of research 

variable. The two MPR' s are $103. 70 for cash grains and $16. 50 for. 

livestock. In the case of cash grains, the MPR declined slightly from 

$103. 70 to $99.10 by adding a research spillover variable. Therefore, 

state research investments have a smaller impact on state output when 

outside research effects are included. Results by White and Havlicek 

0979) show that the failure to account for the interregional transfer 

of agricultural research inflated estimated returns on research 

investments in their region of study. The above results show that this 

may be occurring in the cash grain commodity group. A comparison of the 

livestock MPR' s, however, shows that the MPR in the livestock model 

increases from $16.50 to $19.20 when a spillover of research variable is 

included. 

4.8.3 Canparison of MPR between functions 

No comparison can be made between the MPR's of the value-added 

models with those of the production fu..1.ction models where a spillover 

variable has been included since none of the production function 

research coefficients are statistically significant. In the models 

where a research spillover variable is excluded, only the cash grain 

research yariable is significant in both models. In this case, the MPR 

in the value-added cash grain function is $103. 70 while in the 

production function it is $95.80. A greater magnitude, therefore, 
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exists in the estimated impacts of research investment on the value 

created in the production process of cash grains than on total 

production of cash grains. However, as described in section 4. 4, the 

estimated coefficients in each model were not statistically different 

from each other. 

4. 8. 4 Internal Rate of Return Results 

Production Function. The IRR calculated and presented in Table 

4.12 and 4.13 show a large variability between commodity groups. In the 

production function, the IRR to poultry is 60.9 percent while the IRR to 

cash grains is 202. 0 percent. From information contained in the data it 

appears that agricultural experiment station research is not being 

allocated efficiently across commodity group categories, with the 

largest underinvestment is in the cash grains. Another factor may be 

affecting the wide disparity of the IRR' s. Gril iches ( 1958) has shown 

that the absolute value of output relative to research expenditures has 

an important bearing on the IRR results. The average value of cash 

grain output was over double the average value of poultry output per 

state, while the average value of research expenditures per state for 

both commodity groups was approximately equal. 

Value-Added Function. Similar results were obtained in the value-

added ftmction. The IRR for the value-added function which includes a 

spillover of research variable ranges from 49. 7 percent for livestock to 

208.3 percent for cash grain, with poultry falling in between at 160.9 
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Table 4.12 The Internal Rates of Return to Research for Cash Grains, 
Dairy, Livestock, and Poultry Production Functions Using 
OLS Estimates With and Without a Spillover of Research 
Variables 

Cash Grains 

Livestock 

Poultry 

Dairy 

IRR With Spillover 
of Research 

215.9a 

21.0b 

29.0b 

IRR Without Spillover 
of Research 

202.0 

22.3b 

60.9 

aIRR using Ridge Regression estimation. 
b Calculated from non-significant research coefficients. 
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Table 4.13 The Internal Rates of Return to Research for Cash Grains, 
Dairy, Livestock, and Poultry Value-Added Functions Using 
OLS Estimates With and Without a Spillover of Research 
Variables 

Cash Grains 

Livestock 

Poultry 

Dairy 

IRR With Spillover 
of Research 

202.3 

49.7 

160.9 

IRR Without Spillover 
of Research 

307.9 

43.3 

25.Sa 

a Calculated from non-significant research coefficients. 
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percent. The IRR results in the value-added function without a 

spillover of research variable shows lives tock to have a 43. 3 percent 

rate of return and cash grains to have a 307. 9 percent rate of return. 

The poultry and dairy IRR' s in this case cannot be calculated because of 

an insignificant research coefficient. From these results, more 

research conducted in cash grains and poultry commodity groups would 

increase value added. 

4.8.5 Comparison of IRR between functions 

A comparison of the value-added cash grain model and the production 

function cash grain model shows that the rate of return to research 

affecting the value-added of cash grains is higher at 307. 9 percent than 

research affecting production which is 202. 0 percent. As with the 

analysis of the MPR, more comparisons of the IRR between the value-added 

production function for other commodity groups could not be made because 

of insignificant research coefficients. If the marginal products and 

internal rate of returns had followed the same pattern between functions 

for the other commodity groups as they did for the cash grain group, a 

better return would have been obtained from research conducted towards 

value-added and more research funds should be allocated in this 

direction. 

4.9 Problems of Multicollinearitv 

There are several symptoms of multicollinearity problems with the 
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equations just presented. First, the variance inflation factors (VIF) 

associated with the variables were quite high in many models. The 

variance inflation factors are obtained by regressing one of the 

independent variables on all the others in a model such that 

X. = f(X·) J l. 
( 4. 7) 

If the coefficient of multiple determination of this regression, 

R.2, is close to one, this means X. is explained very well by one or 
J J 

more of the other independent variables in the model, X.. The varianc~ 
l. 

inflation factors equal 

1/(1-R. 2) 
J 

and in the ideal (orthogonal) situation, equal one, i.e., 

( 4. 8) 

R.2 = O. 
J 

If 

R.2 is close to one, the VIF will be large. Tables 4.14 through 4.17 
J 

show the VIF' s associated with the variable for each of the models 

estimated. 

The second symptom of multicollinearity is that the F-values for 

each model indicate significant models despite several variables in each 

model being insignificant or negative, especially the research and 

spillover of research variables. Third, looking at the Eigenvalues for 

each variable, many are close to zero. Fourth, many of the simple 

correlation coefficients between variables are very high, for example in 

the dairy ftmction between feed and cows, .954, between feed and labor, 

• 747, and between labor and buildings, .804. 

Fifth, in the production functions, the t-values of the research 
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Table 4.14 Variance Inflation Factors Associated With the Variables in 
the Cash Grain Models With and Without a Spillover of 
Research Variable 

With Research S:Eillover Without Research SEillover 
Production Value Production Value 
Function Added Function Added 

Fertilizer 22.5 22.3 

Seed 37.2 28.9 

Chemicals 27.3 26.1 

Labor 4.9 4.9 

Operator Labor 2.0 1. 7 

Cropland 10.1 8.1 9.7 7.9 

Machinery 31.4 29.6 

Machinery Svc. Flow 5.7 5.6 

Weather 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.0 

Research 9.7 2.7 5.6 1.8 

Research Spillover 2.3 1.9 
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Table 4.15 Variance Inflation Factors Associated With the Variables 

Feed 

Poultry 

Labor 

Land and 

Research 

Research 

in the Poultry Models With and Without a Research Spillover 
Variable 

With Research SEillover Without Research S:eillover 
Production Value Production Value 
Function Added Function Added 

7.9 7.6 

Purchased 7.1 1.6 6.6 1.5 

1.9 1.2 1.9 1.2 

Bldgs. 1.5 1.3 1.4 1.2 

7.6 7.4 1.5 1.5 

Spillover 6.5 6.3 
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Table 4.16 Variance Inflation Factors Associated With the Variables 
in the Livestock Models With and Without a Research 
Spillover Variable 

With Research SEillover Without Research SEillover 
Production Value Production Value 
Function Added Function Added 

Feed 4.1 7.0 

Breeding Stock 1.6 3.7 5.0 3.6 

Labor 5.0 1.5 1. 6 1.5 

Land and Bldgs. 7.1 3.2 4.1 3.2 

Research 5.7 1. 9 5.4 1.3 

Research Spillover 1.8 1.8 
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Table 4.17 Variance Inflation Factors Associated With the Variables 
in the Dairy Models With and Without a Research 
Spillover Variable 

With Research SEillover Without Research SEillover 
Production Value Production Value 
Function Added Function Added 

Feed 18.7 18.6 

Cows 16.6 3.3 16.5 3.2 

Labor 3.3 3.1 3.3 3.1 

Land and Bldgs. 2.1 1.8 2.1 1.8 

Pasture 1.8 1.8 

Research 3.2 3.1 1.0 1.0 

Research Spillover 3.2 3.1 
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and several of the conventional input variables increased in the 

poultry, livestock, and cash grain models when the research spillover 

variable is anitted. In the value-added function, the t-values 

increased in the livestock and cash grain models. Generally, when an 

independent variable which is a near linear combination of the other 

variables is removed, the standard errors associated with the other 

variables decrease and the ref ore the t-val ues increase. 

Multicollinearity arises when one or more of the independent 

variables is nearly a linear combination of the other variables in the 

model, and hence, accurate estimates for all the coefficients cannot be 

derived because of difficulties in separating the influences of one 

independent variable from another on the dependent variable (Kelejian 

and Oates, 1981). When regress or terms are highly correlated, the 

variances of their estimated coefficients are inflated and the 

coefficients are unstable (Weisberg, 1980). The large variances and 

hence large standard deviations cause the variables to become 

insignificant in many cases. 

The presence of multicollinearity prompted the use of the biased 

estimation procedure, Ridge Regression (RR) (Coffey, Norton, and Frye; 

1981). Given the general linear model in standard matrix notation 

Y = XB + u, RR is a technique for reducing the variance of the 

regression coefficients, B, by adding a small positive increment k to 

diagonal elements of the X' X matrix (Weisberg, 1980) so that the ridge 

estimator is, 

B* = (X'X + kI)-l X'Y ( 4. 9) 
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Ridge regression trades off bias and variance so that more accurate 

results are obtained. Typically, a small increase ink in the presence 

of severe multi collinearity stabilizes the regression coefficients 

around their true values at the expense of a small increase in bias 

(Gtms t and Mas on, 1980) • 

4. 9.1 Ridge Regression Results 

The estimated coefficients for both the value-added and production 

functions in each commodity model using the Ridge Regression estimation 

procedure are presented in Tables 4.18 through 4. 21. The convergence 

and stabilization of the coefficients as indicated by the ridge trace 

prompted the selection of the particular k values. RR standard errors 

are underestimated because they are calculated tmder the assunption that 

the variance of k is zero. However, the degree of underestimation is 

probably small enough that they can be used as a rough guideline for 

determining variable significance (Coffey, Norton, and Frye). 

The ridge regression estimation procedure had sane effect on the 

significance of certain variable coefficients. In the grain model, the 

research coefficient was over twice the size of its standard error as 

approximated by the RR estimation and therefore has become "significant" 

where as it was not in OLS estimation. The seed coefficient was almost 

twice as large as its approximate standard error. Neither of these 

variables was significant in the OLS estimation. The poultry model was 
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Table 4.18 Ridge Regression Estimates of the Cash Grain Production 
Function and Value-Added Function With and Without a 
Research Spillover Variable 

Fertilizer 

Seed 

Chemicals 

Labor 

Operator Labor 

Cropland 

Machinery 

Mach. Svc. Flow 

Weather 

Research 

Research 
Spillover 

DF 

Production 
Function 

.017(.066) 

.lll(.057)a 

-.061(.068) 

.272(.114)a 

Value 
Added 

.083(.129) 

.416(.087)a .547(.111) 

.1811(.122) 

• 302 ( .119) 

.036(.033) .062(.036) 

.124(.044)a .183(.042) 

-.164(3.87) -1.64 (4.43) 

• 94 .93 

38 41 

Production 
Function 

.021(.064) 

.099(.056) 

-.057(.068) 

.273(.113)a 

Value 
Added 

.097(.123) 

.414(.086)a .543(.llO)a 

.186(.122) 

39 

.303(.118)a 

.038(.032) .065(.035) 

.127(.038)a .192(.035)a 

.94 .93 

42 

aCoefficient is at least twice its standard error. 

Number in parenthese are standard errorso 
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Table 4.19 Ridge Regression Estimates of the Poultry Production Function 
and Value-Added Function With and Without a Research Spill-
over Variable 

Feed 

Poultry Purch. 

Labor 

Production 
Function 

.950(.076)a 

.007(.045) 

Value 
Added 

Production 
Function 

1. 023 (. 083)a 

.390(.122)a -.034(.048) 

.074(.034)a .311(.132)a .058(.035) 

Value 
Added 

.452(.129)a 

.311(.143)a 

Land & Bldgs. .126(.063)a -.182(.277) -.138(.063)a -.300(.295) 

Research .015(.064) .908(.327)a .067(.036) 

Research 
Spillover 

DF 

-3.09 (3.51) 46.38(17.46)a 

.96 .48 

36 37 

.96 

37 

aCoefficient is at least twice its standard error. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 

.137(.179) 

.40 

38 
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Table 4.20 Ridge Regression Estimates of the Livestock Production 
Function and Value-Added Function With and Without a 
Research Spillover Variable 

Feed 

Breeding Stock 

Labor 

Land and Bldgs. 

Research 

Production 
Function 

Value 
Added 

Production 
Function 

Value 
Added 

.465(.07l)a .617(.087)a .478(.08l)a .623(.09l)a 

.179(.077)a .291(.098)a .171(.079)a .292(.lOO)a 

.442(.091)a .278(.115)a .441(.102)a .277(.119)a 

.045(.051) .159(.046)a .041(.057) .140(.038)a 

Research Spillover -.911(4.502) 3.728(5.72) 

.93 .90 .93 .90 

DF 41 42 42 43 

aCoefficient in at least twice its standard error. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 
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Table 4.21 Ridge Regression Estimates of the Dairy Production Function 
and Value-Added Function With and Without a Research 
Spillover Variable 

Production Value Production Value 
Function Added Function Added 

Feed .548(.054)a .591(.066)a 

Cows .392(.064)a • 688 (. lll)a .357(.078)a .675(.llO)a 

Labor .089(.037)a .164(.093) .079(.037)a .167(.093) 

Land and Bldgs. .120 (. 049) a .366(.121)a .107(.0SO)a .369(.12l)a 

Pasture -.093(.027)a -.091(.029)a 

Research -.024(.028) -.067(.074) -. 0009 (. 017) -.003(.045) 

Research Spillover -2.215(2.18) -6.06 (5.62) 

.98 .86 .98 .86 

DF 40 42 41 43 

aCoefficient is at least twice its standard error. 

Numbers in parenthese are standard errors. 
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also affected. The labor coefficient in the RR estimation is over twice 

the size of the approximate standard error whereas in the OLS estimation 

it was not significant. In no other variable in any of the models, 

however, did the RR estimation reduce the variance of the regression 

coefficient enough to change an OLS insignificant variable to a RR 

"significant" variable. 

The estimated coefficients of the variables all changed to sane 

extent when estimated by the RR procedure instead of the OLS procedure; 

however, only the poultry purchased coefficient in the poultry model 

changed from negative to positive and significant. All the other 

negative coefficients in the models such as land and buildings in the 

poultry model, pastureland and research in the dairy model, and 

chemicals in the cash grain model remained negative and insignificant. 

The cash grain model, most suspect of multi collinearity problems because 

of the highest VIF values and largest nunber of insignficiant variables, 

improved sanewhat using the RR estimation. 

A further comparison of the MPR and IRR can be made using the 

research coefficient in the RR within the cash grain production 

ftmction. This coefficient, which is in the cash grain model including 

a research spillover variable, is slightly larger than the research 

coefficient in the cash grain model excluding a research spillover 

variable. The MPR and IRR are also slightly higher. Out-of-state 

research may be combining with in-state research to improve the 

efficiency of in-state research in adding to aggregate cash grain 

production. 
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A comparison of the IRR and MPR between the value-added and 

production ftmctions including a research spillover variable is also now 

possible. These results are important because they are directly related 

to the major objectives of this thesis. In both cases, MPR and IRR, the 

production function shows higher values than the value-added function. 

Therefore, when a spillover is included the rate of return to research 

in the production function is higher than the rate of return to research 

in the value-added function. As discussed earlier in this chapter, when 

a spillover variable was not included, the rate of return to research in 

the value-added function was higher than the rate of return to research 

in the production function. However, the test conducted in section 4. 5 

showed that even though the coefficients using OLS estimation were very 

different in magnitude ( .115 vs •• 190), they were not statistically 

different from each other at the a= .OS level. 

4.10 Stability of the Research Coefficient Over Time 

Two studies in the past have focused attention on providing 

evidence on the efficiency of allocation of research resources over time 

(Davis, 1980; Norton, 1981). These studies ha·.,,e looked at whether the 

research coefficient in agricultural production remains stable over 

time. Stability of the research coefficient is important since 

estimates frcm studies on the productivity and allocation of research 

are used in making projections of returns to future research spending. 

Dav-is (1980) provided evidence that the production coefficient on 

the research variable in aggregate agricultural production fi.mction.s has 
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declined since the 1950 's but remained stable for the past 10 to 15 

years. Norton (1981) concludes that the research coefficients for the 

cash grain, dairy, and 1 ives tock commodity groups are statistically 

nondifferent between the 1969 and 1974 census years. Inconclusive 

results were obtained on the poultry coefficient due to insignificant 

estimates. Both these studies lend support to those who use 

coefficients from past evaluation studies in ex ante projections in both 

aggregate and commodity group agricultural production. 

The purpose of this section is to determine if the research 

coefficient has continued to remain stable over time. A comparison of 

the results obtained by Norton using data from the Census of Agriculture 

in 1969 and 1974, and the results obtained in this paper using data fran 

the Census of Agriculture in 1978 are presented in Tables 4. 22 through 

4.25. 

An attempt was made in the present study to follow the variable 

specification used in Norton 09.81) as closely as possible. However, 

several changes in the 1978 Census of Agriculture exist in the way the 

data were presented frcm the 1974 issue. Although most of the variables 

are calculated in the same way, many variables are not equivalant 

between the two studies. As a result, the production functions as a 

whole may be structurally different. A respecification of the 1969 and 

1974 variables using 1978 Census data is beyond the scope of this study, 

so care must be taken in interpreting a comparison of the research 

coefficients. 

Of all the models presented, only in the cash grains commodity 



Table 4.22 Comparison of 1969, 1974, and 1978 Cash Grain Production Functions Using Results 
Obtained by Bredahl and Peterson (1976), Norton (1981), and this paper, respectively 

1969 1974 1978 1974 SPILLb 1978 SPILLb 
Bredahl and Peterson Norton Smith Norton Smith 

Land and Hldgs. .142(1.59)a .217(2.20)a • 465 (3. 81) a .243(2.38)a • 4 79 (3. 82) a 

Labor .241(2.90)a .356(2.4l)a .319(2.02)a .347(2.34)a .322(2.05)a 

Chemicals .089(2.06)a .011( .25) -.114(-.88) -.001(-.03) -.130(-.97) 

Seed .ll (1. 35) .196 (2.42)a .151(1. 37) .216( .67) .184 (1. 46) 

Fertilizer .053(1.04) .061( .64) .048( .43) • 063 ( • 67) • 042 ( . 37) 

Machinery • 540(3. 36) a .476(2.84)a .079( .33) .423(2.39)a • 046 ( .19) 

Weather -- -- .040(1. 22) -- .036 (L07) 

Research .073(2.72)a .091(3.68)a .115(2.03)a .105(3.64)a • 088 (1.17) 

Spillover -- -- -- -.034(-.96) -2.52(-.56) 

MPR 24 l12 95.8 -- 73.1 

IRR 47.0 69.0 202.0 -- 159.2 

aSignificant at the a. = .05 level. 
bl974 SPILL and 1978 SPILL models include a spillover of research variable. 

I ...... ...... 
~ 
I 



Table 4.23 Compari.son of 1969, 197ll, and 1978 Poultry Production Functions Using Results Obtained 
by Bredahl and Peterson (1976), Norton (1981), and this paper, respectively 

1969 1974 1978 1974 SPILLb 1978 SPILLb 
Bredahl and Peterson Norton Smith Norton Smith 

Land and Bldgs. .145(4.05)a .078(2.30)a -.160(-2.52)a .098(2.66)a -.163(-2.59)a 

Labor .163(2.37)a .190(2.47)a .039 ( 1. 08) .196(2.56)a .041( 1.12) 

Poultry .261(2.62)a .180(2.32)a -.075(-1.4) .175(2.26)a -. 067 (-1. 20) 

Feed .591(5.38)a .700(7.93)a 1.10(11.92)a .702(8.02)a 1.09(11.49)a 

Research .071(1.84)a .017( .52) • 068 (1. 88) a .022(.649) .001( .38) 

Spillover -- -- -- .025(1.31) -2.20 (-.51) 

MPR 23.0 -- 24.1 -- 11.0 

IRR 46.0 -- 60.9 -- 29.0 

aSignificant at the a = .05 level. 
bl974 SPILL and 1978 SPILL models include a spillover of research variable. 

I 
I'-' 
I'-' 
VI 
I 



Table 4.24 Comparison of 1969, 1974, and 1978 Livestock Production Functions Using Results Obtained 
by Bredahl and Peterson (1976), Norton (1981), and this paper, respectively 

Land and Bldgs. 

Labor 

Animals 

Feed 

Research 

Spillover 

MPR 

IRR 

1969 
Bredahl and Peterson 

1974 
Norton 

.129(1.53) 

• 554 (1. 94)a 

.136(1.16) 

.320(2.38) a 

.122(4.69)a 

62.0 

89.0 

.042( .51) 

.517(2.46)a 

.057( .56) 

.465(5.02)a 

.168(6.98)a 

81.0 

106.0 

8 Significant at the a = .05 level. 

1978 
Smith 

a .44 (3.94) 

.167(2.07)a 

.483(5.43)a 

.073(2.26)a 

.037( .58) 

8.7 

22.3 

1974 SPILLb 
Norton 

.068( .65) 
a • L165 (2. 07) 

• 068 ( • 65) 

.462(-1.95)a 

.153(4.68)a 

.025(.675) 

b.1974 SPILL and 1978 SPILL models include a spillover of research variable. 

1978 SPILLb 
Smith 

.441(3.89)a 

.167(2.05)a 

.483(5.35)a 

.072(2.20) 8 

.035( .53) 

-.520(-.11) 

8.3 

21.0 

I 
I-' 
I-' 

°' I 



Table 4.25 Comparison of 1969, 1974, and 1978 Dairy Production Functions Using Results Obtained 
by Bredahl and Peterson (1976), Norton (1981), and this paper, respectively 

1969 1974 1978 1974 SPILL 1978 SPILL 
Bredahl and Peterson Norton Smith Norton Smith 

Land and Bldgs. .062(2.82)a .084(2.88)a .092 (1. 79)a .085(2.83)a .095(1.84)a 

Labor .547(8.28)a .227(2.53)a .067(1.72)a • 223 (2. 37)a .067(1.73)a 

Cows .204(3.25)a .427(4.90)a .304(.300)a .428(4.85)a .315(3.08)a 

Feed • 210(4.17)a .277(5.25)a .651(7.54)a .280(5.04)a .64 (7.41) a 

Pasture .055(2.29)a -.041(-1.50) -.079(2.48)a - • 04 0 ( -1. 50) -.07 (-2.35) a 

Research .041(2.62)a .057(3.12)a -.001(-.08) .056(3.03)a -.025(-.83) 

Spillover -- -- -- .004(.196) -2. 26 (-. 96) 

MPR 20 27 -08 -15 

IRR 42 51 

aSignificant at the a = .05 level. 
bl974 SPILL and 1978 SPILL models i.nclude a spillover of research variables. 

1 ...... ._. 
....... 
J 
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group is the research coefficient significantly different from zero for 

all three time ~riods. The 1969 coefficient is .073, the 1974 

coefficient is .091 and the 1978 coefficient is .115. A t-test is used 

to test the stability of the research coefficients across time. In all 

cases the hypothesis that the coefficients are the same at the 5 percent 

level of significance is not rejected. 

Another comparison that can be made is between the 1969 and 1978 

poultry research coefficients. These coefficients are .068 and .071, 

respectively. These coefficients are also not statistically different 

from each other at the 5 percent level of significance. The last 

comparison that can be made is between the 1969 and 1974 livestock 

research coefficients. These coefficients are .122 and .168 

respectively. These coefficients are also not statistically different 

from each other at the 5 percent level of significance. From these 

results, it can be concluded that the research coefficient remained 

stable between the 1969, 1974, and 1978 cross-sectional studies for the 

cash grain and poultry research variables. 

A comparison of the marginal products of research (MPR) shows a 

steady increase in the change in value of output per one dollar change 

in the value of research in. the cash grain function. The MPR rose from 

$24. 00 in 1969 to $42. 00 in 1974 to $95. 80 in 1978. The internal rate 

of return (IRR) also increased, but at a faster rate than the MPR. The 

IRR was 47.0 in 1969, 69.0 in 1974, and 202.0 in 1978. Two reasons 

exist for the faster rise in the IRR frcm 1969 to 1978. First, Norton's 

study deflated the value of 1974 output to 1969 prices. Prices of 
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agricultural output increased at a faster rate than the value of 

research during this time period. Because the IRR is a function of the 

partial research coefficient and the average product of research (APR) 

for each year from 1968, as the'APR rises at a faster rate, so will the 

IRR. Second, the shape of the Almon polynomial distributed lag weights 

earlier years of research expenditures slightly heavier than the 

inverted "V" shaped lag used in Norton's study. This will also tend to 

increase the calculated value of the IRR. 

4.11 Test of Appropriateness of the Value-Added Functional Form 

4.11.1 Griliches-Ringstad Test. Introduced in Chapter Two of the 

present paper was a test developed by Griliches and Ringstad (1971) to 

see what the role of consi.med inputs may be in the production process. 

Should consuned inputs vary in fixed proportion to output, value-added 

is an appropriate dependent vaiable to use. The test combines the 

production function with the value added function specialized in the 

Cobb-Douglas form in the following manner: 

V = AL<iKb 

(Q/Q)V = AL<iKb 

Q = AL8Kb(Q/V)u 

ln Q = ln A + a ln L + b ln K + u ln (Q/V) 

( 4. 10) 

( 4. 11) 

( 4. 12) 

( 4. 13) 

If consuued inputs are used in fixed proportions to output between 
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observations, the elasticity of substitution between consuned inputs, M, 

and value added, V, approaches zero, i.e., crMV=O, and the ln (Q/V) term 

would not be significantly different from zero. The value-added 

function would be an appropriate function to use in this case. The 

coefficient on ln(Q/V) would not be significantly different from zero 

because if M is used in fixed proportions to Q, V would also be a fixed 

proportion of Q since V = Q-M and therefore Q/V would be a constant. 

This constant would be absorbed in the intercept and u would not be 

significantly different fron zero. 

If consuned inputs are not used in fixed proportions to output, the 

elasticity of substitution between consuned inputs and value-added 

approaches infinity, i.e., IJ = 00 • The coefficient on the ln (Q/V) mv 
term would be significantly different f ran zero and the value-added 

function would not be appropriate to use. 

The results of the test are shown in Table 4.26. The results show 

that in neither model is the coefficient significantly different from 

zero at the a= .05 level, implying that on the average, value-added is 

an appropriate output measure of the production process for the 

agricultural commodity group production functions. The test function 

reduced to the following form: 

ln Q = ln A + a 1 n L + b 1 n K + 0 1 n (Q/V) (4. 14) 

Q = AL'"Kb(Q/V) 0 ( 4. 15) 

( 4. 16) 
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Table 4.26 Griliches and Ringstad Test of the Appropriateness of the 
Value-Added Function 

Model With Spillover Model Without Spillover 
of Research of Research 

S(Q/V) t-value B(Q/V) t-value 

Dairy .110 .99 .123 1.12 

Cash Grain .156 .42 .099 .28 

Livestock -.222 -.80 -.184 - .72 

Poultry .004 .11 .010 .31 
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which is the gross production function asstming constmed inputs are used 

in fixed proportions. 

4.11.2 Davidson-MacKinnon Test. The Griliches-Ringstad test of the 

appropriateness of the value-added function is more of a test to see 

whether the elasticity of substitution between consuned inputs and 

value-added is closer to infinity or zero, i.e., to see if materials are 

used in fixed proportion to output or not. This is a test of the three 

basic assunptions laid out by Bruno (1978) discussed in Chapter Two. 

Bruno concluded that a value-added production function will have partial 

derivatives which correctly measure the marginal productivities of the 

primary factors if each consuned input is used in fixed proportions to 

gross out put. 

A second test, which allows a test of the specification of an 

econometric model in the presence of one or more other models which 

explain the same phenomena was developed by Davidson and Mackinnon 

(1981). This test can check the validity of the regression model when a 

non-nested or nested alternative hypothesis exists. The test for 

specification error considers initially the case of a single-equation 

regression model, the truth of which is to be tested 

H0 : Q. = f.(X. , b) + e . 
1 1 1 01 

where Qi is the i th observation on the dependent variable, xi is a 

vector of observations on exogenous variables, b is a vector of 

(4. 17) 

parameters to be estimated, and the error term e0 i is assuned to be NID 

(o,cr2). 
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Economic theory may suggest an alternative hypothesis: 

(4.18) 

where z. is a vector of observations on exogenous variables, g is a 
]. 

vector of parameters to be estimated, and eAi is NID (o,cr2). These 

regression models can be combined as follows: 

Q1• = (1-a)f.(x.,b) + aq.(z.,g) + e1. 
]. l. l. l. ]. 

or, 

where f a.11d g are functions of the exogenous variables xi and zi, 

respectively. 

(4.19) 

( 4. 20) 

Therefore, to conduct this test, it is first necessary to re-define 

the value-added function in aggregate production terms as follorAs: 

or, 

where: 

v Q - M b = = ax1 

Q = aX b + M l 

V = 'lal ue-added 
Q = aggregate production 
xl =non-consumed inputs 
M = consuned inputs 
b = coefficient on x1 

(4.21) 

( 4. 22) 
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Equation 4. 22 was derived in three steps: 1) The value added dependent 

variable was regressed on the non-consumed inputs, 2) The predicted 

values of the value added dependent variable were obtained from the 

regression, 3) Added to these predicted values were the non-logged 

values of consuned inputs. Equation 4.19 now becomes: 

where: 

Q = ( 1-a)f + ag + e ( 4. 23) 

f = The predicted values of the aggregate production regressed 
on all variables. 

g = The predicted values of the value-added dependent variable 
regressed on the non-consuned inputs pl us the non-logged 
values of the constnned inputs. 

Equation 4. 20 then can be reduced; 

Q = ( 1-a)f + ag + e 
A 

Q = f - af + ag + e 

Q - f = a(g - f) + e 

Q* = a(W) + e 

where: 

" Q* = Q - f 

w = a - f 0 

By regressing q* on W and farcing the intercept through zero, an 
A 

(4. 24) 

(4. 25) 

(4. 26) 

( 4. 27) 

( 4. 28) 

(4.29) 

estimate and level of significance for "a" can be obtained. If a is not 

significantly different fran zero, satisfying the null hypothesis, then 
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aggregate production is a better measur·e of the production process. 

F.quation 4.23 then reduces to: 

Q = (1-0)f + Og + e (4. 30) 

... 
Q = f (4.31) 

The results of the test are shown in Table 4.27. 

The results show that in neither of the four commodity groups was 

the t-statistic significant at the a = • 05 level, i.e., a was not 

significantly different from zero in either case. Therefore, it can be 

concluded from the results of this test, aggregate production is a 

better measure of the production process. 

In order to determine if value-added is a better measure of the 

production process the opposite test must be conducted. The null 

hypothesis is then: 

(4.32) 

and the alternative hypothesis is: 

HA: V. = J.(x.,b) + eA. 
1 1 1 1 

(4. 33) 

Canbining the regression models as done before: 

( 4. 34) 

where: 

V. = the i th observation on the value-added dependent variable 
l. 
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Table 4.27 Davidson and MacKinnon Test of the Appropriatness of the 
Value-Added Function and Production Function 

First Test Second Test .. ,. 
Cl. t-value CL t-value 

Dairy -5.7E-8 - .39 -5.SE-7 -1.42 

Cash Grain 2o8E-6 1.27 -3o5E-6 -1.39 

Livestock 6.0E-11 .09 -3o3E-10 - .40 

Poultry 5.6E-9 004 2.4E-7 .32 
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hi =vector of predicted values of the value-added ftmction 

J. = vector of predicted values of the aggregate production 
l. 

dependent variables minus the non-logged values of the 

consuned inputs. 

This model was obtained SJ.nee, 

Q=V+M ( 4. 35) 

or, 

b (4. 36) V = AX - M 1 

Where b is the estimated coefficient on x 1• The results, also shown in 

Table 4.27 show that in neither of the four commodity groups tested was 

the t-statistic significant at the a = • 05 level. Therefore, it can be 

concluded that value-added is the preferable measure of the production 

process since equation 4. 34 reduces as follows: 

v. 
l. 

v. 
l. 

A A 

= (1-0)hi + OJi + ei ( 4. 37) 

( 4. 38) 

The results from the first part of the Davidson and MacK.innon test 

show aggregate production as a better measure of the production process, 

while the results from the second part of the test determine that value-

added is a better measure. With the data used in this study it can be 

concluded that both functions are appropriate in measuring the 

production process. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Summary and Conclusions 

5.1 Introduction 

The purpose of this study was to assess the returns to research 

investments to four major categories of agricultural production: cash 

grains, poultry, dairy, and livestock. The main objective was to 

compare the rates of return to research obtained by two production 

functions, one which includes value-added as the dependent variable and 

another which includes aggregate output as the dependent variable. This 

cha pt er begins with a brief summary of the s true t ur e and results of the 

analysis. Following the si..nmnary are the conclusions based on the 

results of the analysis. 

5. 2 Summary 

In the first chapter, the possible problems associated with the 

aggregate production functions were introduced. These problems include 

the double counting of sane inputs, differences among states in the 

level of use of purchased inputs, and simultaneity between the dependent 

and independent variables. The value-added production function, a 

function with the value of consumed inputs subtracted from the value of 

production as the dependent variable, was then defined. 

-128-
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In the second chapter the selection of the ex-post production 

function approach to the evaluation of public agricultural research was 

discussed. Then, the review of the literature focused on the problems 

arising from production functions using aggregate agricultural output as 

the dependent variable, and more specifically, problems arising from the 

use of the Cobb-Douglas production function. The value-added fllllction 

was then introduced and sane of its advantages over the aggregate 

production fllllction when measuring the effects of input variables on 

production of commodity groups were discussed. The conditions that must 

hold to estimate a value-added function were then presented. These 

conditions include: 1) that the price of consumed inputs and output 

remain constant, 2) that consumed inputs should be weakly separable from 

other inputs in the production process in order to net out the value of 

these inputs, and 3) that the consumed inputs and aggregate production 

should vary in proportion. Finally, two tests of the validity of the 

value-added fllllction, the Griliches-Ringstad and Davidson-MacKinnon 

tests, were introduced. 

In Chapter Three the aggregate production and value-added empirical 

models were presented. Based on these models, a developuent followed of 

the dependent and independent variables for each commodity group, 

including the factor used to obtain the value-added dependent variables. 

Also shown was how the finite polynomial lag structure was imposed on 

the research variable and how the research spillover variable was 

cal cul at ed. 

Chapter Four presented the results of estimating the production 
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relationships for the cash grain, 1 ives tock, poultry, and dairy 

commodity groups. The presentation of the statistical results was 

organized into seven sections. The first section presented the Ordinary 

Least Squares (OLS) regression of the four commodity models with a 

spillover of research variable. The second section showed the OLS 

regression of the models without a spillover of research variable. A 

general summary of the main results of these first two sections now 

follows since the conclusions developed later in this chapter draw 

mostly from them. 

Of the four commodity group models estimated, only the estimated 

cash grains model without a spillover of research variable had the 

research variable significant in both the production and value-added 

functions. Of the eight models estimated, i.e., four commodity groups 

and two models for each group (with and without a research spillover 

variable), six of the regressions had higher F-statistic values for the 

production functions than the value-added functions. 

Looking at the t-statistic values for each variable in each of the 

of the estimated models, more variables had larger t-values in the 

value-added functions than in the production functions within the same 

commodity group except for the poultry model which included a spillover 

of research variable. This means that individually, the independent 

variables of the value-added functions appeared to explain the dependent 

variable better than the independent variables of the production 

functions. 

Multicollinearity problems were found to have existed in several of 
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the models. As discussed in sections 2. 3 and 4. 9, in an aggregate 

production function, some of the independent variables may be near-

linear combinations of at least one of the other independent variables. 

This would cause the t-values to be small due to inflated variances. In 

the value-added flUlction, where the consumed inputs, which can be highly 

correlated with each other, are removed, multicollinearity problems are 

diminished. 

In four regressions, the research coefficient in the value-added 

function was significant while the research coefficient in the 

production function was not. For one commodity group they were both 

significant, however the value-added coefficient had a larger t-value. 

In one case, the production f\lllction research coefficient was 

significant while the value-added coefficient was not. And in the two 

dairy models, neither of the research· coefficients were significant. 

Therefore, the research variable explained the value-added dependent 

variable better in five of the eig..1lt regressions and explained aggregate 

production better in only one regression. 

The third section of Chapter Four presented an analysis of the 

biases that may have resulted on the coefficients of the independent 

variables due to problems in model specification. The omission of a 

quality factor on the feed and the land and buildings variables as well 

as the consumed input coefficients not remaining constant across 

observations may bias the research coefficient downward. It was also 

found that the possible mismeasurement of the spillover of research 

variables has a bias affect on the own-state research coefficient, the 
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direction of which is undeterminable. The fourth section developed the 

procedures for calculating the marginal products and internal rates of 

return to research. Also in this fourth section was a comparison of the 

MPR and IR."'l results across commodity group models and between the two 

fooctions with and without a spillover of research variable. The 

internal rate of return to the cash grain commodity group was higher 

than in any other commodity group. Also, the IRR in the value added 

function was higher than in the production function for those 

commodities with calculable IRR's in both functions. 

The fifth section of Chapter Four discussed the suspected 

multicollinearity problems in the commodity group models and presented 

the results of the Ridge Regression (RR) estimation procedure. The RR 

technique improved the estimated coefficients, based on a priori 

expectations. For the majority of the variables, the variance inflation 

factors were smaller in the value added functions than in the production 

functions for each commodity group, indicating that the value added 

function had fewer multicollinearity problems than the production 

function. The sixth section compared the results from the OLS 

estimation for the four commodity groups in this study with the results 

from similar estimations conducted by Bredahl and Peterson (1976) who 

used 1969 Census of Agriculture data and Norton (1981) who used 1974 

data. A comparison of the research coefficients across time for the 

significant research variables showed stability does exist over time. 

However, most of the research coefficients in the current paper were not 

significantly different from zero at the a = • 05 level, meaning the 
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research coefficients may be unstable over time. 

The seventh, and last, section of Chapter Four included the results 

of two tests of the appropriatness of the value added functional form, 

showing the value-added function to be an appropriate tool of estimation 

in agricultural commodity group analysis. 

5. 3 Conclusions 

The major objective of this study was to compare the research 

coefficient in a production function with the research coefficient in a 

value-added function for four commodity groups in order to learn how 

research affects value added. This comparison was hampered by 

insignificant research coefficients. 

Within the comparable alternative models estimated, the research 

coefficient in the value-added function was greater than in the 

production fllllction. Several reasons may exist for this result. First, 

it may be that research is oriented more towards the increased 

productivity of non-consllD.ed inputs in the production process. Second, 

it may be that a one percent increase in research expenditures provides 

for a greater percentage increase in the value added to production than 

total production since value added is a fraction of total production. 

Third, it is possible that the coefficient has been biased upwards 

because the coefficients on the const..med inputs may not be constant 

between observations as discussed in section 4. 6. 

The calculated internal rate of return to research for the value-
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added function was larger than in the production function in models 

excluding the spill over of research from one state to another. 

Assuming the first reason just mentioned for the research coefficient in 

the value-added function being higher than in the production function is 

the appropriate reason, more research funds perhaps should be allocated 

to improving the efficiency of non-consumed inputs such as labor, land, 

and capital. The following alternative interpretation of these results 

is also reasonable. When measured by value-added, production in 

agriculture is receiving a higher rate of return to dollars invested in 

research than previously believed when measured as aggregate production. 

The double counting of inputs and other problems associated with the 

production function (section 2. 3) may have been affecting the research 

variable by concealing part of its effect on production. It must be 

remembered, however, that although the research coefficient was higher 

in the value-added function than the production function, it was shown 

in section 4.5 that the two coefficients were not statistically 

different from each other at the a= .OS level. 

The calculated internal rate of return to research for the value-

added function was smaller than the production function in models 

accounting for the spill-over of research. One interpretation may be 

that borrowed research on the average may be oriented more towards the 

improvement of consuned inputs such as feed and seed. In-state research 

may be oriented more towards the improvement of capital and labor 

through management practices. 

A comparison of the value-added functions and production functions 
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as a whole for each commodity group by looking at the F-statistic may 

discern which f\lllction may be the more appropriate in modeling the 

agricultural production process. The results discussed in section 4. 2 

and again in 5. 2 suggest the independent variables as a whole of the 

production ftmctions explain more of a variation in the dependent 

variable than do the independent variables in the value-added f\lllction. 

From the F-test it would appear that the production function is 

generally more appropriate to use than the value-added function. Other 

tests must be looked at however, before one ftmction can be determined 

better than the other. 

From an analysis of the significance levels of the individual 

independent variables, sunmarized in section 5. 2, the value-added 

function appears to be the more appropriate measure of production. 

Looking at the significance levels to see how the research variable 

alone explained the two dependent variables through its significance 

level is also of interest. Broken down by commodity group, research 

explained value-added better for livestock and for cash grains. In the 

poultry model, research explained value-added better when a research 

spillover was included, while it explained aggregate production better 

when the research spillover was not included. In the dairy model, 

research was insignificant in both cases. 

Two other tests conducted, which evaluate the appropriateness of 

the value-added function, were the Gril iches-Rings tad and Davids on-

MacKinnon tests. The results from the Griliches-Ringstad test obtained 

in secton 4.11.1 show the elasticity of substitution between cor.suned 
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inputs and value-added is zero, meaning consumed inputs are used in 

fixed proportion to output. This test does not specify whether the 

value-added function is a better model than the production function but 

merely gives an indication of the behavior of material inputs in the 

production process of the four com.modi ty groups. By the results of this 

test, it can be concluded that the valUQ-added function is appropriate 

to use since it is desireable for the consumed inputs to be used in 

fixed proportions to output in order to get partial derivatives which 

correctly estimate the marginal products of the non-consuned inputs. 

The Davidson-Mackinnon test conducted in section 4.11. 2, checked 

for the validity of a regression model or for specification error within 

a model in the presence of a second model explaining the same phenomena 

as the first. The results showed that both the value-added and 

aggregate production functions are appropriate measures of the 

agricultural production process for commodity group analysis. 

From the results of the Davidson-Mackinnon and Griliches-Ringstad 

tests and the t-statistics obtained from the different models, the 

value-added function is appropriate to use statistically. It reduces 

the problem of multicollinearity and provides a measure of production 

for a commodity group exclusive of the contribution made to that 

commodity group from inputs produced at lower vertical levels in the 

production process. The problem of equal factor shares associated with 

the production function described in Chapter Two may also have been 

diminished, making the estimated coefficients of each variable in the 

value added function more reliable representations of the true factor 
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shares. 

By estimating a value-added function, several aspects of 

agricultural production become apparent that could not be measured by 

the aggregate production function alone. First, a higher rate of return 

to research is obtained in value added than in aggregate production in 

models not accounting for a spillover of research among states. Because 

of this higher rate of return, an underinvestment exists in research 

funded towards increasing value added in agricultural production. More 

research in the area of improving capital and labor inputs rather than 

in the area of improving feed, seed, fertilizer, and chemical inputs 

would result in added weal th to the farm enterprise. This added weal th 

would take the form of increased net income to the farm operation. An 

increase in the wealth of a farm operation would indirectly benefit 

state and local economies by increasing taxable income and taxable 

properties such as machinery and buildings. 

Second, results from both the value-added and production functions 

show that the largest underinvestment of research dollars exists within 

the same commodity group, cash grains. More research should be 

conducted in the cash grain group than in the other three commodity 

groups. Both consumed and non-consuned inputs used in cash grain 

production are subject to greater potential efficiencies than inputs 

used in the production of other commodity groups. 

Information discerned from the value-added function may also assist 

state legislators in decisions regarding research ftmd allocation within 

each state. By increasing value added per farm in each state, wealth 
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accruing in agriculture will rise for the particular state in question. 

On the other hand, by attempting to maximize aggregate output, part of 

the value of production may be lost from a state in the form of inter-

state sales of feeds, seeds, and other commodities. Value added nets 

out these commodities and measures the net value gained from the use of 

on-farm inputs such as labor, machinery, and buildings; thereby a better 

measure of the value of production accruing within a particular state. 

On the other hand, federal researchers and legislators may be 

interested more in channelling funds toward increasing aggregate 

production since inter-state sales of commodities would not diminish 

national net farm income. However, as discussed earlier, when broken 

down by commodity group, both the value-added and aggregate production 

functions show more funds should be allocated to the same commodity, 

cash grains. From a state legislator or from a feder-al legislator 

viewpoint, it would appear that increased benefits arise both to the 

state and to the nation by improving the efficiency of cash grain 

production over any of the commodity groups studied in this thesis. 

A major purpose of this study was to discover and describe possible 

problens associated with the aggregate production function and value-

added function emphasizing their effects on the research variable. 

Through an empirical estimation of the functions it was determined that 

these problems indeed are affecting the estimated coefficients. The 

principle objective of this study was to determine the impacts of 

research on value added through the use of calculated marginal products 

and internal rates of return. 
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APPENDIX A 

Other Functional Forms For Production Functions 

Introduction 

Several alternative equations other than the Cobb-Douglas function 

exist for measuring the relationship between inputs and outputs in a 

production process. Each have there uses and problems and should be 

selected with care, depending on the nature of the problem to be 

studied. Characteristics such as their logical solllldness, computational 

feasibility, data availability, variable specification, statistical 

manageability, relationships between inputs, and the behavior of the 

production process should be considered before a functional form is 

selected. This appendix follows the discussion in Heady and Dillon 

(1961) closely and presents same of the more common forms used in the 

production 1 iterature. 

A.1 Linear 

(A. l) 

This form is inconsistent with known biological conditions, since 

most empirical research- indicates diminishing marginal productivity when 

one factor is varied and all other resources are fixed in magnitude. 

Taking the first derivative of this function with respect to one factor 
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to obtain the marginal ·productivity yields a constant, or constant 

marginal productivity, 
aQ ax = b 1 1 

(A. 2) 

This implies that if an input is at all profitable, it should be 

applied in unlimited quantities. It is well known that in many 

biological relationships, as in fertilizer applications to field crops, 

as a given percentage of an input is applied, total production may 

initially increase at a greater percentage, then increase at a lesser 

percentage, then may eventually decline. 

A.2 Constant Elasticity of Substitution 

A broad group of production functions which includes the Cobb-

Douglas are the Constant Elasticity of Subs ti tut ion (CES) production 

functions. These functions are represented by the general form: 

v 
Q = y[o1'"P + (l-0)1-P] - -p- (A. 3) 

A production function which belongs to the CES class has two major 

characteristics 1) it is homogeneous of degree one, and 2) it has a 

constant elasticity of substitution. Thus., the Cobb-Douglas function, 

where the sum of the coefficients is equal to one is in the CES class. 

The characteristics of a technology are identified by the CES 

production functions. It permits the measurement of changes in the 

efficiency of a technology through the parameter y, in the technological 

determined returns to scale through the parameter v (assumed to be one). 

Also, in the capital intensity of the technology through the parameter 
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o, and in the subs ti tut ion of capital for labor through the parameter P 

(where P =1
0- 0 where a is the elasticity of substitution). 

Like the Cobb-Douglas function, the CES class has several drawbacks 

which prevent it from realistically representing correct biological 

relationships. The first is assumed constant returns to scale, detering 

the estimation of stages I and III in a production process which may be 

useful when a maximum production point is anticipated in the data. A 

second is the assumption of constant elasticity of substitution among 

inputs regardless of the input mix. A third problem is that the 

parameters of this function (Y,8,v, and p) cannot be directly estimated 

by linear regression analysis, nor is it possible to linearize this 

equation by taking logarithms, as can be done in the Cobb-Douglas. One 

last problem with the CES function is that in its mathematical 

derivation it is assumed the wage rate, w, is equal to the marginal 

product of labor, MP 1 • This requirement of competitive equilibrium is 

often not the case in times of adjustment in agriculture. 

A.3 Mitscherlick-Spillman 

The Mitscherlick-Spillman function is an exponential type function 

of the form: 

x z Q = A(l-R )(1-R ) x z (A.4) 

for a two variable case. It was developed for quantifying relationships 

between plant growth and environmental factors. Q is output, x and z 

are quantities of factors of production, Rx and Rz indicate the ratio of 
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succesive increments of the factors to output, A is the maximum response 

of output from increasing both factors. If either input is zero, output 

is zero. The production surface has a height extending to a broad ridge 

rather than to a peak over the input plane. 

Like the Cobb-Douglas function, this type of function represents 

deminishing returns to scale and therefore a declining marginal product, 

or stage II in the production process. Also, like the Cobb-Douglas, the 

isoquant curves are asymptotic to the axes so one factor can never 

substitute completely for another. Unlike the Cobb-Douglas, it does 

allow for the input range to approach a point defining maximum output. 

Also, unlike the Cobb-Douglas and CES functions, the isoquants do not 

maintain a constant slope at points of intersection with a scale line 

extending from the origin. Therefore, the elasticity of substitution 

and the ratio of factor inputs changes for different output levels and 

the isoclines show this by bowing out from the origin. 

A.4 Quadratic 

The quadratic functions are in another family of functions and are 

not as constraining as the CES or Mitscherlick-Spillman functions. For 

the two variable case, they are of the form, 

(A. 5) 

Where Q is out put, X 1 and x2 are inputs, a and bi are u.1'\known 

parameters. 

This function i.s not as constraining as those discussed earlier for 
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several reasons. First, it al lows for declining and negative marginal 

returns to factors. It does not allow for both increasing and 

decreasing marginal products, though. Although it does not account for 

stage I of production, it does allow for stage II and III and therefore 

the production surface over input space formed by the quadratic equation 

can have a distinct peak, denoting a maximum output for a single 

limitational combination of the factors. Also, certain output levels 

can be attained from one input alone, with the others at a zero level. 

Although the isoclines are linear for this function, not all 

isoclines pass through the origin. These expansion paths indicate that 

the least-cost path of outputs is attained only if the mix of inputs is 

changed as the factor to product price ratio changes. Therefore, the 

elasticity of substitution of one input for the other will change at 

different output levels. 

A.5 Transcendental 

Another functional form common in the literature is the 

Trancendental function of the form, 

Q bl 8 1Xl bz·~zXz = AX e X ~-1 2 
(A. 6) 

or logged, 

(A. 7) 

This function is consistent with the classical textbook function. 

It can exibit non-constant elasticities of production, or increasing, 
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decreasing, and negative marginal products. The quadratic fl.lllction 

discussed before can allow this condition by adding a cubed term in the 

function. The Transcendental function is useful when estimating 

fertilizer use of crops when stage III of the production process is 

expected. This function assumes factors are limitational and that Q is 

zero if either x1 or x2 is zero. This fllllction also allows for non-

constant elasticity of substitution of factors. 

The disadvantage of this function is that solutions can only be 

ascertained by iterative procedures. One other disadvantage of this 

fl.lllction and the quadratic function is that they require a large number 

of degrees of freedom in estimating their parameters, and ordinarily 

many of the regression coefficients are not significant in a probability 

sense. 



APPENDIX B 

Inputs Consumed in the Production Process 

B.l Introduction 

As described in section 3.4.2 of this study, value added is the 

difference between the value of aggregate production on a farm 

enterprise and the value of inputs consumed in the procuction process. 

The value of these consumed inputs were derived by Kunz and Purcell 

(1980) from data published by the Statistical Reporting Service of the 

USDA, the Economics Research Service of the USDA, and most state 

Agricultural Experiment Stations and Extension Services. Production 

budgets developed through these organizations contain information on the 

quantity and price of inputs consumed in production activities. This 

appendix describes in greater detail than section 3.4.2 the list of 

inputs consumed in the production of the four commodity groups used in 

this study. Also, a rough description of the derivation of the fuel and 

lube costs and the derivation of the adjusbnent receipts per acre are 

presented. The following information was provided by the IR-6 project 

committee in a rough outline. 

B.2 Inputs ConsU!lled in Crop Production 

Fertilizer: 

manure 
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top dress, side dress 

plow down 

1 iquid nitrogen (N) 

Soil Conditioners: lime 
gypsum 
plaster 

Agricultural Chemicals: pesticide 
herbicide 
insecticide 
nematocide 
fungicide 
algaecide 
fumigant 
rodent control 

Seed: grain 
grass 
legume 

Trees/Plants 
Root Stock (grapes) 

Materials: tags 
bags 
ties 
twine 
wire 

Cutwonn Bait 

Hot Caps 

vegetable 
cover crop 
other 

wax 
containers 
canvas 
mulch 
pl as tic covers 

potassium (K) 

anhydrous ammonia (NH3) 

trace elements - boron, cobalt, 

iron, sulfur, & zinc 

soil sterilant 
seed treatment 
sucker control 
preservative 
ripening agent 
defoliant 
inoculant 
scale control 

Pollination Charge: caprification (figs, dates) 
bee rent 

Energy: utilities 
electricity 
natural gas 
drying (grains) 
curing (tobacco) 

Irrigat.ion: water 
labor 
fuel 

gas fuel 
diesel fuel 
L. P. gas (except for drying cos ts) 
kerosine 
grease, lube, oil 

equipment 
custom sprinkle 
cus tC!ll furrow 

lube 
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Application costs and Custom Services -

counted entire costs since breakdown of costs 
into labor, energy, and materials was not possible. 

aerial spraying 
fertilizer applic. 
pesticide applic. 
defoliant appl ic. 
custom air seed 

herbicide applic. 
insecticide applic. 
fungicide applic. 
custom fumigate 
custom air fertilizer 

custom air pesticide 
custom air herbicide 
custom air insecticide 

Hauling seed - fuel and materials cost was counted. 

Deriving fuel and lube 

In the FEDS Budgets, the amount of gas and diesel was multiplied by 

their respective cost per gallon!. The lube cost was estimated to be 15 

percent of the total fuel cost2. The total amotmt of fuel used also 

includes an estimate of the fuel required for harvest custom services 

(but not preharvest custom services), where as the tractor and machinery 

fuel and lube costs do not. The price of gasoline used was $0.84/gal. 

and the price of diesel fuel used was $0. 683/gal. 

The cost of fuel required for preharvest custom services was 

estimated to be 25 percent of the total cost of tillage custom services 

and 15 percent of nontillage custom services. All fuel costs were then 

adjusted for lube3. 

In the Non-FEDS Budgets, when custom work services were listed as 

tillage and nontillage operations, the above procedure was used to 

estimate the fuel and lube. When custom services were not listed 

individually, the fuel cost was estimated to be 25 percent of preharvest 

custom services, and 15 percent of harvest custom services. All fuel 

cos ts were then adjusted for lube. When fuel and 1 ube cos ts were 
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combined with repair costs, fuel and lube was estimated to be 67 percent 

of the total cost. 

If tractor and/or machinery costs are not separated into preharvest 

and harvest services, fuel cos ts were estimated to be an average of 20 

per cent of custom services and then adjusted for lube cos ts • 

Adjusting Receipts Per Acre 

When a production cost budget did not provide receipts per acre, 

SRS 1979 data for price (and yield, if necessary) for that state, was 

used to determine receipts. SRS 1979 price and yield data for a desired 

state was also used to determine the receipts per acre when the 

production cost budget used was from a different state. 

When a budget used was for a year previous to 1979, the receipts 

per acre were updated to 1979 proces. Using SRS data, found the ratio 

of the desired year (1979) to the \llldersired year for the yield and 

price per unit. The yield and price ratios were multiplied by the 

receipts per acre to determine the 1979 receipts per acre. 

Example: New Mexico--1978--Corn for Grain 

Year 

1979 

1978 

1978 receipts = $287. 50/acre 

SRS Data--Corn for Grain--New Mexico 

Yield/ acre 

109 Bu. 

106 Bu. 

Price/Bu. 

$3. 00/Bu. 

$2. 39/Bu. 
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109/106 = 1.0283 Yield Ratio 

3.00/2.39 = 1.2552 Price Ratio 

1979 Receipts = $287.50/acre x 1.0283 x 1.2552 = $371.08/acre 

The receipts per acre were adjusted to the on farm value by subtracting 

any of the following: 

hauling selling charge cooling 

sales commission warehouse charge packing shed fee 

market charge ginning grain storage 

Adjusting Input Prices 

The price of inputs for the years 1975-1978 were adjusted to 1979 

prices by multiplying the price indexes below. 1980 input were adjusted 

to 1979 prices by dividing by the 1979 price indexes. 

Year 

1979 
1978 
1977 
1976 

Year 

1979 
1978 
1977 
1976 

Fertilizer 

1. 0880 
o. 9945 
0. 9784 
0. 8525 

Gypsum 

1. 0903 
1. 2973 
o. 9816 
1.2488 

Feed Grains & Hay 

1. 0402 
o. 9886 
o. 8844 
o. 9779 

Agri Chemicals 

1. 0319 
1. 0790 
o. 994 7 
0. 8939 

Soybeans 

1.1386 
o. 8322 
1. 191 7 
1. 4084 

Seed 

1. 04 76 
1. 0460 
1. 0830 
0.9837 

Energy 

1. 3019 
1. 0495 
1. 0802 
1. 0565 

All Other Inputs 

1. 1428 
1. 0850 
1. 0363 
1. 0604 

If no yield or price or receipts were available from state budgets, 

ESS yield and price was used to determine receipts. If ESS data lacked 

yield per acre, the ratio of production was used instead of yield. For 

1980 data receipts are not adjusted, instead, ESS 1979 price per unit is 
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multiplied by state budget yields to get 1979 receipts. 

B. 3 Inputs Consuned for .cattle and Calves 

Pasture: Improved, small grain, native, rented, public grazing 

Feed: Corn 

Hay 

Cottonseed Meal 
Milo 
Grain 
Silage 

Alfalfa Hay 

Protein Supplements 

Concentrates 

Salt and Minerals 

Veterinary and Medicine 

Energy: Grinding and Mixing Feeds 
Custom Feed Processing 
Utilities 
Electricity 
Fuel and Lube 

B. 4 Inputs Consuned for Hogs and Pigs 

Pasture: Private, rented, public grazing 

Feed: Grain 

Hay 

Protein Supplements 

Concentrates 

Veterinary and Medicine 

Predator Control 



Bedding 

Energy: Grinding and Mixing Feeds 
Custom Feed Processing 
Utilities 
Elect ri ci ty 
Fuel and Lube 
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B.5 Inputs Consumed for Broilers, Eggs, and Turkeys 

Feed 

Electricity 

Fuel 

Fuel Pullet Grow Out 

Medication and Vaccination 

B.6 Inputs Consuned for Sheep And Lambs 

Federal Rangeland 

Private Pasture and Range 

Hay 

Concentrates 

Grinding and Mixing Feeds 

Predator Control 

Veterinary and Medicine 

Fuel and Lube 

Utilities 

B.7 Inputs Consumed for Dairy (Milk) 

Feed 



Artificial Insemination 

Veterinary and Medicine 

Fuel and Electricity 
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Fuel Use for Farming Operations Circular ANR-132, Alabama Cooperative 

Extension Service. September 1979. 

4) USDA, ESCS, Agricultural Prices Annual Summary June 1980. 
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APPENDIX C 

c.1 Poul try Model 

OUTPUT VAL. ADD. LABOR FARMS 
($/fm) ($ /fm) (day/ fm) 

ALABAMA 143329 64558.2 571. 6 4521 
ARKANSAS 157708 27956.9 475. 6 5826 
CALIFORNIA 424543 1596 7 .1 1288.0 1648 
COLORADO 108101 24199. 4 920.4 536 
CONNECTICUT 171074 54967. 8 1136. 2 379 
DELAWARE 180180 31760. 2 425. 3 1053 
GEORGIA 155230 27612.3 532.0 5460 
IDAHO 72874 3296 .1 616.1 143 
ILLINOIS 116280 36805. 0 1489.2 610 
INDIANA 165105 53619. 5 1465. 8 1354 
IOWA 154635 48459. 5 1587. 2 805 
KANSAS 64912 14507.9 886.2 365 
KENTUCKY 92813 22964. 6 870. 9 251 
LOUISIANA 147551 24587.9 512.4 827 
MAINE 299447 28824. 8 1849. 4 675 
MARYLAND 151227 27597.4 390.1 1811 
MASSACHUSETTS 88000 26664. 9 965. 9 207 
MICHIGAN 111384 17700. 0 1125. 6 654 
MINNESOIA 187059 63955.5 1822. 2 1541 
MISSISSIPPI 175880 40958. 9 601.1 2177 
MISSOURI 163260 52053. 9 1494. 7 1057 
MONTANA 70839 16426.2 1624. 4 87 
NEBRASKA 153131 26197. 7 1751. 6 183 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 128957 34058.8 1839.1 139 
NEW JERSEY 44123 11061. 2 328.8 382 
NEW MEXICO 113886 15175.4 2642. 0 88 
NEW YORK 110983 20070. 2 1253. 2 903 
NORTH CAROL INA 177310 42935.6 631.0 4222 
NORTH DAKOTA 56947 1396 7. 4 568.6 132 
OHIO 105921 19609.2 1021. 3 1293 
OKLAHO?-f.A 109655 25525. 6 612. 6 876 
OREGON 138668 18032.4 900. 9 416 
PENNSYLVANIA 171749 39055. 7 1184. 9 1833 
RHODE ISLAND 108793 46203. 3 470. 3 29 
sourH CAROL INA 183558 32686. 2 859. 7 726 
SOUTH DAKOTA 80770 84 78. 4 1019. 4 200 
TENNESSEE 1073 71 20138.4 722. 1 928 
TEXAS 170578 31807.6 1033. 6 2426 
UTAH 350732 61781. 4 2 770. 5 153 
VE RID NT 72250 26595. 9 506. 3 84 
VIRGINIA 180647 32727.9 1055.9 1162 
WEST VIRGINIA 89144 21429.4 285. 5 388 
WISCONSIN 127883 46651. 8 1259.9 864 
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FEED PLT. FURCH. LND.&BLD. 
C $I fin) ($/fin) ($I fin) 

ALABAMi\ 80780 31292.8 92792 
ARKANSAS 83790 2 7143. 6 132164 
CALIFORNIA 242265 30480. 7 296392 
COLORAOO 63204 11224. 7 92618 
CONNECT I CUT 95463 22440.7 132457 
DELAWARE 108228 34658. 4 180218 
GEORGIA 85569 26613.0 11 7901 
IDAHO 35909 3181. 8 85909 
ILLINOIS 63383 12629. 2 161100 
INDIANA. 98369 12614.6 1 79190 
IOWA 100226 18621. 7 234108 
KANSAS 39225 641 o. 7 109715 
KENTUCKY 56909 9844.6 126514 
LOUISIANA. 78533 15506.1 99172 
MAINE 167940 45807 .1 144415 
MARYLAND 89575 2 7017. 9 172841 
MASSACHUSETTS 50353 4711.1 114986 
MICHIGAN 68825 13590.1 149606 
MINNESOIA 101 789 15698. 6 158314 
MISSISSIPPI 102699 32474. 6 106081 
MISSOURI 90027 18428.8 129005 
MONTANA. 44945 3909. 3 188552 
NEBRASKA 96206 13455.5 153601 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 50668 6122.0 133216 
NEW JERSEY 25747 3634. 0 131139 
NEW MEXICO 58188 464 7. 7 137171 
NEW YORK 61451 9834. 2 112814 
NORTH C..\ROL INA 101413 32442.0 120040 
NORTH DAKOTA 41060 7130.3 167939 
OHIO 63365 12160. 4 194394 
OKLAHOMA 64688 16190. 1 113619 
OREGON 86782 14013.8 148601 
PENNSYLVANIA l 00996 29137.4 205887 
RHODE ISLAND 59654 8042.0 127310 
sourH CAROLINA 10662 6 31239.7 128355 
SOUTH DAKOTA 60032 10383. 7 1594 75 
TENNESSEE 70981 18539. 8 105186 
TEXAS 90250 15860. l 131278 
UTAH 203260 28875.5 209444 
VERMONT 46349 8190. 5 78107 
VIRGINL4. 103355 33284.9 185232 
WEST VIRGINIA 56044 10601. 1 151 722 
WISCONSIN 73740 10582.6 115994 
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RSR. 67 RSR. 68 RSR. 69 RSR. 70 
<$I st) ($/st) ($I st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA. 4394 71 415641 356305 367330 
ARKANSAS 391261 343771 351 749 559548 
CALIFORNIA 520467 1328134 1373612 853681 
COLORADO 148942 141662 123260 165218 
CONNECTICUT 734301 342076 166046 496 720 
DELAWARE 2 93170 218464 245418 2 932 74 

•GEORGIA 940751 707304 744978 867496 
IDAHO 111415 111570 106730 85623 
ILLINOIS 184166 146664 180308 169312 
INDIANA 262257 308142 331520 3 77943 
IOWA 489620 370278 268139 256468 
KANSAS 397141 359843 434999 424945 
KENTUCKY 222494 151244 124684 86034 
LOUISIANA 430208 415746 412940 422645 
MAINE 220394 209267 21 7068 233340 
MARYLAND 429051 482171 426121 473464 
MASSACHUSETTS 208051 226752 245931 287507 
MICHIGAN 3 73191 403200 339209 356583 
MINNESarA 3 72463 404199 3 72504 336591 
MISSISSIPPI 193360 243209 24804 7 254560 
MISSOURI 280708 2 76560 335148 364 709 
MONTANA 64056 58166 76288 66128 
NEBRASKA 235055 2 70147 325771 339914 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 216805 22882 7 217397 167518 
NEW JERSEY 494953 403960 414218 353061 
NEW MEXICO 58991 37098 55195 55746 
NEW YORK 664636 769117 534234 651661 
NORTH CAROL INA 56204 7 4 76305 444281 584226 
NORTH DAKOTA 137421 123733 98265 124391 
OHIO 169776 516 794 501402 550804 
OKLAHOMA 164346 160842 171591 134831 
OREGON 25903 7 245671 229982 219701 
PENNSYLVANIA 659539 638914 636091 641594 
RHODE IS LAND 176588 150709 144079 143829 
SOUTH CAROL INA 2 96261 22 7461 204310 247758 
SOUTH DAKOTA 19143 7 153463 137993 149750 
TENNESSEE 182291 155806 176029 185425 
TEXAS 608166 660691 681925 626093 
UTAH 156752 12987 8 163425 150136 
VERMONT 63975 47162 62589 75334 
VIRGINIA 507186 489117 517347 514199 
WEST VIRGINIA 110718 145056 143655 123463 
WISCONSIN 228609 281178 331473 265144 
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RSR. 71 RSR. 72 RSR. 73 RSR. 74 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 395287 412934 342198 3 74020 
ARKANSAS 459432 456752 486795 541853 
CALIFORNIA 940960 826568 949211 862556 
COLORADO 179232 176222 177442 192095 
CONNE er I CUT 604406 354516 495659 4833 73 
DELAWARE 2 78619 26402 7 323240 445053 
GEORGIA 830985 818585 815393 1423625 
IDAHO 93459 90548 86672 37766 
ILLINOIS 186426 178367 135846 156017 
INDIANA 426039 482681 517057 43532 7 
IOWA 245454 2 73842 25595 7 343669 
KANSAS 3 79604 325115 3 77289 416921 
KENTUCKY 93246 95446 82242 86969 
LOUISIANA 459024 463597 466045 543625 
MAINE 297300 248832 249693 282909 
MARYLAND 511405 4552 78 434268" 466566 
MASSACHUSETTS 214674 175608 182436 316049 
MICHIGAN 438745 4203 72 341065 440408 
MINNESOTA 457683 513661 481748 539441 
MISSISSIPPI 237450 220693 422963 428915 
MISSOURI 343614 343777 436297 42 7441 
MONTANA 67919 72462 55541 37438 
NEBRASKA 338294 295 776 321901 375822 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 191245 182402 202 726 228896 
NEW JERSEY 342522 602179 291394 374408 
NEW MEXICO 41007 58070 53304 62185 
NEW YORK 1001710 935071 976998 1048959 
NORTH CAROL INA 642461 712145 7775 79 995383 
NORTH DAKOTA 82023 84766 84 732 68242 
OHIO 5 74990 578861 604439 542582 
OKLAHOMA 114700 91100 112582 113174 
OREGON 218693 213232 2153 76 295604 
PENNSYLVANIA 668045 645301 696353 795382 
RHODE ISLAND 165083 143 728 1 79169 197773 
SOUTH CAROL INA 261440 243675 375974 !+99210 
SOUTH DAKOTA 132228 136191 130602 133109 
TENNESSEE 183928 16 792 9 210581 277804 
TEXAS 560998 658197 645916 699951 
UTAH 142456 141833 1 70334 178673 
VERMJNT 83654 101120 106298 146456 
VIRGINIA 5 71968 529072 515499 5 93 799 
WEST VIRGINIA 225367 19854 7 186663 234874 
WISCONSIN 329556 403 74 7 375318 44 il 75 
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RSR. 75 RSR. 76 RSR. 77 RSR. 78 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 468919 662181 812709 885407 
ARKANSAS 644189 651504 703317 728724 
CALIFORNIA 1202 751 1189226 1262606 1242150 
COLORADO 202839 184143 284234 397563 
CONNECTICUT 515082 322515 3 74618 352110 
DELAWARE 423277 4 71878 518918 541379 
GEORGIA 1457805 1410358 1382007 1364283 
IDAHO 36594 55469 79159 94367 
ILLINOIS 182194 242900 224695 179691 
INDIANA 405947 464819 576113 580916 
IOWA 410879 508391 532795 534226 
KANSAS 478573 480180 540151 560765 
KENTUCKY 71152 93953 86049 79296 
LOUISIANA 541738 666075 737726 805484 
MAINE 351255 341003 199184 274274 
MARYLAND 585836 597516 611820 711657 
MASSACHUSETTS 246369 241977 232371 284526 
MICHIGAN 484681 501419 498544 580629 
MINNESOIA 5 74886 792006 820850 1061114 
MISSISSIPPI 457846 573479 598720 558650 
MISSOURI 452401 519528 530079 560966 
MONTANA 43762 70525 69559 82364 
NEBRASKA 385565 462955 513669 555287 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 284101 262601 307838 302314 
NEW JERSEY 530084 3982 76 420011 387273 
NEW MEXICO 65985 83109 61391 26544 
NEW YORK 901873 1230293 1358550 1093555 
NORTH CAROL INA 1158847 1351353 1749004 1860856 
NORTH DAKOTA 81970 115944 71195 53708 
OHIO 654144 698205 800802 947534 
OKLAHOMA 81144 89993 119150 94760 
OREGON 288451 424938 4 75710 477867 
PENNSYLVANIA 848321 896448 858841 1033 799 
RHODE ISLAND 163801 143025 164069 151275 
SOUTH CAROL INA 487174 513226 53 7720 571946 
SOUTH DAKOTA 129280 128517 165521 220194 
TENNESSEE 3 77790 358307 270965 289640 
TEXAS 691531 889689 854942 1125571 
UTAH 190759 195350 268592 242978 
VERMJNT 242141 217800 193476 183249 
VIRGINIA 651408 725064 858226 851910 
WEST VIRGINIA 245850 336701 335074 290016 
WISCONSIN 485167 526987 564436 690882 
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SPIL. 67 SPIL. 68 SPIL. 69 SPIL. 70 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 14610774 14778768 14721031 15068605 
ARKANSAS 14658984 14850638 14725587 14876387 
CALIFORNIA 14529778 1386.6275 13703724 14582254 
COLORADO 14901303 1505274 7 14954076 152 70717 
CONNECTICUT 14315944 14852333 14911290 14939215 
DELAWARE 14757075 14975945 14831918 15l42661 
GEORGIA 14109494 14487105 14332358 14568439 
IDAHO 14938830 15082839 14970606 15350312 
ILLINOIS 14866079 1504 7745 14897028 15266623 
INDIANA 14787988 14886267 14745816 15057992 
IOWA 14560625 14824131 14809197 15179467 
KANSAS 14653104 14834566 14642337 15010990 
KENTUCKY 1482 7751 15043165 14952652 15349901 
LOUISIANA 1462003 7 14778663 14664396 15013290 
MAINE 14829851 14985142 14860268 15202595 
MARYLAND 14621194 14712238 14651215 14962471 
MASSACHUSETTS 14842194 1496 765 7 14831405 15148428 
MICHIGAN 14677054 14791209 14738127 15079352 
MINNESorA 14677782 14790210 14704832 15099344 
MISSISSIPPI 14856885 14951200 14829289 15181375 
MISSOURI 1476953 7 14917849 14742188 15071226 
K>NTANA 14986189 15136243 15001048 15369807 
NEBRASKA 14815190 14924262 14751565 15096021 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 14833440 14965582 14859939 15268417 
NEW JERSEY 14555292 14790449 14663118 15082874 
NEW MEXICO 14991254 15157311 15022141 15380189 
NEW YORK 14385609 14425292 14543102 147842 74 
NORTH CAROL INA 14488198 14718104 14633055 14851709 
NORTH DAKOTA 14912824 15070676 14979071 15311544 
OHIO 14880469 14677615 14575934 14885131 
OKLAHOMA. 14885899 15033567 14905745 15301104 
OREGON 14791208 14948738 1484 7354 15216234 
PENNSYLVANIA 14390706 14555495 14441245 14794341 
RHODE ISLAND 1487365 7 15043700 14933257 15292106 
sour H CAROL INA 14753984 14966948 14873026 15188177 
sourH DAKOTA 14858808 15040946 14939343 15286185 
TENNESSEE 14867954 15038603 14901307 15250510 
TEXAS 14442079 14533718 14395411 14809842 
urAH 14893493 15064531 14913911 15285 799 
VERMONT 149862 70 15147247 15014747 15360601 
VIRGINIA 14543059 14705292 14559989 14921736 
WEST VIRGINIA 1493952 7 15049353 14933681 15312472 
WISCONSIN 14821636 14913231 14745863 15170791 
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SPIL. 71 SPIL. 72 SPIL. 73 SPIL. 74 
($/st) C$ I st) ($I st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 16081220 15680349 16387434 18783035 
ARKANSAS 16017075 15636531 1624283 7 18615202 
CALIFORNIA 1553554 7 15266715 15780421 18294499 
COLORADO 162972 75 15917061 16552190 18964960 
CONNECTICUT 15872101 15738767 16233973 186 73682 
DELA.WARE 16197888 15829256 16406392 18712002 
GEORGIA 15645522 152 74698 15914239 17733430 
IDAHO 16383048 16002 735 16642960 19119289 
ILLINOIS 162 90081 15914916 16593 786 19001038 
INDIANA 16050468 15610602 16212575 18721728 
IOWA 16231053 15819441 16473675 18813386 
KANSAS 16096903 15768168 16352343 18740134 
KENTUCKY 16383261 15997837 1664 7390 19070086 
LOUISIANA 16017483 1562 9686 162 63587 18613430 
MAINE 16179207 15844451 164 79939 18874146 
MARYLAND 15965102 15638005 16295364 18690489 
MA·ssACHUSETTS 16261833 159176 75 1654 7196 18841006 
MICHIGAN 16037762 15672911 16388567 18716647 
MINNESOIA 16018824 15579622 16247884 18617614 
MISSISSIPPI 1623905 7 15872590 16306669 18728140 
MISSOURI 16132893 15749506 16293335 18729614 
MONTANA 16408588 16020821 166 74091 19119617 
NEBRASKA 16138213 15797507 16407731 18781233 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 162852 62 15910881 1652 6906 18928159 
NEW JERSEY 16133985 15491104 16438238 1878264 7 
NEW MEXICO 16435500 16035213 166 76328 19094870 
NEW YORK 154 74 797 15158212 15752634 18108096 
NORTH CAROL INA 15834046 15381138 15952053 18161672 
NORTH DAKOTA 16394484 1600851 7 16644900 19088813 
OHIO 15901517 15514422 16125193 18614473 
OKLAHOMA 16361807 16002183 1661 7050 19043881 
OREGON 16257814 15880051 16514256 18861451 
PENNSYLVANIA 15808462 15447982 16033279 18361673 
RHODE IS I.AND 16311424 15949555 16550463 18959282 
SOUTH CAROL INA 16215067 15849608 1635365 8 1865 7845 
SOUTH DAKOTA 16344279 1595 7092 16599030 19023946 
TENNESSEE 16292579 15925354 16519051 18879251 
TEXAS 15915509 15435086 16083 716 18457104 
UIAH 16334051 15951450 16559298 18978382 
VERMJNT 16392853 15992163 16623334 19010599 
VIRGINIA 15904539 15564211 16214133 18563256 
WEST VIRGINIA 16251140 15894 736 16542969 18922181 
WISCONSIN 16146951 15689536 16354314 1870 9880 
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SPIL. 75 SPIL. 76 SPIL. 77 SPIL. 78 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 20019742 21937318 23472 71 7 24653990 
ARKANSAS 19844472 2194 7995 23582109 24810673 
CALIFORNIA 19285910 21410273 23022820 24297247 
COLORADO 20285822 22415356 24001192 25141834 
CONNECTICUT 19973579 22276984 23910808 25187287 
DELAWARE 20065384 22127621 23766508 24998018 
GEORGIA 19030856 21189141 22903419 24175114 
IDAHO 20452067 22544030 24206267 25445030 
ILLINOIS 20306467 22356599 24060731 25359706 
INDIANA 20082 714 22134680 23709313 24958481 
IOWA 20077782 22091108 23752631 25005171 
KANSAS 20010088 22119319 237452 75 24978632 
KENTUCKY 20417509 22505546 241993 77 25460101 
LOUISIANA 19946923 21933424 2354 7700 24733913 
MAINE 20137406 22258496 24086242 25265123 
MARYLAND 19902825 22001983 23673606 2482 7740 
MASSACHUSETTS 20242292 22357522 24053055 25254871 
MICHIGAN 20003980 22098080 23786882 24958768 
MINNESGrA 19913775 21807493 23464576 24478283 
MISSISSIPPI 20030815 22026020 23686 706 2498074 7 
MISSOURI 20036260 22079971 23755347 24978431 
MONTANA 20444899 22528974 24215867 25457033 
NEBR~SKA 20103096 22136544 2377175 7 24984110 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 20204560 22336898 23977588 25237083 
NEW JERSEY 199585 77 22201223 23865415 25152124 
NEW MEXICO 20422676 22516390 24224035 25512853 
NEW YORK 19586788 21369206 22926876 24445842 
NORTH CAROL INA 19329814 21248146 22536422 23678541 
NORTH DAKOTA 20406691 22483555 24214231 25485689 
OHIO 19834517 21901294 23484624 24591863 
OKLAHO~.A 20407517 22509506 241662 76 2544463 7 
OREGON 20200210 22174561 23809716 25061530 
PENNSYLVANIA 19640340 21703051 23426585 24505598 
RHODE IS LAND 20324860 22456474 24121357 25388122 
SO'UTH CAROL INA 20001487 220862 73 23747706 2496 7451 
SOUTH DAKOTA 20359381 22470982 24119905 25319203 
TENNESSEE 20110871 22241192 24014461 2524975 7 
TEXAS 19797130 21709810 23430484 24413826 
lJTAH 20297902 22404149 24016834 25296419 
VERMONT 20246520 22381699 24091950 25356148 
VIRGINIA 19837253 21874435 2342 7200 24687487 
WEST VIRGINIA 20242811 22262 798 23950352 25249381 
WISCONSIN 20003494 22072512 23720990 24848515 
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C.2 Grain Model 

OUTPT VAL.ADD. LAND LABOR OPER. LABOR 
($ /fm) ($ /fm) ($I fm) (day/ fm) (day/ fm) 

ALABAMA. 19714 11558. 9 148.4 206.0 148.1 
ARIZONA 74567 34136.8 292. 6 507. 3 205.9 
ARKANSAS 83926 63 719. 9 483.1 1044.4 699.4 
CALIFORNIA 108743 67945. 9 424.9 640.7 192. 4 
COLORADO 46902 30188. 9 470.0 265.4 172.1 
CONNECT !CUT 13273 7511. l 77. 2 468.5 259.1 
DELAWARE 35629 24665. 9 190. 5 229.2 161. 2 
FLORIDA 22846 13954.l 151. 9 211. 9 152.1 
GEORGIA 20605 12350.0 144.7 213.5 148. 3 
IDAHO 47828 31411. 0 344.2 338.3 193. 2 
ILLINOIS 54317 40909.4 264. 9 246.8 191. 2 
INDIANA 39106 2 7909. 9 192.4 196. 9 154.1 
IOWA 49814 37007.3 230.6 287 .1 235.2 
KANSAS 35907 28611.4 342.9 264. 2 211.8 
KENTUCKY 34367 24129.1 176.1 301.4 226.2 
LOUISIANA 60886 42497. 2 361. 2 526. 5 335.5 
MAINE 9753 5116. 9 67.5 165 .o 142.1 
MARYLAND 34050 23912. 0 177. 6 240.2 151. 6 
MASSACHUSETTS 3769 2353.3 19. 8 104. 5 98. 7 
MICHIGAN 19710 13489.1 130.3 150.4 127. 2 
MINNESarA 40928 294 71. 4 265.4 307.1 249.4 
MISSISSIPPI 43875 32921. 2 296. 2 436. 7 277. 5 
MISSOURI 40561 31180. 9 245.9 416. 7 345.9 
MONTANA 52718 37274.8 699.8 676. 6 515.7 
NEBRASKA 52433 34017.0 301. 2 333.9 266. 2 
NEVADA 34556 20533.9 262. 3 291. 6 190. 0 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 2778 1572. 0 17. 7 100. 0 100.0 
NEW JERSEY 24796 18202. 2 136.9 194. 0 137. 9 
NEW MEXICO 39693 22648. 8 444.7 301. l 201. 8 
NEW YORK 23408 14134.5 148.7 207.l 144.4 
NORTH CAROL INA 16253 9266. 3 92. 6 198.4 149. 0 
NORTH DAKOTA 44036 32821. 4 538. 2 422.5 362. 6 
OHIO 30851 22746. 4 164.1 180. 2 144.l 
OKLAHOMA 27506 22084. 3 316.2 268.9 225.8 
OREGON 52359 40226.4 419. 5 353. 1 198. 3 
PENNSYLVANIA 13823 9209. 6 87. 0 158.2 125.1 
RHODE IS LAND 1167 660.4 14.7 200.0 200.0 
SOUTH CAROL INA 20068 10635.0 142. 5 230.4 146.5 
SOUTH DAKOTA 33586 25936. 8 415.4 371. 3 311. 9 
TENNESSEE 28360 19545.1 184.4 353. 2 285. 3 
TEXAS 61764 41562.2 418.2 623. 6 407.2 
UTAH 16252 9338. 9 210.8 217. 0 160. 0 
VERMONT 7846 4440.0 76. 2 244.2 146.9 
VIRGINIA 24560 14934. 7 132. 6 290. 0 206.9 
WAS HIN Gr ON 84172 6365 8. 4 649. 2 471. 5 237.3 
WEST VIRGINIA 9337 7445. 8 66.5 150. 6 123.6 
WISCONSIN 21886 14908. 3 114. 3 216. 4 160.4 
WYOMING 31541 18726.2 336.2 267.3 193. 0 
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FARMS MACHINERY MACH. SVC. SEED 
AND ENRGY FLOW 

($ /fm) ($ / fm) ($/fm) 

ALABAMA 9288 6679.0 4510.2 1292. 1 
ARIZCNA 141 22398.8 8634.0 3546.1 
ARKANSAS 11906 20115. 2 12095. 7 4433.7 
CALIFORNIA 3551 23981.5 12513. 5 5103. 9 
COLORAOO 6220 14743.0 8323. 8 1886. 3 
CONNECTICUT 22 10139.1 5256.8 1272. 7 
DELA.WARE 1606 8775. 3 6158.7 1453. 3 
FLORIDA 2419 664 7. 3 4139. 5 1481. 2 
GEORGIA 8323 6480. 9 4218.3 1268.1 
IDAHO 5631 14792. 4 102 73. 9 1723. 7 
ILLINOIS 68209 12217. 0 8620. 0 2456.8 
INDIANA 45357 9361. 0 6628. 2 1889.4 
IOWA 54042 11080. 7 7587. 3 2222.6 
KANSAS 35185 12326.9 7429.8 1271.8 
KENTUCKY 10540 8660. 7 6202. 8 1506. 7 
LOUISIANA 9286 16816.3 10464.7 4538.7 
MAINE 81 75 77. 5 5 709. 3 679.0 
MARYLAND 4166 9286. 0 6135. 2 1760. 0 
MASSACHUSETTS 39 1105. 2 784. 6 25.6 
MICHIGAN 23849 6690. 9 4890. l 1298.3 
MINNESCJrA 40231 11412.9 8041.0 1741. 5 
MISSISSIPPI 10443 11368. 6 7262.1 2232.0 
MISSOURI 27552 103 76. 3 6880. 7 1742. 0 
MONTANA 7616 1871o.4 11825. 7 794. 5 
NEBRASKA 29467 14775.6 9366. 8 2243.9 
NEVADA 36 13716.6 8433. 3 555.6 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 9 466. 7 466. 7 1.0 
NEW JERSEY 1724 8623. 7 5613.9 1572.5 
NEW MEXICO 957 16363. 6 8307. 7 2003.1 
NEW YORK 3009 8799.5 6284. 8 1814. 2 
NORTH CAROL INA 14257 50 72. 8 3313.7 857. 0 
NORTH DAKOTA 25635 15499.2 10714.4 1387. 3 
OHIO 41130 8131. 6 5938. 4 1585. 6 
OKLAHOMA 11114 10178.4 6189. 8 782.4 
OREGON 2618 13612.9 8885 .1 1462. 6 
PENNSYLVANIA 7281 5582.1 3994.1 894. 7 
RHODE ISLAND 6 885. 5 725. 0 1. 0 
SOtITH CAROL INA 8965 6301. 0 4155.1 924. 6 
SOtITH DAKOTA 11232 12005.8 7725.2 1654. 4 
TENNESSEE 11662 7994. 2 5651. 6 1269.8 
TEXAS 15807 18952. 0 9259. 0 3268.5 
UTAH 1126 7102. 6 45 72. 7 52 7. 5 
VE.RMJNT 13 1054 7. 7 9323. 1 1076.9 
VIRGINIA 5181 13651. 7 5253.5 1448.2 
WAS HIN GI' ON 4981 21819. 7 14782. 7 2399.9 
WEST VIRGINIA 368 3499.9 2448.4 546. 2 
WISCONSIN 10226 6739. 7 4651. 8 1124. 2 
WYOMING 832 13855. 5 9299. l 1046. 9 
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CHEMICALS FE RI' IL IZ ER RAINFALL 
($ /fm) ($/fm) (inches) 

ALABAMA 1603. 0 3451. 3 -1.11 
ARIZONA 2 758. 9 9482. 3 -0.40 
ARKANSAS 5039.9 6216.8 -1.23 
CALIFORNIA 5153. 2 11682. 1 -0.05 
COLORADO 1521. 4 4743.4 -0. 79 
CONNECTICUT 1545.5 4454. 5 0.12 
DELAWARE 2417 ~ 8 5064. 7 o. 75 
FLORIDA 1968. 6 4850. 4 1. 35 
GEORGIA 1992. 1 4736. 0 -1. 26 
IDAHO 1739. 3 5935. 9 0.41 
ILLINOIS 2599.7 5989. 6 o. 95 
INDIANA 1871. 6 5618. 7 1.19 
IOWA 2032. 4 4557.8 2.14 
KANSAS 1180. 7 4414.1 -0.89 
KENTUCKY 1956. 6 4301. 9 o. 76 
LOUISIANA 4682. 9 4737.3 -o. 99 
MAINE 1074.0 3456.8 -0. 89 
MA.RYLAND 2280 .1 6109. 5 0. 91 
MASSACHUSETTS 51. 3 76. 9 -o. 54 
MICHIGAN 1124. 8 3489.6 -0.19 
MINNESorA 1798. 2 4578.0 1. 78 
MISSISSIPPI 3965. 5 3849. 9 -1.46 
MISSOURI 1976. 7 3724.4 1.48 
MONTANA 2475.3 5012. 5 1.13 
NEBRASKA 1788.0 5497. 0 1. 51 
NEVADA 583. 3 3333.3 -0. 24 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1.0 !. 0 -1. 53 
NEW JERSEY 1649. l 3570. 8 0. 21 
NEW MEXICO 1701.1 3876. 7 -1. 09 
NEW YORK 1270. 9 42 70. 2 -o. 91 
NORTH CAROLINA 1269.0 3209.7 -0. 74 
NORTH DAKOTA 2104.6 4595. 2 0.23 
OHIO 1463. 1 4218. 2 -o. 54 
OKLAHOMA. 858. 3 3393. 7 -1. 58 
OREGON 2411. 4 5382. 0 0.30 
PENNSYLVANIA 791. 9 2596.8 -o. 21 
RHODE IS LAND 166.7 333.3 0.34 
SOUTH CAROLINA 2178.7 4189.8 -o. 64 
SOUTH DAKOTA 1360. 0 2660. 9 1.44 
TENNESSEE 1899.6 3380. 0 -0. 39 
TEXAS 3076. 3 6679.8 -1. 02 
UTAH 480. 5 1561. 3 -o. 56 
VER.."fONT 2846. 2 2230.8 -o. 62 
VIRGINIA 1805. 8 4465. 9 0.11 
WAS HIN Gr ON 43 76. 8 11421. 4 0.49 
WEST VIRGINIA 722. 8 2040. 8 1. 97 
WISCONSIN 1125. 7 2884. 3 3. 03 
WYOMING 709. 1 2643. 0 0.17 
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RSR. 67 RSR. 68 P..SR. 69 RSR. 70 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 339602 339308 3 78049 4052 75 
ARIZOOA 16984 7 182322 211653 138581 
ARKANSAS 423745 403344 498038 692366 
CALIFORNIA 446238 490498 786450 664081 
COLORADO 219123 143 709 147168 16802 6 
CONNECTICUT 7970 2348 38317 50290 
DELAWARE 132610 100667 120808 108498 
FLORIDA 231890 318770 319801 452204 
GEORGIA 402421 389443 449116 499996 
IDAHO 265 779 22 7262 341058 315782 
ILLINOIS 843445 856937 1058760 1038956 
INDIANA 1009457 990610 990400 1130824 
IOWA 1769138 1499890 1684154 1595214 
KANSAS 1140452 1159614 1247790 2094872 
KENTUCKY 186566 159632 212233 182088 
LOUISIANA 293246 359319 387229 453861 
MAINE 1 1 1441 1 
MARYLAND 211069 234767 266193 260575 
MASSACHUSETTS 22506 34876 41315 66587 
MICHIGAN 302259 385051 451623 560436 
MINNESOIA 1229625 794330 818489 997407 
MISSISSIPPI 353008 355791 393974 374605 
MISSOURI 541499 583034 634053 750570 
MONTANA 425365 300509 358469 579467 
~""EB RASKA 917676 1075 777 1284084 1412662 
NEVADA 36613 15080 18461 29311 
NEW HAMP SHIRE 26153 49792 45210 21573 
NEW JERSEY 170439 1143 71 102679 1280 73 
NEW MEXICO 92118 61836 66576 88158 
NEW YORK 424419 511945 5 77890 671839 
NORTH CAROL INA 504 731 401891 367837 485321 
NORTH DAKOTA 808916 626600 722966 839684 
OHIO 302541 748771 734573 872 702 
OKLAHOMA 453744 807197 531587 430877 
OREGON 339228 360741 277321 312830 
PENNSYLV .Ai.~IA 221233 226432 188427 242190 
RHODE ISLAND 35617 17446 17492 1 
SOUTH CAROL INA 378000 245214 257256 263352 
SOUTH DAKOTA 546779 371321 474825 3 76124 
TENNESSEE 264 785 266615 3001 76 352669 

. TEXAS 858209 660844 8405 72 74 7082 
lITAH 93397 62249 85724 99307 
VERM:>NT 1 1 1172 7 26868 
VIRGINIA 309512 3382 74 339159 333966 
WASHINGTON 1067561 442282 517959 405906 
WEST VIRGINIA 3 7707 30442 34077 3 7526 
WISCONSIN 329412 382966 356917 486109 
WYOMING 97452 81352 93858 98480 

J 
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RSR. 71 RSR. 72 RSR. 73 RSR. 74 
($/st) ($/st) ($I st) ($I st) 

AI...ABAMA. 448052 670603 373804 452667 
ARIZONA 160220 208728 253946 293026 
ARKANSAS 73 7818 722672 975123 1206296 
CALIFORNIA 705366 717145 . 859088 717663 
COLORADO 165071 185024 235953 288585 
CONNECTICUT 42752 89164 104108 123615 
DELAWARE 137168 106541 120229 146854 
FLORIDA 999860 623432 756243 968672 
GEORGIA 48685 7 4 74899 7295 79 1112826 
IDAHO 300355 311403 320148 298063 
ILLINOIS 1143168 1293218 1373980 1505969 
INDIANA 1183486 13863 73 1434695 1466410 
IOWA 1721660 2093690 2367130 2340199 
KANSAS 182 9289 1947381 2152411 2673342 
KENTUCKY 232123 241866 3254 77 363597 
LOUISIANA 580402 722201 745584 905526 
MAINE 9203 11574 13831 4849 
MARYLAND 2 77244 335178 205922 212798 
MASSACHUSETTS 64352 71255 35283 61987 
MICHIGAN 686871 724001 721898 759852 
MINNESOIA 1045249 1519112 15432 75 16923 77 
MISSISSIPPI 405665 518598 674485 773873 
MISSOURI 1071621 1221352 1265526 1703765 
MONTANA 580858 553963 712320 836546 
NEBRASKA 1643355 1580033 2144395 2211643 
NEVADA 36906 34162 41708 38012 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 25587 20952 17976 19446 
NEW JERSEY 131916 99870 122242 137603 
NEW MEXICO 73230 100134 108384 100690 
NEW YORK 667910 591861 668631 690000 
NORTH CAROL INA 577912 636394 815448 1042074 
NORTH DAKOTA 881199 113002 7 1200365 12655 72 
OHIO 963086 1070362 1203956 1179853 
OKLAHOMA 3 73870 633132 656299 694 706 
OREGON 314577 . 407919 400938 52085 7 
PENNSYLVANIA 293980 251464 334206 369191 
RHODE IS LAND 1 1 1 1 
SOUTH CAROL INA 303236 304034 3 75898 498042 
SOUTH DAKOTA 410500 456189 455426 528879 
TENNESSEE 419758 3962 71 4332 79 497307 
TEXAS 750368 839985 820330 1040466 
UTAH 104 736 225749 156186 149254 
VERMONT 51046 21529 21723 13851 
VIRGINIA 346518 4 76078 4 74383 523674 
WASHINGTON 5 99064 487080 580324 681213 
w'EST VIRGINIA 43061 43592 75520 23617 
WISCX)NSIN 515439 556882 571099 533054 
WYOMING 93082 107254 134649 116087 
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RSR. 75 RSR. 76 RSR. 77 RSR. 78 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 531101 687889 1002 725 1132872 
ARIZONA 249403 2 77905 336046 452345 
ARKANSAS 161980 9 1831798 1964404 2063551 
CALIFORNIA 993188 1110075 1322293 2099434 
COLORADO 324275 366907 3 72 765 833158 
CONNECTICUT 181572 169213 219314 239414 
DELAWARE 240631 217797 2 7494 7 349563 
FLORIDA 1022833 1128648 1121055 1428882 
GEORGIA 1259834 163 7794 1549196 2516918 
IDAHO 479883 615553 1149145 723077 
ILLINOIS 1724687 2088489 2330465 2607688 
INDIANA 1880702 2231009 2229494 2295434 
IOWA 260884 7 3068155 3205992 3786505 
KANSAS 2937013 3255745 4054845 3867424 
KENIUCKY 461025 71880 7 899230 994735 
LOUISIANA 952109 1153492 1326418 1676952 
MAINE 23141 21534 16798 12226 
MARYLAND 300297 3 91091 419029 513262 
MASSACHUSETTS 29968 35266 99498 113179 
MICHIGAN 876189 999159 955974 1190117 
MINNES(JfA 1190064 2005722 2520129 3300202 
MISSISSIPPI 882188 1237697 1282318 1565711 
MISSOURI 2062461 19025 79 2311494 2157447 
MONTANA 876894 1006916 1170347 1273151 
NEBRASKA 2525956 3007011 2994168 3271295 
NEVADA 38703 51972 59868 50398 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 32829 104349 81716 89688 
NEW JERSEY 100701 94021 154732 151424 
NEW MEXICO 113050 130940 250536 270014 
NEW YORK 762921 786651 910952 972424 
NORTH CAROLINA 1506472 1803231 1904356 2571891 
NORTH DAKOTA 1480434 1983521 2176616 2295808 
OHIO 1821989 2112682 2395688 2683338 
OKLAHOMA 871884 1104917 1334630 1328819 
OREGON 664209 813099 914260 836024 
PENNSYLVANIA 469390 613067 511443 520061 
RHODE ISLAND 1 1 1 1 
SOU"'rH CAROL INA 556688 85 7166 1126915 1302 901 
SOUTH DAKOTA 484351 764567 931951 815257 
TENNESSEE 609971 75694 7 85 7134 1097256 
TEXAS 1279577 1567772 1909894 2711580 
UTAH 169821 194350 19202 7 269784 
VERM:>NT 13383 12788 8201 30626 
VIRGINIA 5 781 71 758409 965109 932097 
WAS HIN Gr ON 888194 1109976 1357308 1471308 
WEST VIRGINIA 31225 49534 79664 97184 
WISCONSIN 655445 635206 7187 87 1036256 
WYOMING 150854 169872 188462 17862 7 
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SPII... 6 7 SPII... 68 SP II... 69 SP II... 70 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($I st) 

ALABAMA 19064260 17748821 19800635 22022184 
ARIZONA 19234015 1790580 7 1996 7031 22288878 
ARKANSAS 18980117 17684 785 19680646 21735093 
CALIFORNIA 1895 7624 17597631 19392234 217633 78 
COLORADO 19184739 17944420 20031516 22259433 
CONNECTICUT 19395892 18085 781 20140367 22377169 
DELAWARE 192 71252 17987462 20057876 22318961 
FLORIDA 191 71972 17769359 19858883 21975255 
GEORGIA 19001441 17698686 19729568 21927463 
IDAHO 19138083 1786086 7 1983 7626 22111677 
II..LINOIS 18560417 17231192 19119924 21388503 
INDIANA 18394405 17097519 19188284 21296635 
IOWA 17634724 16588239 18494530 20832245 
KANSAS 18263410 16928515 18930894 20332587 
KENTUCKY 19217296 1 7928497 19966451 222453 71 
LOUISIANA 19110616 17728810 19791455 21973598 
MAINE 19403861 18088128 20177243 22427458 
MARYLAND 19192793 17853362 19912491 22166884 
MASSACHUSETTS 19381356 18053253 20137369 22360872 
MICHIGAN 19101603 17703078 1972 7061 21867023 
MINNESGrA 18174237 17293 799 19360195 21430052 
MISSISSIPPI 19050854 17732338 19784 710 22052854 
MISSOURI 18862363 17505095 19544631 21676889 
MONTANA 18978497 17787620 19820215 21847992 
NEBRASKA 18486186 17012352 18894600 21014797 
NEVADA 19367249 180 73049 20160223 22398148 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 193 77709 18038337 20133474 22405886 
NEW JERSEY 19233423 17973 758 20076005 22299386 
NEW MEXICO 19311744 18026293 20112108 22339301 
NEW YORK 18979443 17576184 19600794 21 755620 
NORTH CAROL INA 18899131 17686238 1981084 7 21942138 
NORTH DAKOTA 18594946 17461529 19455718 21587775 
OHIO 19101321 17339358 19444111 21554 75 7 
OKLAHOMA 18950118 17280932 1964 7097 21996582 
OREGON 19064634 1772 7388 19901363 2211462 9 
PENNSYLVANIA 19182629 1 7861697 1999025 7 221852 69 
RHODE IS LAND 19368245 18070683 20161192 22427458 
sour H CAROL INA 19025862 17842915 19921428 22164107 
SOUTH DAKOTA 1885 7083 17716808 19703859 22051335 
TENNESSEE 19139077 17821514 1987 8508 22074 790 
TEY.AS i 8545653 1742 7285 19338112 216803 77 
UIAH 19310465 18025880 20092960 22328152 
VERMONT 19403861 18088128 20166957 22400591 
VIRGINIA 19094350 17749855 19839525 22093493 
WASHINGTOi."'il 18336301 17645847 19660725 22021553 
WEST VIRGINIA 19366155 18057687 20144607 22389933 
WISCONSIN 19074450 17705163 1982176 7 21941350 
WYOMING 19306410 18006777 20084826 22328979 
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SPIL. 71 SPIL. 72 SPIL. 73 SPIL. 74 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 24476670 26679421 30101534 33898427 
ARIZONA 24764502 27141296 30221392 34058068 
ARKANSAS 24186904 26627352 29500215 33144798 
CALIFORNIA 24219356 26632879 29616250 33633431 
COLORADO 24759651 27165000 30239385 34062509 
CONNECTICUT 24881970 2 7260860 30371230 34227479 
DELA.WARE 24787554 27243483 30355109 34204240 
FLORIDA 23924862 26726592 29719095 33382422 
GEORGIA 24437865 26875125 29745759 33238268 
IDAHO 24624367 27038621 30155190 34053031 
ILLINOIS 23781554 26056806 29101358 32845125 
INDIANA 23741236 25963651 29040643 32884684 
IOWA 23203062 25256334 28108208 32010895 
KANSAS 23095433 25402643 2832292 7 31677752 
KENTUCKY 24692599 2 7108158 30149861 33987497 
LOUISIANA 24344320 2662 7823 29729754 33445568 
MAINE 24915519 2 7338450 30461507 34346245 
MARYLAND 246474 78 2 7014846 30269416 34138296 
MASSACHUSETTS 24860370 27278769 30440055 34289107 
MICHIGAN 24237851 26626023 29753440 33591242 
MINNESO!A 23879473 25830912 28932063 32658717 
MISSISSIPPI 24519057 26831426 29800853 33577221 
MISSOURI 23853101 26128672 29209812 3264 7329 
MONTANA 24343864 26796061 29763018 33514548 
NEBRASKA 23281367 25769991 28330943 32139451 
NEVADA 24887816 27315862 30433630 34313082 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 24899135 27329072 30457362 34331648 
NEW JERSEY 24792806 2 7250154 30353096 34213491 
NEW MEXICO 24851492 2 7249890 30366954 34250404 
NEW YORK 24256812 26758163 29806707 33661094 
NORTH CAROLINA 24346810 26713630 29659890 33309020 
NORTH DAKOTA 24043523 26219997 29274973 33085522 
OHIO 23961636 262 79662 292 71382 33171241 
OKLAHOMA 24550852 26716892 29819039 33656388 
OREGON 24610145 26942105 30074400 33830237 
PENNSYLV ANL.<\ 24630742 27098560 30141132 33981903 
RHODE ISLA.ND 24924721 27350023 30475337 34351093 
SOUTH CAROL INA 24621486 2 7045990 30099440 33853052 
SOUTH DAKOTA 24514222 26893835 30019912 33822215 
TENNESSEE 24504964 26953 753 30042059 33853787 
TEXAS 24174354 26510039 2 9655008 33310628 
urAH 44819986 271242 75 30319152 34201840 
VERMONT 24873676 2 7328495 30453615 3433 7243 
VIRGINIA 24578204 26873946 30000955 3382 7420 
WASHINGIOi~ 24325658 26862944 2 9895014 33669881 
WEST VIRGINIA 24881661 27306432 30399818 34327477 
WISCONSIN 24409283 26793142 29904239 33818040 
WYOMING 24831640 2 7242 770 30340689 34235007 
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SPIL. 75 SPIL. 76 SPIL. 77 SPIL. 78 
($/st) ($/st) ($I st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 39806398 47756197 54295081 61899792 
ARIZCNA 40088096 48166181 54961760 62580319 
ARKANSAS 38717690 46612288 53333402 60969113 
CALIFORNIA 39344311 47334011 53975513 60933230 
COLORADO 40013224 48077179 54925041 62199506 
CONNECTICUT 40155927 482 74873 55078492 62 793250 
DELAWARE 40096868 48226289 55022859 62683101 
FLORIDA 39314666 47315438 54176751 61603 782 
GEORGIA 39077665 46806292 53 748610 60515 746 
IDAHO 39857616 4 7828533 54148661 62309587 
ILLINOIS 38612812 46355597 52967341 60424976 
INDIANA 38456797 46213077 53068312 60737230 
IOWA 3 7728652 45375931 52091814 59246159 
KANSAS 3 7400486 45188341 51242 961 59165240 
KENTUCKY 398764 74 4 77252 79 543985 76 6203 792 9 
LOUISIANA 39385390 4 72 90594 53971388 61355712 
MAINE 40314358 48422552 55281008 63020438 
MARYLAND 4003 7202 48052995 54878777 62519402 
MASSACHUSETTS 40307531 48408820 55198308 62919485 
MICHIGAN 39461310 4 744492 7 54341832 6184254 7 
MINNESOIA 39147435 46438364 52 7776 77 59732462 
MISSISSIPPI 39455311 47206389 54015488 61466953 
MISSOURI 38275038 46541507 52 986312 60875217 
MONTANA 39460605 4 743 7170 54127459 61759513 
NEBRASKA 37811543 45437075 52303638 59761369 
NEVADA 40298796 48392114 55237938 62982266 
NEW HAMP SHIRE 40304670 4833973 7 55216090 62942976 
NEW JERSEY 40236798 48350065 55143074 62881240 
NEW MEXICO 40224449 48313146 5504 72 70 62 762650 
NEW YORK 395 74578 4 765 7435 54386854 62060240 
NORTH CAROL INA 3883102 7 46640855 53393450 60460773 
NORTH DAKOTA 3885 7065 46460565 53121190 60736856 
OHIO 38515510 46331404 52902118 60349326 
OKLAHOMA 39465615 47339169 53963176 61 703845 
OREGON 39673290 4 763098 7 54383546 62196640 
PENNSYLVANIA 39868109 4 7831019 54 786363 62512603 
RHODE ISLAND 4033 7498 48444085 55297805 63032663 
SOUTH CAROL INA 39780811 47586920 541 70891 61729763 
SOUIH DAKOTA 39853148 4 76 79519 54365855 6221 7407 
TENNESSEE 39727528 47687139 54440672 6193 5408 
TEXAS 39057922 46876314 53387 912 60321084 
UTAH 40167678 48249736 55105779 62 762880 
VER.M:>NT 40324116 48431298 55289605 63002038 
VIRGINIA 3975 9328 4 7685677 54332697 62100567 
WASHINGTON 39449305 47334110 53940498 61561356 
WEST VIRGINIA 403062 74 48394552 55213142 62 935480 
WISCONSIN 39682054 47808880 54579019 61996408 
WYOMING 40186645 482 74214 55109344 6285403 7 
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c.3 Lives tock Model 

FARMS OUTPUT VAL. ADD. LND.& BLD. LABOR 
($/fm) ($ /fm) ($/fm) (day. I fm) 

ALABAMA 23448 7421.5 3839. 5 107167 138.2 
ARIZONA 2631 47206. 3 18629.5 874257 284.4 
ARKANSAS 28131 8522.4 4575 .1 111485 164.0 
CALIFORNIA 13856 26711.l 12902.3 555861 209.2 
COLORADO 9840 34156.4 14246. 6 455659 255.0 
CONNECTICUT 637 4327.9 2439. 7 198003 149.4 
DELAWARE 74 11268. 9 4953.7 364878 178. 6 
FLORIDA 12268 15123.9 8092. 6 457479 170. 0 
GEORGIA 16768 4360. 5 1851. 0 125846 142. 7 
IDAHO 7998 31722. 6 16644. 8 256480 223.7 
Il.LINOIS 7966 10488. 9 4067.3 129765 134.2 
INDIANA 9068 8485. 3 3404. 6 107423 124.3 
IOWA 10624 22593.9 8687. 6 201540 187. 8 
KANSAS 22594 29895.0 12706. 6 2 73201 217.3 
KENTUCKY 22267 11183. 2 5607. 0 109128 171. 2 
LOUISIANA 16814 6169. 0 3479.7 142808 140. 3 
MAINE 1042 2808. 4 1578.8 85427 141. 6 
MARYLAND 2047 5695.3 2 76 7 .1 215149 152. 3 
MASSACHUSETTS 619 384 7. 2 1872. 6 168200 133.8 
MICHIGAN 5433 8286. 0 42 78. 5 102312 142. 4 
MINNESOIA 9207 11740. 5 5351. 3 112514 160. 9 
MISSISSIPPI 25464 5175. 4 2808. 7 95963 138.2 
MISSOURI 46691 13078.6 7173. 2 123995 150. 8 
IDNTANA 10378 4655 7. 6 342 72. 4 550578 678.7 
NEBRASKA 12389 39515.6 17325.2 353880 389. 7 
NEVADA 1187 71553.1 4384 7. 7 86 7197 695. 3 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 546 3046.9 1647.4 99504 197. 4 
NEW JERSEY 656 5655. 5 2803. 5 237195 127.9 
NEW MEXICO 7202 27674. 6 14881. 5 570794 310. 5 
NEW YORK 6658 3311. 0 1865. 6 86982 147.9 
NORTH CAROL INA 12283 4247.0 1664. 2 107072 293. 9 
NORTH DAKOTA 7209 25306. 0 18286. 6 268915 285. 7 
OHIO 11943 5950. 9 285 7. 2 100712 570. 1 
OKLAHOMA 49153 17288. 8 9880.4 199599 192 .1 
OREGON 12010 19401. 0 11585.3 270906 192. 9 
PENNSYLVANIA 7203 6805.5 3459.8 106563 132. 5 
RHODE IS LAND 112 1585. 7 654. l 190063 125. 7 
SOUTH CAROL L'lA 8289 3641. 8 1664. 3 106410 125.7 
SOUTH DAKOTA 10492 41566. 3 26134.8 333323 520.0 
TENNESSEE 31797 5214.7 2482. 7 105698 141. 2 
TEXAS 115605 16420. l 7552. 3 253456 167. 7 
lITAH 4521 20027.l 11186. 9 285340 197 8. 1 
VERMONT 1086 3687. 5 2145.0 95212 158.9 
VIRGINIA 19616 8137. 6 4106.2 161949 164. 0 
WASHINGTON 10511 11277.0 5220. 2 206961 143.6 
WEST VIRGINIA 11707 4241.5 2259.2 106424 142. 3 
WISCONSIN 8832 9786. 2 5553.3 95436 167. 3 
WYOMING 4472 57964. 3 41963.8 700506 542.2 



-176-

FEED BREED STK. RSR. 67 RSR. 68 RSR. 69 
($ /fln) ($/fln) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 12536489 2690.3 1165280 897931 1154368 
ARIZONA 560808 24723. 3 692454 656636 696095 
ARKANSAS 4495651 2545. 2 63 7625 640880 636942 
CALIFORNIA 7110742 19425.1 1443133 1801540 1436169 
COLORADO 46699914 19838. 0 644556 514338 484 758 
CONNECTICUT 3464 2526. 8 9659 2757 63 
DEL.<\. WARE 44667 1227.5 2058 43315 53115 
FLORIDA 4246109 5842.1 855038 1320463 1424843 
GEORGIA 6804499 2217.9 963167 655212 711483 
IDAHO 20122229 13281. 7 447778 389507 480112 
ILLINOIS 24759488 4309.6 1320772 1178348 1123142 
INDIANA 12913200 3411. 5 11385 70 1067351 992885 
IOWA 89426684 10374. 5 2649386 2393099 1921180 
KANSAS 230154277 163 70. 7 854552 841786 990667 
KENTUCKY 16342133 3078.7 890386 633968 730469 
LOUISIANA 4 722262 2430. 5 999750 1409351 1295790 
MAINE 16108 1885. 8 23727 17985 17809 
MARYLAND 26064 79 2964. 7 256335 225812 257466 
MASSACHUSETTS 3929 3443.8 1 1 1 
MICHIGAN 9435453 3070.2 451452 644348 705783 
MINNESOIA 33743989 4587.1 420783 325896 343368 
MISSISSIPPI 12678994 2334.9 382695 298484 454472 
MISSOURI 59886353 4216.1 1039764 925420 939010 
MONTANA 67505831 14526. 0 1002051 856130 895558 
NEBRASKA 113432708 17445. 6 1669165 1946495 2743489 
NEVADA 695651 27695.5 382855 2 74382 253528 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 3562 2478.8 5683 6081 3681 
NEW JERSEY 306191 4910.2 298884 162 750 15996 7 
NEW MEXICO 9465775 19159.8 210968 180839 176434 
NEW YORK 3639099 2615. 6 279608 411476 216333 
NORTH CAROL INA 5326385 1578.5 600703 568094 525247 
NORTH DAKOTA 71167532 9306. 4 413007 2 775 76 261821 
OHIO 12368613 2031.3 414013 1101091 1132309 
OKLAHOMA 123846265 8346. 3 1075976 l 016832 1006450 
OREGON 10354504 7400. 1 593772 622192 692486 
PENNSYLVANIA 6850546 2479.8 235059 381125 490640 
RHODE ISLAND 1706 790. 3 14268 10599 14274 
sourH CAROL INA 2911769 1451. s 3 72306 386248 406071 
sourH DAKOTA 108726060 16280. 7 1234384 759412 944881 
TENNESSEE 14867332 1590. 5 1565960 1635488 1707220 
TEXAS 120253061 6923.2 1318259 1239066 1386264 
UTAH 5811298 7342.5 215634 233530 243706 
VERMONT 18651 1952. 1 41074 34269 39376 
VIRGINIA 11353433 3065. 0 746812 74 7825 717149 
WAS HIN GI' ON 7672978 4352. 4 364381 541098 586944 
'WEST VIRGINIA 2 862176 1684. 9 84153 83966 102127 
WISCONSIN 19255198 4 748. 3 563511 597760 708997 
WYOMING 12086793 26517.5 603973 467378 4673 78 



-177-

RSR. 70 RSR. 71 RSR. 72 RSR. 73 RSR. 74 
($/st) ($/st) ($I st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 1072437 l 031838 1700667 1238195 1518099 
ARIZONA 739489 369060 436479 48802 7 538311 
ARKANSAS 712456 959834 969024 1086393 1446705 
CALIFORNIA 995444 950150 938561 1067966 1083968 
COLORADO 521920 521397 596029 660810 680752 
CONNE er ICUT 2600 6691 10219 23730 21761 
DELAWARE 43485 75743 48224 42775 38230 
FLORIDA 1507003 1557915 1523377 1900774 2304189 
GEORGIA 698882 705032 807371 1069705 1622119 
IDAHO 4694 78 463374 540804 630227 8170 79 
ILLINOIS 1172538 1500069 1487565 1676410 1636000 
INDIANA 1487766 164 7095 2410160 2309257 2255012 
IOWA 2148259 2018619 23365 70 2574397 2875467 
KANSAS 1447300 1379899 1669645 1602865 2128403 
KENTUCKY 681712 654828 801292 1035445 1147450 
LOUISIANA 1326559 1383941 1372917 1646091 1800517 
MAINE 50370 42271 52571 62426 75850 
MARYLAND 255214 287024 231097 253370 258023 
MASSACHUSETTS 10832 16402 27008 22738 28408 
MICHIGAN 944496 984835 831357 877081 1255044 
MINNESGrA 436514 533728 1269348 1380108 1675722 
MISSISSIPPI 481286 552596 7304 75 725659 1236164 
MISSOURI 1023494 1421504 1531016 1306962 1448191 
MONTANA 1215404 1247034 1249483 1361297 194 7334 
NEBRASKA 3306801 3189193 3500429 4343348 5349890 
NEVADA 284 74 7 324517 300837 312569 344879 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 1 1 1 1 1746 
NEW JERSEY 139548 117284 116419 35610 55472 
NEW MEXICO 225126 284939 2 73688 329559 3 78427 
NEW YORK 324678 398742 315481 444534 476165 
NORTH CAROLINA 830756 795110 782485 860572 1161836 
NORTH DAKOTA 285684 309934 4 77097 499826 508528 
OHIO 1261389 1494029 1614287 1 764383 1934714 
OKLAHOMA 1021832 1192836 1367200 1403421 1714387 
OREGON 642 741 592605 852206 1084432 1096878 
PENNSYLVANIA 554680 509820 544137 633978 751445 
RHODE ISLAND 33013 31051 15545 6676 2742 
SOUTH CAROLINA 505080 435260 474892 596651 733555 
SOUTH DAKOTA 1080329 1009816 84 7822 892137 941855 
TENNESSEE 1869826 1942 787 1152487 1494698 1736243 
TEXAS 150 73 81 1619138 1738484 2066076 2 714335 
UTAH 302192 344468 504928 4591 75 645013 
VERMONT 24606 25436 7883 12382 13192 
VIRGINIA 953345 1008040 989021 1071779 1159870 
WASHINGTON 410531 449140 449813 536150 751625 
WEST VIRGINIA 165311 346566 293958 256405 330202 
WISCONSIN 818386 901941 1008007 898064 898771 
WYOMING 586825 612663 64 773 7 607286 6491 75 



-178-

RSR. 75 RSR. 76 RSR. 77 RSR. 78 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 1641378 1961673 2337569 2381774 
ARIZONA 624834 851982 986344 812778 
ARKANSAS 1649679 1223327 1467541 1402165 
CALIFORNIA 1313018 1752 761 1903 700 1975004 
COLORADO 789707 879798 5813526 4024380 
CONNECTICUT 22174 19973 15543 19335 
DELAWARE 44305 46260 48052 51370 
FLORIDA 2430673 2670266 2853339 32 91665 
GEORGIA 1793135 2081567 2188241 2422812 
IDAHO 1226168 1347611 1201881 137402 7 
ILLINOIS 1999799 2191 746 2105553 194 7125 
INDIANA 2216094 2718150 2656731 2549748 
IOWA 3 764675 3470902 3515604 3 725060 
KANSAS 2476682 2986226 3390411 3778744 
KENl'UCKY 1135874 1662147 1535325 1724007 
LOUISIANA 1805639 2262 961 2415615 2 740020 
MAINE 95003 143383 140593 79532 
MARYLAND 238088 363290 366091 384976 
MASSACHUSETTS 18317 24874 23214 72016 
MICHIGAN 1241484 1310187 1581009 1559517 
MINNESOTA 603213 20393 70 2833 756 3268658 
MISSISSIPPI 1428721 1951117 2008714 2323483 
MISSOURI 1563 758 1280459 1515187 1728533 
MONTANA 2161319 2188407 2603485 2 668180 
NEBRASKA 5859378 6644651 7784 707 7447933 
NEVADA 358090 790153 951030 983129 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 4060 3824 3502 4354 
NEW JERSEY 148905 134852 14874 7 157120 
NEW MEXICO 4 70804 485893 605516 717938 
NEW YORK 546611 856053 939421 846715 
NORTH CAROL INA 1604153 1 752313 2258451 2631367 
NORTH DAKOTA 533234 939511 1045708 1140930 
OHIO 2165913 2271414 2585064 3211623 
OKLAHOMA 2067368 2251041 2558883 2181274 
OREGON 1129465 1620077 1782579 1735651 
PENNSYLVANIA 771609 768104 742395 871318 
RHODE ISLAND 1882 1 1 1 
SOUTH CAROL INA 546001 1312161 1470348 1473199 
SOUTH DAKOTA 851900 1034693 1394139 1111931 
TENNESSEE 1888564 2180267 2381075 3888665 
TEXAS 2902410 3153111 3321834 3897089 
Ul'AH 789815 693679 953 753 1071258 
VERMONT 12567 19493 10943 20328 
VIRGINIA 1394184 1516601 1765 797 1692197 
WASHINGTON 704993 1035850 1167000 1317018 
WEST VIRGINIA 300832 55i188 71604 7 783107 
WISCONSIN l 091 7i3 1184693 1316140 1530980 
WYOMING 926508 724250 88970 9 1045368 



-179-

SPil.. 67 SPn.. 68 SPil.. 69 SPil.. 70 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 31177799 31007546 31846281 35915647 
ARIZOOA 31650625 31248841 32304554 36248595 
ARKANSAS 31705454 31264597 32363 707 362 75628 
CALIFORNIA 30899946 30103937 31564480 35992640 
COLORADO 31698523 31391139 32515891 36466164 
CONNECTICUT 32333420 31902 720 33000586 36985484 
DELAWARE 32341021 31862162 3294 7534 36944599 
FLORIDA 31488041 30585014 31575806 35481081 
GEORGIA 31379912 31250265 32289166 36289202 
IDAHO 31895301 31515970 3252053 7 36518606 
Il.LINOIS 31022307 30727129 31877507 35815546 
INDIANA 31204509 30838126 32007764 35500318 
IOWA 29693693 29512378 31079469 34839825 
KANSAS 3148852 7 31063691 32009982 35540784 
KENTUCKY 31452693 31271509 32270180 36306372 
LOUISIANA 31343329 30496126 31704859 35661525 
MAINE 32319352 31887492 32982840 3693 7714 
MARYLAND 32086744 31679665 32743183 36732870 
MASSACHUSETTS 32343078 31905476 33000648 36977252 
MICHIGAN 31891627 31261129 32294866 36043588 
MrNNESarA 31922296 31579581 32657281 36551570 
MISSISSIPPI 31960384 31606993 325461 77 36506798 
MISSOURI 31303315 30980057 32061639 35964590 
MONTANA 31341028 31049347 32105091 35772680 
NEBRASKA 30673914 29958982 30257160 33681283 
NEVADA 31960224 31631095 32747121 3670333 7 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 32337396 31899396 32996968 36988083 
NEW JERSEY 32044195 31742727 32840682 36848536 
NEW MEXICO 32132111 31724638 32824215 36762958 
NEW YORK 32063471 31494001 32 784316 36663406 
NORTH CAROL INA 31742376 31337383 32475402 36157328 
NORTH DAKOTA 31930072 3162 7901 32 738828 36702400 
OHIO 31929066 30804386 31868340 35726695 
OKLAHOMA 31267103 30888645 31994199 35966252 
OREGON 31 749307 312832 85 32308163 36345343 
PENNSYLVANIA 32108020 31524352 32510009 36433404 
RHODE ISLAND 32328811 31894878 32 9863 75 36955071 
SOUTH CAROLINA 31970773 31519229 32594578 36483004 
SOUTH DAKOTA 31108695 31146065 32055768 3590 7755 
TENNESSEE 30777119 30269989 31293429 35118258 
TEXAS 31024820 30666411 31614385 35480703 
UTAH 32127445 31671947 32 756943 36685892 
VERMONT 32302005 31871208 32961273 369634 78 
VIRGINIA 31596267 31157652 32283500 36034739 
WASHINGTON 31978698 31364379 32413705 365 77553 
WEST VIRGINIA 32258926 31821511 32898522 36822773 
WISCONSIN 31779568 31307717 32291652 361696 98 
WYOMING 31739106 31438099 325332 71 36401259 



-180-

SPIT.. 71 SPIL. 72 SPIT.. 73 SPIT.. 74 
($/st) ($/st) ($I st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 3 7622106 40536139 44 771344 53005204 
ARIZCNA 38284884 41800327 45521512 53984992 
ARKANSAS 3 7694110 41267782 44923146 53076598 
CALIFORNIA 3 7703 794 41298245 44941573 53439335 
COLORA.00 38132547 41640777 45348729 53842551 
CONNE er !CUT 3864 7253 42226587 45985809 54501542 
DELAWARE 3 85 78201 42188582 45966764 54485073 
FLORIDA 37096029 40713429 44108765 52219114 
GEORGIA 3 7948912 41429435 44939834 52901184 
IDAHO 38190570 41696002 45379312 53 706224 
Il.LINOIS 3 7153875 40749241 44333129 52887303 
INDIANA 3 7006849 39826646 43 700282 52268291 
IOWA 36635325 39900236 43435142 5164 7836 
KANSAS 3 72 74045 40567161 44406674 52394900 
KENTUCKY 37999116 41435514 44974094 53375853 
LOUISIANA 3 72 70003 40863889 44363448 52 722786 
MAINE 38611673 42184235 4594 7113 5444 7453 
MARYLAND 38366920 42005709 45756169 54265280 
MASSACHUSETTS 3863 7542 42209798 45986801 54494895 
MICHIGAN 3 7669109 41405449 45132458 . 53268259 
MINNESarA 38120216 4096 7458 44629431 52847581 
MISSISSIPPI 38101348 41506331 45283880 53287139 
MISSOURI 3 7232440 40705790 44 702577 53075112 
MONTANA 3 7406910 40987323 44648242 52575969 
NEBRASKA 35464 751 387363 77 41666191 491 73413 
NEVADA 38329427 41935969 45696970 54178424 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 38653943 42236805 46009538 5452155 7 
NEW JERSEY 38536660 42120387 45973929 54467831 
NEW MEXI<X> 38369005 41963118 45679980 54144876 
NEW YORK 38255202 41921325 45565005 54047138 
NORTH CAROL INA 3 7858834 41454321 4514896 7 53361467 
NORTH DAKOTA 38344010 41759709 45509713 54014775 . 
OHIO 37159915 40622519 44245156 52588589 
OKLAHO¥..A 3 7461108 40869606 44606118 52 808916 
OREGON 38061339 41384600 44925107 53426425 

. PENNSYLVANIA 38144124 41692669 453 75561 53 771858 
RHODE ISLAND 38622893 42221261 46002863 54520561 
sourH CAROL INA 38218684 41761914 45412888 53 789748 
SOlITH DAKOTA 37644128 41388984 45117402 53581448 
TENNESSEE 36711157 41084319 44514841 52787060 
TEXAS 3 7034806 40498322 43943463 51808968 
ITT AH 383094 76 41731878 45550364 5387 82 90 
VER.MONT 38628508 42228923 45997157 54510111 
VIRGINIA 3 7645904 41247785 4493 7760 53363433 
WAS HIN GI' ON 38204804 41786 993 454 73389 53771678 
WEST VIRGINIA 38307378 41942848 45753134 54193101 
WISCONSIN 3 7752003 41228799 45111475 53624532 
WYOMING 38041281 41589069 45402253 53874128 



-181-

SPII... 75 SPII... 76 SPII... 77 SP II... 78 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 58225703 67971844 80556462 84484228 
ARIZONA 59242247 69081535 81907687 86053224 
ARKANSAS 58217402 68710190 81426490 8546383 7 
CALIFORNIA 58554063 68180756 80990331 84890998 
COLORADO 59077374 69053 719 77080505 82841622 
CONNE er ICUT 59844907 69913544 82878488 86846667 
DELAWARE 59822776 69887257 82845979 86814632 
FLORIDA 5 7436408 6 7263251 80040692 8357433 7 
GEORGIA 58073946 67851950 80705790 84443190 
IDAHO 58640913 68585906 81692150 85491975 
ILLINOIS 5 7867282 67741771 80788478 84918877 
INDIANA 5 7650987 67215367 80237300 84316254 
IOWA 56102406 66462615 793 78427 83140942 
KANSAS 5 7390399 66947291 79503620 83087258 
KENI'UCKY 58731207 682 71370 81358706 85141995 
LOUISIANA 58061442 676 70556 804 78416 84125982 
MAINE 59772078 69790134 82 753438 86786470 
MARYLAND 59628993 695 70227 8252 7940 86481026 
MASSACHUSETTS 5 9848764 69908643 82870817 86793986 
MICHIGAN 58625597 68623330 81313022 85306485 
MINNESOfA 59263868 67894147 80060275 83597344 
MISSISSIPPI 58438360 67982400 80885317 84542519 
MISSOURI 58303323 68653058 81378844 85137469 
MONTANA 57705762 67745110 80290546 84197822 
NEBRASKA 54007703 63288866 75109324 79418069 
NEVADA 59508991 69143364 81943001 85882873 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 5 9863021 69929693 82890529 86861648 
NEW JERSEY 59718176 69798665 82 745284 86708882 
NEW MEXICO 593962 77 69447624 82288515 86148064 
NEW YORK 593204 70 69077464 81954610 860192 87 
NORTH CAROL INA 58262928 68181204 80635580 84234635 
NORTH DAKOTA 5933384 7 68994006 81848323 85 725072 
OHIO 5 7701168 6 7662103 8030896 7 83654379 
OKLAHOMA 57799713 676824 76 80335148 84684 728 
OREGON 58737616 68313440 81111452 85130351 
PENNSYLVANIA 5 90954 72 69165413 82151636 85994684 
RHODE ISLAND 59865199 69933516 82894030 86866001 
sourH CAROL INA 59321080 68621356 81423683 85392803 
sourH DAKOTA 59015181 68898824 81499892 85 754071 
TENNESSEE 57978517 67753250 80512956 82 97733 7 
TEXAS 56964671 66780406 795 72197 82968913 
UfAH 59077266 69239838 819402 78 85 794 744 
VERMJNT 59854514 69914024 82883088 86845674 
VIRGINIA 584 72897 68416916 81128234 85173805 
WAS HIN GI' ON 5 9162088 68897667 81727031 85548984 
WEST VIRGINIA 59566249 693 76329 82177984 86082895 
wrsamsrn 58775308 68748824 81577891 85335022 
WYOMING 58940573 69209267 82004322 85820634 



-182-

C.4 Dairy Model 

FARMS ourPur VALUE-ADDED 
($/ftn) ($/fm) 

ALABAMA. 772 82679 44989 
ARIZCNA 183 502732 281641 
ARKANSAS 1231 49564 27995 
CALIFORNIA 2745 416113 184043 
COLORAOO 720 116921 54662 
CONNECT I CUT 643 100625 63080 
DELAWARE 162 63982 38733 
FLORIDA 511 422076 204471 
GEORGIA 1075 125911 65526 
IDAHO 2050 70161 35207 
ILLINOIS 3148 57626 38380 
INDIANA 3003 5064 7 31381 
IOWA 4476 45160 29157 
KANSAS 1838 59862 24790 
KENTUCKY 4658 37892 20592 
LOUISIANA 1255 86516 42074 
MAINE 1140 62583 39075 
MA.RYLAND 1684 88992 53816 
MASSACHUSETTS 814 76434 48337 
MICHIGAN 7029 62643 39351 
MINNESGrA 17854 39644 26128 
MISSISSIPPI 1285 63601 29294 
MISSOURI 4687 47352 25288 
MONTANA 309 84408 57993 
NEBRASKA 1304 56285 38732 
NEVADA 67 256791 128396 
NEW HAMP SHIRE 551 69695 43086 
NEW JERSEY 593 87219 53311 
NEW MEXICO 162 297877 140508 
NEW YORK 15462 67268 38912 
NORTH CAROL INA 1582 96852 49914 
NORTH DAKOTA 1384 40319 26650 
OHIO 7497 49127 29543 
OKLAHOMA 1584 61563 27653 
OREGON 1206 90616 48706 
PENNSYLVANIA 14135 54163 33367 
RHODE ISLAND 93 58667 3 7084 
SOUTH CAROLINA 400 128178 69298 
SOUTH DAKOTA 2128 42069 28059 
TENNESSEE 3385 52955 29052 
TEXAS 3071 114142 53506 
lITAH 1094 86193 . 35Q7Q, 
VERMONT 3198 70192 I 42811 
VIRGINIA 2323 84597 4 7392 
WAS HIN GI' ON 1802 140866 74611 
WEST VIRGINIA 665 54550 31997 
'NISCONSIN 41307 46875 31220 
WYOMING 160 65825 45334 



-183-

PASTURE cows FEED LABOR 
($ /fm) ($/fm) ($/fm) (day/ fm) 

ALABAMA 81.4 91. 7 42526 1198. 3 
ARIZONA 8.9 284. 9 2 77347 2879. 6 
ARKANSAS 90.9 66.6 28719 322.2 
CALIFORNIA 52.8 225.4 216222 1426. 7 
COLORAOO 36. 9 84.3 54108 917. 5 
CONNECTICUT 33.8 76.0 40898 910. 6 
DE I.AWARE 3 7. 6 60. 8 35223 482. 6 
FLORIDA 146. 5 337. 5 240257 2604. 6 
GEORGIA 84.9 104. 2 65114 1295. l 
IDAHO 31. 9 60.3 35648 439. 3 
ILLINOIS 23.9 61. 8 30531 530. l 
INDIANA 26. 2 41. 9 26623 442.2 
IOWA 2 7. 6 42.5 27875 478. 0 
KANSAS 5 7. 7 56. 5 33463 540. 9 
KENTUCKY 70. 1 52. 8 18029 552.3 
LOUISIANA 89.3 91. 2 43579 730. 2 
MAINE 34.8 53.7 31148 654.0 
MARYLAND 38. 2 65. 5 40907 807. 9 
MASSACHUSETTS 36. 4 58.9 35016 856. 9 
MICHIGAN 25.4 50. 5 30327 570. 8 
MINNESarA 25.1 35.2 20975 390. l 
MISSISSIPPI 89. 5 68.1 31885 604. 9 
MISSOURI 92. 8 49. 8 24009 493. 3 
MONTANA 65.8 70.6 39005 1191. 3 
NEBRASKA 52.3 53.4 33426 579.6 
NEVADA 5 7. 0 180. 7 136872 362 7. 7 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 36. 6 58. 2 31759 745.5 
NEW JERSEY 39.9 61.1 38484 667.5 
NEW MEXICO 40.2 157.l 178921 5460. 6 
NEW YORK 45.6 56.2 32306 639. 3 
NORTH CAROL INA 49. 6 92. 8 43161 1005.0 
NORTH DAKOTA 76.1 51. 3 24161 673. 7 
OHIO 2 7. 0 38. 9 24835 647.4 
OKLAHOMA 81. 6 63. 9 33206 887.7 
OREGON 45.7 68.4 44175 597 .4 
PENNSYLV A.~IA 28. 3 39.6 26447 603.1 
RHODE ISLAND 26.2 48.9 32184 481. 3 
sourH CAROLINA 82.6 98. 8 63206 1987. 4 
sourH DAKOTA 66.1 43. 3 24375 620.0 
TENNESSEE 69. 7 59.7 23334 1019. 1 
TEXAS 110. 5 148.7 61748 1018. 9 
UTAH 36.2 67.2 42092 1237.1 
VERMONT 55.l 62 .1 34714 539. 7 
VIRGINIA 66.0 75. 2 37033 1393. 0 
WAS HIN Gr ON 40.3 97. 4 71075 709. 3 
WEST VIRGINIA 60.0 61. 7 24284 61 o. 3 
WISCONSIN 20.5 36. 0 24470 461. 0 
WYOMING 55.7 62.2 38303 792.7 



-184-

LND.& BLDG. RSR. 67 RSR. 68 RSR. 69 
{$/fin) ($/st) ($/st) {$/st) 

ALABAMA. 273036 353598 291977 292402 
ARIZCNA 400978 167315 202096 2102 77 
ARKANSAS 172747 290222 236730 237580 
CALIFORNIA 654892 976134 917922 959687 
COLORADO 36386 7 43077 15210 20843 
CONNECTICUT 458953 455522 171211 106694 
DELAWARE 385907 175502 138794 134249 
FLORIDA 858881 216721 409760 606294 
GEORGIA 361629 448297 475561 493406 
IDAHO 258594 153296 129789 137006 
ILLINOIS 447986 1015242 792588 792 790 
INDIANA 352466 415385 361674 413011 
IOWA 301309 900537 493833 612831 
KANSAS 304291 554409 458138 552189 
KENTUCKY 187730 39685 7 294935 295318 
LOUISIANA 29784 7 617482 831045 871325 
MAINE 170598 211887 228008 259819 
MARYLAND 453776 595861 552314 490992 
MASSACHUSETTS 301158 147897 132650 130747 
MICHIGAN 268045 931618 1015187 1248858 
MINNESOIA 202 709 815515 568460 529859 
MISSISSIPPI 238506 159169 176419 189090 
MISSOURI 190190 942071 750136 751855 
IDNTANA 3 79926 168933 94412 83392 
NEBR.l\SKA 273154 678077 596887 666286 
NEVADA 616209 98267 95733 101466 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 281005 94806 95558 121860 
NEW JERSEY 605331 471776 226020 255905 
NEW MEXICO 457821 53762 43879 29971 
NEW YORK 194335 793630 834000 874971 
NORTH CAROL INA 349180 641245 571632 530846 
NORTH DAKOTA 255759 96095 77963 81408 
OHIO 306305 282194 635219 762 793 
OKLAHOMA 305934 158900 184201 203331 
OREGON 296636 329531 312748 2872 94 
PENNSYLVANIA 2 77791 946007 906189 865079 
RHODE IS LAND 362022 82513 106908 90842 
sourH CAROLINA 435400 303938 22392 7 189186 
sour H DAKOTA 236357 128781 193572 215154 
TENNESSEE 233289 741594 883671 835262 
TEXAS 313986 178652 165803 211607 
urAH 394449 215856 299254 286924 
VER...'iONT 225639 77823 100805 154870 
VIRGINIA 386142 387958 391769 406982 
WASHINGTON 417557 3 70135 347113 400555 
WEST VIRGINIA 241325 64107 79481 64193 
WISOONSIN 205788 1054954 739580 873 791 
WYOMING 343768 105761 104 740 114897 



-185-

RSR. 70 RSR. 71 RSR. 72 RSR. 73 RSR. 74 
<$I st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

AlABAMA 404190 4584 70 766 755 419473 443169 
ARIZONA 287970 324156 341353 449136 495037 
ARKANSAS 361309 394461 383030 480014 554477 
CALIFORNIA 589929 592053 581462 725822 1075469 
COLORADO 2258 2072 1 4756 5300 
CONNE CI ICUT 126041 103348 115270 112449 53529 
DELA.WARE 131304 150855 159213 168013 210814 
FLORIDA 63 7842 645977 607484 750767 845342 
GEORGIA 507682 558097 558184 538384 884211 
IDAHO 208365 200109 179654 181751 209343 
ILLINOIS 955244 1028865 1034654 942264 1066297 
INDIANA 512340 421874 482186 472559 651117 
IOWA 539408 1117791 498562 557078 72 7762 
KANSAS 684002 567004 531043 839875 673745 
KENTUCKY 350533 320535 303914 268916 262579 
LOUISIANA 834551 884687 897877 1146567 1243612 
MAINE 226165 228417 217934 238206 238259 
MARYLAND 660776 596002 644591 639963 738506 
MASSACHUSETTS 148980 128435 159790 92035 134976 
MICHIGAN 1163762 1186663 902884 924986 1155117 
MINNESOIA 660605 604814 1041351 1059149 1221552 
MISSISSIPPI 205585 192593 349554 732975 830914 
MISSOURI 794884 820972 820070 721137 826383 
MONTANA 75363 153353 126597 140848 217907 
NEBRASKA 569199 588415 393458 492647 538464 
NEVADA 126103 90742 128116 106459 160488 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 152556 149236 129817 138834 90380 
NEW JERSEY 225810 244869 308984 178873 333866 
NEW MEXICO 32652 32214 49702 62534 56819 
NEW YORK 1043760 11453 70 1081349 1227330 1669142 
NORTH CAROL INA 650901 611795 643963 658796 853255 
NORTH DAKOTA 63013 63411 72002 70620 84913 
OHIO 888006 849353 904397 944010 978117 
OKLAHOMA 167253 209952 221205 223832 246168 
OREGON 196147 209691 368268 400419 403889 
PENNSYLVANIA 830570 967833 . 846015 986818 1057513 
RHODE ISLA.ND 79477 80226 86996 79403 76025 
sourH CAROL INA 195220 216553 201327 274442 328460 
sourH DAKOTA 189719 161356 179324 199043 207590 
TENNESSEE 1003240 86993 7 868540 911872 1088861 
TEXAS 207501 174724 166980 181164 220687 
urAH 358688 381283 417435 4482 76 526139 
VERMJNT 1 71618 173484 156052 167566 176877 
VIRGINIA 417434 419020 410435 480641 497760 
WAS HIN Gr ON 287818 435893 240023 361439 283230 
WEST VIRGINIA 77619 148549 123945 105323 89067 
WISCONSIN l 093064 10674 76 1340148 1475512 1575480 
WYOMING 136080 184204 131323 107906 75302 



-186-

RSR. 75 RSR. 76 RSR. 77 RSR. 78 
($/st) ($/st) ($I st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 587170 664231 787613 845158 
ARIZOOA 552310 664996 65 965 7 720724 
ARKANSAS 776932 742011 791059 836143 
CALIFORNIA 1203 732 974259 971119 908856 
COLORAOO 7127 9123 81706 105988 
CONNECTICUT 59596 59261 65909 80241 
DE I.AWARE 287998 2 9786 7 297024 243524 
FLORIDA 951543 1031347 1175046 1415367 
GEORGIA 912892 849028 1239747 1431964 
IDAHO 261389 225426 2 77493 180201 
ILLINOIS 1069945 1366448 1259309 1515214 
INDIANA 604182 745868 781294 895069 
IOWA 822063 674482 976049 94 7502 
KANSAS 7 92 691 810174 872175 719931 
KENTUCKY 294 793 3 75 716 4354 72 545833 
LOUISIANA 1353682 166 7635 175 7697 1954904 
MAINE 300192 333619 782030 500540 
MARYLAND 709439 658239 520649 688714 
MASSACHUSETTS 152615 120251 132683 200530 
MICHIGAN 1245681 116185 7 981803 1238849 
MINNESGrA 538706 1519004 2087899 2378296 
MISSISSIPPI 876965 989097 1030433 l 053134 
MISSOURI 931830 801317 950464 929443 
MONTANA 270495 171177 19193 7 185 708 
NEBRASKA 5 71232 723421 813271 673317 
NEVADA 120486 191545 2 761 73 221300 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 143359 166098 251985 314931 
NEW JERSEY 476 773 345735 244687 226384 
NEW MEXICO 58061 64645 632 76 42105 
NEW YORK. 1726842 2393530 250294 7 2433405 
NORTH CAROL INA 919488 1031404 1342040 154202 9 
NORTH DAKOTA 104292 108840 82333 120650 
OHIO 13822 75 1333452 126052 8 1349789 
OKLAHOMA 2 95831 277352 358138 26161 7 
OREGON 441264 518200 601123 534766 
PENNSYLV ANU 1172528 1232669 1098702 1082309 
RHODE ISLAND 52821 42608 57284 15822 
sourH CAROL INA 333 724 903467 941124 1029515 
sourH DAKOTA 223213 245263 251767 2 79762 
TENNESSEE 1412570 1482735 1493876 1752 981 
TEXAS 2 75283 362325 4 72602 512295 
UTAH 514814 715677 6995 91 75 9551 
VE&'10NT 260183 320023 388933 357804 
VIRGINIA 610446 64 7428 770503 799030 
WASHINGrCN 4 73495 480096 386130 4 71281 
WEST VIRGINIA 97033 1261 71 2384977 118904 
WISCONSIN 1739295 197 8964 147549 2669480 
WYOMING 77721 69144 95347 55484 



-187-

SPIL. 67 SPIL. 68 SPIL.69 SPIL. 70 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

AI.AB .AJ.'fA 19648601 18165281 19240685 20269132 
ARIZOOA 19834884 18255162 19322810 20385352 
ARKANSAS 19711977 18220528 19295507 20312013 
CALIFORNIA 19026065 17539336 185 73400 20083393 
COLORADO 19959122 18442048 19512244 20671064 
CONNECTICUT 19546677 1828604 7 1942 6393 2054 7281 
DELAWARE 19826697 18318464 19398838 20542018 
FLORIDA 19785478 1804 7498 18926793 20035480 
GEORGIA 19553902 17981697 19039681 20165640 
IDAHO 19848903 1832 7469 19396081 2046495 7 
ILLINOIS 18986957 1 7664670 18740297 19718078 
INDIANA 19586814 18095584 19120076 20160982 
IOWA 19101662 17963425 18920256 20133914 
KANSAS 19447790 17999120 18980898 19989320 
KENTUCKY 19605342 18162323 19237769 20322789 
LOUISIANA 19384 71 7 17626213 18661762 19838771 
MAINE 19790312 18229250 192 73268 20447157 
M.i\RYLAND 19406338 17904944 19042095 20012546 
MASSACHUSETTS 19854302 18324608 19402340 20524342 
MICHIGAN 19070581 17442071 18284229 19509560 
MINNESCJrA 19186684 17888798 19003228 20012717 
MISSISSIPPI 19843030 18280839 19343997 2046773 7 
MISSOURI 19060128 17707122 18781232 19878438 
ID NT ANA 19833266 18362846 19449695 20597959 
NEBP.ASKA 19324122 178603 71 18866801 20104123 
NEVADA 19903 932 18361525 19431621 2054 7219 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 19907393 18361700 19411227 20520766 
NEW JERSEY 19530423 18231238 192 77182 20447512 
NEW MEXIC.O 1994843 7 18413379 19503116 20640670 
NEW YORK 19208569 1 7623258 18658116 1962 9562 
NORTH CAROL INA 19360954 17885626 19002241 20022421 
NORTH DAKOTA 19906104 183 79295 19451679 20610309 
OHIO 19720005 17822039 187702 94 19785316 
OKLAHOMA 198432 99 18273057 19329756 20506069 
OREGON 19672668 18144510 19245793 204 77175 
PENNSYLVANIA 19056192 17551069 18668008 19842 752 
RHODE ISLAND 19919686 18350350 19442245 20593845 
SOtITH CAROL INA 19698261 18233331 19343901 204 78102 
SOL'TH DAKOTA 19873418 18263686 1931 7933 20483603 
TENNESSEE 19260605 l 75 73587 18697825 196 70082 
TEXAS 1982354 7 18291455 19321480 20465821 
UTAH 19786343 18158004 19246163 20314634 
VE&."()NT 199243 76 18356453 19378217 20501 704 
VIRGINIA 19614241 18065489 19126105 20255888 
WAS HIN Gr ON 19632064 18110145 19132532 20385504 
WEST VIRGINIA 19938092 183 77777 19468894 20595 703 
WISCONSIN 1894 7245 17717678 1865 92 96 19580258 
WYO:t-IING 19896438 18352518 19418190 2053 7242 



-188-

SPIL. 71 SPIL. 72 SPIL. 73 SPIL. 74 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

AIABAMA 20731799 21026059 23094516 26569356 
ARIZOOA 20866113 21451461 23064853 2651 7488 
ARKANSAS 20795808 21409784 23033975 26458048 
CALIFORNIA 20598216 21211352 22788167 2593 7056 
COLORAOO 21188197 21792813 23509233 2 7007225 
CONNECTICUT 21086921 21677544 23401540 26958996 
DELAWARE 21039414 21633601 23345976 26801711 
FLORIDA 20544292 21185330 22763222 26167183 
GEORGIA 20632172 21234630 22975605 26128314 
IDAHO 20990160 21613160 23332238 26803182 
ILLINOIS 20161404 20758160 22571725 25946228 
INDIANA 20768395 21310628 23041430 26361408 
IOWA 20072478 21294252 22956911 26284 763 
KANSAS 20623265 21261 771 22674114 26338780 
KENTUCKY 20869734 21488900 23245073 26749946 
LOUISIANA 20305582 20894937 22367422 25768913 
MAINE 20961852 21574880 232 75 783 26774266 
MARYLAND 20594267 21148223 22874026 262 74019 
MASSACHUSETTS 21061834 21633024 23421954 26877549 
MICHIGAN 20003606 20889930 22589003 2585 7408 
MINNESDrA 20585455 20751463 22454840 25790973 
MISSISSIPPI 209976 76 21443260 22781014 26181611 
MISSOURI 203692 97 20972 744 22 792852 26186142 
MONTANA 21036916 21666217 23373141 26794618 
NEBRASKA 20601854 21399356 23021342 264 74061 
NEVADA 2109952 7 21664698 23407530 2685203 7 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 21041033 21662 997 23375155 26922145 
NEW JERSEY 20945400 21483830 23335116 266 7865 9 
NEW MEXICD 21158055 21743112 23451455 26955706 
NEW YORK 20044899 20711465 22286659 25343383 
NORTH CAROL INA 20578474 21148851 22855193 261592 70 
NORTH DAKOTA 21126858 21720812 23443369 26927612 
OHIO 20340916 20888417 22569979 26034408 
OKLAHOMA 20980317 21571609 23290157 26766357 
OREGON 20980578 21424546 23113570 26608636 
PENNSYLVANIA 20222436 20946799 2252 71 71 25955012 
RHODE ISLA.ND 21110043 21705818 23434586 26936500 
SOUTH CAROL INA 20973716 21591487 2323954 7 26684065 
sourH DAKOTA 21028913 21613490 23314946 26804935 
TEI\1NESSEE 20320332 209242 74 22602117 25923664 
TEXAS 21015545 21625834 23332825 26 791838 
UfAH 20808986 21375379 23065713 26486386 
VERMONT 21016785 21636762 23346423 26835648 
VIRGINIA 20771249 21382379 23033348 26514765 
WASHINGTON 207543 76 21552 791 23152550 26729295 
WEST VIRGINIA 2i041720 21668869 23408666 26923458 
WISCONSIN 20122793 20452666 220384 77 2 543 7045 
WYOMING 21006065 21661491 23406083 2693 7223 



-189-

SPIL. 75 SPIL. 76 SPIL. 77 SPIL. 78 
($/st) ($/st) ($/st) ($/st) 

ALABAMA 29084297 33206644 36248215 38446690 
ARIZCNA 29119157 33205879 36376171 385 71124 
ARKANSAS 28894535 33128864 36244769 38455 705 
CALIFORNIA 28467735 32896616 36064 709 38382992 
COLORAOO 29664340 33861752 36954122 39185 860 
CONNE er ICUT 29611871 33811614 36969919 39211607 
DELAWARE 29383469 33573008 36738804 39048324 
FLORIDA 28719924 32839528 35860782 37876481 
GEORGIA 287585 75 3302184 7 35796081 37859884 
IDAHO 29410078 33645449 36758335 39111647 
ILLINOIS 28601522 3250442 7 35776519 37776634 
INDIANA 29067285 33125007 36254534 38396 779 
IOWA 28849404 33196393 36059779 38344346 
KANSAS 28878776 33060 701 36163653 385 71917 
KENTUCKY 293 76674 33495159 36600356 38746015 
LOUISIANA 28317785 32203240 35278131 37336944 
MAINE 293 71275 3353 7256 36253 798 38791308 
MARYLAND 28962028 33212636 365151 79 38603134 
MASSACHUSETTS 29518852 33750624 36903145 39091318 
MICHIGAN 28425786 32709018 36054025 38052 999 
MI'NNESarA 2 9132 761 32351871 3494 7929 36913552 
MISSISSIPPI 28794502 32881778 36005395 38238714 
MISSOURI 2873963 7 33069558 36085364 38362405 
MONTANA 29400972 33699698 36843891 39106140 
NEBRASKA 29100235 33147454 36222557 38618531 
NEVADA 29550981 33679330 36759655. 39070548 
NEW HAMP SHIRE 2 9528108 33704 777 36783843 38976917 
NEW JERSEY 29194694 33525140 36791141 39065464 
NEW MEXICO 29613406 33806230 36972552 39249743 
NEW YORK 27944625 31477345 34532881 36858443 
NORTH CAROL INA 28751979 328394 71 35693788 3 7749819 
NORTH DAKOTA 29567175 33 762035 36953495 391 71198 
OHIO 28289192 3253 71+23 35775300 3 7942059 
OKLAHOMA 29373636 33593523 36677690 39030231 
OREGON 29230203 33352675 36434705 3875 7082 
PENNSYL V AN'IA 28498939 32638206 35937126 38209539 
RHODE ISLAND 29618646 33828267 36978544 39276026 
SOUTH CAROLINA 2933 7743 32 96 7408 36094 704 38262333 
SOUTH DAKOTA 29448254 33625612 36784061 39012086 
TENNESSEE 28258897 32388140 35541952 3753886 7 
TEXAS 29396184 33508550 36563226 38779553 
UTAH 2 9156653 33155198 36336237 38532297 
VERMONT 2 9411284 33550852 36646895 38934044 
VIRGINIA 29061021 33223447 36265325 38492818 
WAS HIN Gl'C'tl 29197 972 33390779 36649698 38820567 
WEST VIRGINIA 295 74434 33744704 34650851 39172944 
WISCONSIN 2 79321 72 31891911 36888279 36622368 
WYOMING 29593 746 33801 731 36940481 39236364 
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